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The Long Way Home

Hi-C and FKTs

A

long about the fourth or fifth day of my Appalachian
Trail thru-hike, someone told us that a man ahead was backpacking
with a giant can of Hi-C fruit drink tied to the bottom of his backpack.
He was moving slowly through the Georgia mountains with his children—
young kids, like 8, 9 years old. Most news on the AT travels second- and
third-hand and amplifies in the telling. I imagined one of the big cans of
orange-flavored drink that he’d open with an equally heavy tool and have to
drink all at once.
My mental image of that juice can woggling back and forth as the father
trudged along made me laugh. My three companions and I filtered water collected in the woods, and we carried only higher-tech provisions, like tomato
crystals and powdered Tang. We’d boxed them up and mailed them ahead
to post offices on the northbound route. We’d debated which method was
the best—mailing our lightweight foodstuffs versus buying provisions from
stores along the way, and we thought we knew what we were doing.
We never caught up to the juice-toting dad. I felt sure he hadn’t lasted
more than a few days. But now I have a new theory: that he was a hero.
I regret that I giggled over his brave pilgrimage. Doing so distracted me
from my own fear that I might not complete all 2,100-plus miles over the next
few months before collapsing. That man probably never wasted one second
laughing at people like me. I know today that whatever his goal was had
nothing to do with others’ opinions of him.
This quaint story crept back into my head after three decades
because the AT experience has changed. These are the days of the FKTs:
fastest-known times. An FKT is a self-reported speed record on trails and
mountains all over the world, first coined by two Colorado trail runners in
the late 1990s.* I follow the sport of long-distance speed hiking the way some
*Doug Mayer, a frequent contributor to this journal, described the phenomenon in
“You Can’t Run That,” Appalachia Summer/Fall 2014, 65 no. 2. See also Mayer’s piece, “Origins
of the FKT,” Trail Runner magazine, October 5, 2017; trailrunnermag.com.
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fans track the Red Sox. The FKTs for the Appalachian Trail send shivers not
just down my back but around it.
On foggy, hypothermic August 28, 2018, Karl Sabbe reached
the northern terminus of the AT, the top of Katahdin in Maine, after an
astonishing 41 days, 7 hours, 39 minutes. Sabbe ran and walked north from
Georgia “supported,” meaning that he got his food, gear, and medical help
from friends who followed him in a vehicle, meeting him at trail crossings.
Sabbe beat the ultrarunner Karl Meltzer’s 2016 FKT (southbound and
supported: 45 days, 22 hours, 38 minutes) and ultrarunner Scott Jurek’s
supported northbound FKT of 46 days, 8 hours, 7 minutes in 2015.
These guys covered between 48 and 53 miles a day. Our longest day was
26 miles; we averaged 15. My 15 miles a day, with giant backpack minus
canned Hi-C, transformed me. I don’t minimize any distance I or anyone else
achieves just because someone else can triple it. But looking at these feats on
fastestknowntime.com, I say, wow.
Even more amazing: In 2017 Joe McConaughy, known as “Stringbean,”
ran and hiked almost as fast as Sabbe, but unsupported—carrying all his own
food and gear, getting himself into town to resupply—in 45 days, 12 hours,
and 15 minutes. While carrying his own stuff, he beat the supported times of
the more famous and closely watched Jurek and Meltzer.
Women speed-hikers hurdle old expectations too. In 2011, Jennifer Pharr
Davis hiked supported—her husband, Brew, crewed her—in only 46 days, 11
hours, 20 minutes, which for a few years held the record for both men and
women. Davis had hiked supported in 2008: 57 days, 8 hours, 38 minutes
for a women’s record at the time. Heather Anderson, calling herself “Anish,”
hiked unsupported in 2015: 54 days, 7 hours, 48 minutes.
Davis had first completed the trail in 2005, walking the traditional
way, unsupported and carrying a full pack for four and a half months. She
struggled alone and still maintains that the slow hike with a full pack defined
her character more than the speed hikes. One morning she discovered the
body of a man who’d hanged himself from a gazebo. Slowly, not quickly, she
had noticed a tragedy that no one else had seen. It frightened her. She reached
deep inside for the strength just to keep going after that. She chronicled her
personal metamorphosis during that hike in Becoming Odyssa (Beaufort
Books, 2010).
Long-distance mountain trips can play out like John Bunyan’s
Pilgrim’s Progress, in which every physical obstacle defeated is a metaphor for
SUMMER/FALL 2019 7

perseverance. But in these days of the FKT, when super athletes follow a welltrodden and tested route, maybe the epic AT thru-hike has transformed into
something lighter, less philosophical and weighty.
The speed-hikers carry their drinks in vests and belts—sugary drinks, like
Hi-C of the old days. They move so fast that their drinks woggle back and
forth a little like the Hi-C dad’s provisions.
I envison the Hi-C dad as strong and a dreamer. He represented the best
of the American long-distance walker. He holds the FKT for a dad carrying
a big can of juice. Out there on every person’s trail, the AT, he found a place
where any nonathlete could strap on sneakers and a can of Hi-C and connect
with his purpose. He could walk 5 miles or 40 miles and win; no one was
keeping track, except him.
—Christine Woodside
Editor-in-Chief

8 Appalachia

Fox at 4 a.m.
Starlit on snow crust he flows
across the yard, dark-furred,
pricked ears raised as though
he had some place to go—stops,
curls up a moment, though
some movement of my own
behind the glass perhaps
caught the corner of his eye,
for he rises, trots on
toward the compost pile,
vanishing like a thought
too fugitive to hold—
and I return to sleep,
at last, dreamlessly,
as though he had been
the dream; though morning
shows his footprints
in the snow.
Robin Chapman

Robin Chapman is the author of nine poetry books, most recently Six True Things
(Tebot Bach, 2016). She was the recipient of Appalachia’s 2010 Poetry Prize. Her poems
have appeared recently in Flyway, Poetry East, and Terrain, among other journals.
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Hitting “Reset”

AT Redemption
A father at a crossroads takes his kids hiking . . . 244 miles
Ben Montgomery

10 Appalachia

T

he fight broke out on a narrow ridge somewhere high
above Davenport Gap, and I’m only slightly embarrassed to admit the
first thought in my head was that this was the most beautiful location in
which I’d witnessed hand-to-hand combat. Embarrassing, because fighting
before me were the fruit of my loins—the youngest and oldest, 9 and 14—
tangled up in ground warfare on the Appalachian Trail, flanked on both
sides of this mile-high ridge by perilous drop-offs. Asher, the elder, struggled
atop Bey. She’d somehow used her walking stick to pin Bey’s shoulders to
the mountain, and he’d managed to grab two fistfuls of her long brown
hair, and the tangle amounted to what would be considered a stalemate in
Ultimate Fighting.
A better parent might have intervened. I kept my distance. They both shot
long looks in my direction, as if to say, “Aren’t you going to stop us, Daddy?”
I did not. This was their fight, and it had been brewing for miles. My middle
child, Morissey, 12, looked up at me with a smile that said she approved of my
inaction and that she rather enjoyed the break in walking. We both watched
in silence as the other two wrestled in the glorious wild. When Asher was
finally able to pry her brother’s hands from her hair, she shoved herself off of
him and stomped him in the crotch. He wailed. I moved in to help him up.
I’ve come to believe that a long hike has a biological cycle. Like almost
everything—life, relationships, civilizations, songs, stories, stars—it is born
in explosive uncertainty. It grows more comfortable, adapting and striving.
It reaches a climactic, epiphanic moment, when great lessons are learned. And
it gradually begins its descent toward finality, end, death. Belden Lane, in his
book Backpacking with the Saints (Oxford University Press, 2014), compares a
certain kind of hike to a “death lodge,” a sort of symbolic place to which the
wanderer retires to say goodbye to his old life. “A death lodge is a place for
acknowledging that a chapter in one’s life is closing,” Lane writes, “with a new
one beginning to open.” Maybe this hike was our death lodge.
In any event, Day 5, for the Montgomerys, was adolescence.
I would later learn through tiresome post-fight analysis (because if anything
is in surplus on a long AT hike, it’s the time you have for conversation) that
Bey had caught a short burst of energy and tried to pass Asher on the trail,

Asher, Morissey, and Bey Montgomery descend another mountain between Hot Springs,
North Carolina, and Springer Mountain, Georgia, on their trek of the Appalachian
Trail. BEN MONTGOMERY
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and Asher had somehow whacked Bey’s leg with her stick, and Bey had tried
to take Asher’s stick before they both fell to the ground.
The details matter more to the loser, of course, to the party who can hold
tight to injustice and long for retribution. And maybe that explains why I’m
writing.
Why do we hike?
The easy answer, the one I trot out before crowds of ladies who
come to libraries and senior centers to hear me talk about my first book,
Grandma Gatewood’s Walk (Chicago Review Press, 2014): We have relied on
bipedal locomotion for 6 million years, and only in the past hundred or so
have we chosen in great numbers to sit and ride rather than strike out on
foot. Early man walked 20 miles a day. Benefits were attributed to walking
as far back as ancient times. Pliny the Elder described walking as one of the
Medicines of the Will. Hippocrates called walking “man’s best medicine”
and prescribed walks to treat a variety of afflictions. Aristotle lectured while
walking. Leonardo da Vinci designed raised streets to protect walkers from
cart traffic. Johann Sebastian Bach walked 200 miles to hear a master play
the organ. William Wordsworth is said to have walked 180,000 miles in his
lifetime. Charles Dickens took crazy nighttime walks and once said, “The
sum of the whole is this : Walk and be happy ! Walk and be healthy.” Robert
Louis Stevenson wrote of “the great fellowship of the Open Road” and the
“brief but priceless meetings which only trampers know.” Friedrich Wilhelm
Nietzsche said, “Only those thoughts that come by walking have any value.”
Henry David Thoreau waxed forever about walking. “I can easily walk ten,
fifteen, twenty, any number of miles,” he wrote. So we moderns, confined to
the roads in our “man traps,” as Thoreau presciently called cars, have lost hold
of something powerful. And we hike to try to get that back.
That’s the easy answer. And it’s mostly true.
The more complicated and personal answer, then: Divorce is terrible. I do
not wish it on my worst enemy. Divorce is, as the great Pat Conroy wrote in
Atlanta Magazine in 1978, a lurid duet that entices observers to the dance and
brings down a small civilization of friends, children, relatives. “Two people
declare war on each other, and their screams and tears and days of withdrawal
infect their entire world with the bacilli of their pain,” he wrote. “There are
no clean divorces. Divorces should be conducted in abattoirs, surgical wards,
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Before he spent a half-year working thousands of miles away, Ben Montgomery felt a pull
to spend the summer “doing something important with my kids.” Here they relax at one
of the AT’s trailside shelters. COURTESY OF BEN MONTGOMERY

blood banks, or funeral homes. The greatest fury comes from the wound
where love once issued forth.”
For most of my marriage, I refused to even say the repugnant word. It
came up, often in deep late-night conversation, but it was always broached
in less offensive language. Would you be happier with someone else? Should
we try something different? The end of my marriage was accompanied by a
startling and unanswerable question: How can two people who have loved
each other since they were teenagers, who made vows before their friends
and families to always be together, who were miserable when deprived of the
other’s company, who brought three wondrous children into the world, who
spent no small amount of time in the offices of marriage counselors with the
goal of remaining together—how is it that in the void of a few months of
trial separation the love they once shared could morph into distrust, anger,
hate, and, finally, indifference? This was my lot as 2017 slammed into 2018,
as I got sober and rode out Hurricane Irma and lost my job at the newspaper
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and finished my third book; as lawyers were hired, finances untangled, and
a twentieth wedding anniversary went uncelebrated. I moved into a small
apartment, bought a pullout IKEA couch, and tried to make it feel like
home. The kids arrived and departed with bags of their clothes. At the house,
they have their own bedrooms; at my apartment, they each have a single
drawer of their own in a dresser.
We began to develop a routine, though. We’d escape my apartment after
dinner each evening and walk to a city park near downtown Tampa to lie in
the grass and read, a round-trip journey of a few miles. This simple exercise
became salve for my heartache. We held hands and talked about our days
as the sun set over the Hillsborough River. In their absence, I found myself
longing for our walks.
In the spring of 2018, I learned I had landed a job teaching at the University
of Montana for the fall semester. To make ends meet—to afford a mortgage
and an apartment and child support and mounting legal bills—I’d have to
move 2,600 miles away.
I needed summer to be sustaining, and I felt the pull to spend it all doing
something important with my kids. For the first time since college, I didn’t
have to report to a daily job.
I started thinking about a long walk.
About 274.5 miles of the Appalachian Trail separate Hot Springs,
North Carolina, our starting point, and Springer Mountain, Georgia, the
trail’s southern terminus. And by the day of the fight, not far from Davenport
Gap Shelter, just 36 miles in, everyone had cried but me.
But we were still on our feet, and the trail seemed to be sending us
some rewards.
We started each day in a circle, packs on our backs, reading from The
Pocket Pema Chödrön (Shambhala, 2017), and we meditated on the mini
lessons as we walked. Or maybe it was just me meditating. The kids seemed
into it, though.
We can learn to rejoice in even the smallest blessings our life holds. It is easy to
miss our own good fortune; often happiness comes in ways we don’t even notice.
We watched the sun set on the grass-topped mountain called Max Patch
and slept under the stars. We found a tiny turtle, no bigger than a half-dollar,
and paused for photos. We ate wild strawberries one of the girls spotted along
the trail. Every time we stopped to filter water, Bey took time to look for
salamanders, and he began keeping count in his journal.
14 Appalachia

The essence of life is that it’s challenging.
Bear activity in Great Smoky Mountains National Park had forced rangers
to close a few shelters, and that led to several high-mile days. I pushed the
kids hard, and we put in 17 miles one day when I sensed morale plummeting.
That’s a long walk for a 9-year-old. In a moment of contrition, I promised
that if they made it to Newfound Gap, 67 miles from Hot Springs, we’d try
to catch a ride into Gatlinburg to resupply, and we’d spend a night in a hotel.
The way to dissolve our resistance to life is to meet it face to face.
They humped like billy goats the next few days and seemed to find their
trail legs. As Day 7 came and went, something started to change. They’d all
three tell me later, in private moments, that this was the point of the hike
when they began to realize I was serious—that Daddy really was going to
make them walk 274 miles to Springer Mountain. And letting go of the idea
that quitting was a possibility was its own sort of motivation.
Above Newfound Gap, an afternoon thunderstorm caught us by surprise
and soaked us and our gear, but passed as quickly as it had blown in. As we
descended from Icewater Spring Shelter, we began passing waves of doe-eyed

The kids found their trail legs after realizing their father really meant to hike all the way
to Georgia. BEN MONTGOMERY
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day-hikers, folks who had driven up to the gap and looked like they had
randomly found themselves on a trail. You knew them by their panting and
cleanliness. I felt the kids’ pride swell as they practiced proper trail etiquette
and stepped aside to let each new family go by, the clean children staring at
my dirty offspring as they passed. We popped out of the woods, and the gap
was swarming with tourists on a bright summer afternoon. Without talking,
we stripped off our wet shoes and socks and plunked down in the grass near
the Rockefeller Memorial. We’d made it halfway through the Smokies, and
hovering in the air was some unspoken difference between us and everyone
else at the gap. They had driven here. We had walked.
I caught a woman taking our picture and smiled.
Part of our deal—call it a bribe if you want—was that when
we reached Gatlinburg, the kids could each pick out one item from Nantahala Outdoor Center, and I would buy it for them. I told them the item
had to be reasonably priced and that it had to be useful on our journey. We
hitched a ride into town and climbed the steps to the massive outfitter.
Asher quickly picked a pair of lightweight sandals to wear around our
campsites in the evenings so her hiking shoes could dry. Morissey, who had
been terribly disappointed in the bland dehydrated vegetables that made
our evening meals, picked an assortment of prepackaged foodstuffs. Bey
could not decide. Round and round he went for the better part of an hour,
exploring pocketknives and camp pillows. When my patience wore thin, I
suggested we take a break and come back so he could make his selection after
a good night’s sleep. We rented a car and checked into a hotel near an indoor
water park and ate Mellow Mushroom pizza, and the difficulty of our long
walk was briefly forgotten. We walked around Gatlinburg, a cauldron of
Americana fauxpourri.
In the historic district sits an honest-to-god store where you can rent one
of those battery-powered wheelchair/scooter crossbreeds so you don’t have
to walk anywhere. And it does a brisk business. I know because I stood and
watched men and women walk up to the shop, engage in a short transaction,
then scoot away. I thought of Peter Steinhart’s story in Audubon in 1987,
when studies showed that Americans were spending four hours a day in front
of their television sets. “We experience life not through the soles of our feet
but through the seats of our pants,” Steinhart wrote. This is us now, soda in
hand and butt planted on scooter, making the conscious choice to sit and ride
down a sidewalk.
16 Appalachia

Bey spotted a candy shop and dragged us all inside. He’d found his one
item. I paid for a pound of assorted Jelly Belly jelly beans. Whatever it takes
to get him to walk.
That night we went Full Gatlinburg. We rode water slides and ate from
vending machines and wound up, somehow, at the Hatfield & McCoy
Dinner Feud, where I paid $56.95 per Montgomery so we could be treated
like hillbilly royalty. No fewer than five birds lost their lives in the making of
our table’s bucket of fried chicken.
We watched the actors sing and dance in some loose and farcical
interpretation of the old Appalachian family feud. The Hatfields hated the
McCoys. The McCoys hated the Hatfields. The families engaged in all sorts of
ornery behavior to exact revenge for perceived slights. They bit and scratched
and punched and, at one point, even engaged in a diving competition at a
swimming hole to see which clan was better. It soon became clear that no one
knew why they were fighting. The impetus for the bloodlust had been lost to
time. Rage had filled the void of ignorance.
This telling slowly narrowed in on the inciting event that had spawned
untold decades of chicanery and vengeance. Only the oldest member of each
clan knew what had started the war—old grandpa on one side, dear granny
on the other. In the climactic scene, we learned that years before, these two
had been in love. And a simple mistake beyond their control—a misheard
message, a missed rendezvous—set in motion a chain of events that led to
decades of bullets and bloodshed. How easily love can sour. How devastating
when it does.
It was my turn to cry.
We stopped to eat lunch at Clingmans Dome the next day, barely
200 miles from Springer Mountain, and watched another parade of tourists
ascend a quarter-mile paved sidewalk from the parking lot to the dome. We
overheard a few—kids and adults—bellyaching about how difficult the hike
had been. One woman even stopped at the base rather than continue with her
family up the spiral ramp to the tower to witness one of the best views in the
Smokies. She’d had enough walking. Pema Chödrön would probably advise
us to keep our judgment to a minimum, but we smirked.
The next few days flew by. We woke. We hiked. We ate. We hiked.
We slept.
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We developed a routine in everything, in setting camp and cooking
and filtering water and breaking camp. The kids assumed more and more
responsibilities, and I was glad for it. The complaining faded, too, and we
started to have fun. When we’d gone without hot food for a spell, we would
spend hours concocting the imaginary meals we would eat if we were home.
Our conversations were often hilarious. We spent hours playing Would You
Rather? As in, Would you rather have muffin hands or corduroy skin? Would you
rather fight ten duck-sized horses or one horse-sized duck? Bey rewarded us with
mad-scientist jelly bean combinations. Buttered popcorn and Dr Pepper was
a night at the movies. Root beer and vanilla ice cream made a root beer float.
On June 14, we hiked from Silers Bald Shelter to Mollies Ridge Shelter,
almost 18 miles. We arrived just after dark, and the shelter was occupied by a
group of seven women, already inside their bags and prepared to sleep. The
kids and I activated our headlamps and quietly set about brushing our teeth
and getting ready for bed. I told them to bring me their food and odiferous
items so I could put them in our bear bag and run it up the cable.
As soon as we slipped into our bags, a rodent—or maybe more—went to
work, skittering back and forth across the wooden beams above us all night
long. After a fitful and fragmented few hours of sleep, I woke at dawn and
discovered what our mouse friend had been up to. First, it had chewed a hole
through Bey’s L.L. Bean backpack. Then it had managed to drag the bag of
jelly beans out and deplete my son’s supply by roughly 80 percent. I woke the
boy with a whisper.
“I’m sorry, buddy,” I said, “but a mouse ate all your jelly beans.”
His eyes filled with tears, but he didn’t cry.
“You have to make sure we put stuff like that in the bear bag at night,” I
told him. “OK?”
He shook his head. “OK.”
Our shelter mates soon began to stir and dress and pack their bedding. One
of them, a woman in her late 20s, began tugging on her hiking boots, then
stopped, turned the boot over, and shook its contents into her hand. Eight
colorful jelly beans. The next woman did the same. And the next. This mouse
spent eight hours stealing jelly beans from Bey’s backpack and dispersing the
loot in hiking boots. I felt respect for the little guy—and maybe a tinge of
sadness that we were ruining his dreams. The whole scenario felt familiar.
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I apologized yet again to a late riser who discovered the mother lode in
her shoes.
“Don’t apologize,” she said. “I feel lucky, like he chose me. How many
times in your life do you get to wake up and find jelly beans in your shoes?”
I’m not ashamed to admit that I cried when we popped out of
Great Smoky Mountains National Park. The moment felt significant. We had
walked 110 miles from Hot Springs, and we were thriving. I was reminded of
a line from a 150-year-old Thoreau essay, “Walking.” “I wish to speak a word
for Nature,” he wrote, “for absolute freedom and wildness, as contrasted with
a freedom and culture merely civil,—to regard man as an inhabitant of a part
and parcel of Nature, rather than a member of society.”
We pressed on, and the rewards of nature presented themselves to us. We
saw a complete rainbow stretching over the mountains. We startled a rafter
of wild turkeys and watched mule deer graze 10 yards from our shelter and
soaked our feet in every cold spring we could find. We woke one morning

Morissey Montgomery enjoys a summit. BEN MONTGOMERY
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under a lean-to beam upon which someone had written: “Though the wind is
fierce, it can’t keep me from greeting the sun in the morning.” We greeted the
glorious sunrise atop a bald and ate our breakfast above the clouds. We passed
Mile Marker 100 on Albert Mountain.
My girlfriend, Lorraine, drove up from Tampa; met us close to the North
Carolina/Georgia line; and drove us into Helen, Georgia, a charming little
town. We did laundry, let the tent dry out, and ate many bags of potato chips.
We decided to jump about 30 miles of trail because the kids had to be back to
their mother by the end of June. We started again at Hogpen Gap, and a few
miles from the parking lot, we saw our first bear. Lorraine tried to take credit;
we’d hiked all this way without seeing a bear, and we see one on her first day.
Her T-shirt made me laugh out loud: “CAMPING IS IN-TENTS.”
The adolescent cub hustled across the trail about twenty yards in front
of Asher, who always led our hikes. He parked himself in some bushes by
the trail and stuck his nose in the air. We clustered and took some photos
of him and searched the area for his mother. We shouted ridiculous things
in his direction, but nothing dislodged him, so we bushwhacked to the next
switchback and hurried away.
Lorraine struggled up Blood Mountain. We all did, but our mileage
heretofore gave us an advantage. I got the sense she didn’t want the kids to
know how exhausted she was. She wanted to impress them, and they were
feeling her out, trying to understand this new person their dad had feelings
for. When it came time to decide our sleeping arrangements on Blood
Mountain, my daughters were determined that I would sleep in the tent with
them, and Lorraine would take the smaller tent with Bey.
Lorraine’s plan was to join us for the last few days, catch a shuttle back
to her car at Hogpen Gap, then give us a ride back to Tampa. Even now, our
hike was taking on a new shape.
We were slogging through an afternoon downpour about 5 miles
north of Gooch Gap when I felt a sharp pain on my ankle. I slapped something
off and kept walking. It felt like a sting at first, but a few minutes later I could
feel the pain traveling up my left leg. Maybe a small snake had bitten me? Are
there scorpions in north Georgia? I’ve been stung by a wide array of flying
insects, but this pain was something else. I kept walking.
Soon my anus started itching, and that quickly spread to my lower back.
No amount of scratching brought relief. I dropped my pack to scratch
my back.
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“Something’s wrong,” I told Lorraine, who was hiking just in front of me.
I pulled up my shirt and she examined my lower back.
“You’re covered in hives,” she said.
“Let’s get to the shelter,” I said.
I continued to scratch myself for another mile or so, when I felt heat in the
lymph nodes on my neck. My ears started ringing.
This may sound crazy, but if you ever want to stand face to face with your
own insignificance, if you want to wrap your arms around your place in the
wild, get yourself stung by some unknown insect in a downpour and feel your
body flip out.
We had no cell phone service, and our path crossed no roads. I felt my
lips swelling and my face going numb. I picked up the pace and caught up
with Asher.
“I don’t want you to panic,” I told her, “but I’ve been stung by something,
and my face is going numb, and I’ve got to get help.”
I told her I was going to hurry the rest of the way to the shelter and
asked her to take care of her siblings and Lorraine. She responded like we’d
rehearsed for this moment a hundred times.
“OK, Daddy,” she said.
The Georgia woods became a wet blur. When I stepped into the shelter,
which was occupied by a bunch of men and boys, I could barely speak. I
managed to ask if anyone was a doctor. No. I explained what was happening
to me and a man produced two Benadryl pills. I ate them, stripped out of
my wet clothes, and climbed into my bag. Hives covered my body. I tried to
scratch my skin off until I eventually fell asleep.
The next morning I was fine, as if nothing had happened. I would learn
that when the kids arrived, they had set about making camp and cooking
themselves dinner, like old pros. They hung their clothes out to dry. They
hung their food in a bear bag. They took care of each other, and Lorraine,
and me.
We climbed Springer Mountain the next day and made it to the
peak just as the sun set. All said, we’d hiked 244 miles together, averaging
about 12 miles a day. We had tested ourselves against the earth, and we were
better for it. Their smiles in the photographs make me giggle months later.
We’d learned simple lessons on the trail, clichés all, but meaningful. That
you don’t know what you can endure until you’re forced to endure it. That
it’s OK to cry. That we are a family, fights and everything. That you have to
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Ben Montgomery with the kids at their end point, on Springer Mountain. COURTESY OF
BEN MONTGOMERY

protect the things you love, or a mouse will steal your treasure and deposit it
in hikers’ boots.
That life is a struggle. That a long walk can be salve, and maybe even
salvation.
That sometimes I’ll need them to take care of me, and that they’ll be there.

Ben Montgomery is author of three books, including Grandma Gatewood’s
Walk (Chicago Review Press, 2014), which won the 2014 National Outdoor Book
Award for History/Biography. He teaches journalism at the University of South
Florida in Tampa.
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Mogoté de la Guira
Bay of Pigs, Cuba
“Cuba has 6 endemic genera and 21 endemic bird species.”
—Lester L. Short, Field Guide to the Birds of Cuba
Clouds over mogote—peaks of Jurassic stone,
chimneys of honeycombed limestone—each
with their own endemic plants and birds.
Hills full of holes, moldy with moss—Mogoté,
unscalable limestone, unreachable caves
that only vultures scan—cecropia and Cuban pine,
Fidel’s secret hideout, last stand, camouflaged.
The Cuban solitaire sings here—his voice, his eye ring
burn through leaves of telescoped trees, here on Cuba,
specialized island where clouds hide mogote,
withholding its histories as the solitaire sings.
15 January 2013
Marcyn Del Clements

Marcyn Del Clements has contributed to Appalachia for many years. In 2013 she
traveled to Cuba as a citizen scientist to study its plants and animals, including the
smallest hummingbird in the world, the bee hummingbird.
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Waiting on a Ledge
Time to think,120 feet off the ground
Sarah Ruth Bates
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M

y dad, my brother, our guide, and I stand on a shelf
of granite, 120-odd feet off the ground. The sun bakes my ears—
I’ve forgotten to sunscreen them. A briny wind blows stray hairs into my eyes.
Below, the treetops have cohered into forest, leaves rippling in the breeze.
The world up here is simple: green trees, blue water, black roads, pinky
gray granite cliff, huge blue sky, sun, rope, harness, edge. Three people next
to me.
We’re spending the day climbing in Maine’s Acadia National Park, with
a guide, because we don’t know the routes in the area. I felt a little nervous
the day before, because I didn’t want to slow down the group, but everything
has gone unusually smoothly. It was supposed to rain, but the day came out
crisp and sunny.
We’ve just finished a multipitch route: Instead of climbing up and
lowering down one by one, we all climbed to a ledge then up again to a higher
one. (Picture the rope like an inchworm reaching out, contracting in, then
repeating the motion.) Now we stand in a row on the second ledge. It’s time
to lower ourselves back down.
Our guide will go first, so that he can provide a fireman’s belay from the
ground. He’ll hold the ends of the rope, a precaution against free fall. We
preload our rappel devices onto the rope, so we’ll each be ready to drop when
our turns come. My brother stands closest to the edge, so he’ll go first, then
my dad, then me.
My dad offers to switch with me. It’s perfectly safe for me to go last, and
it doesn’t require any extra tinkering with the gear—it’s just scary to wait on
the ledge alone. I say I’ll be fine. The guide disappears over the edge. We wait.
The rope goes slack. “Off rappel!” the guide yells, then, “On belay!”
My brother lowers off the edge. Dad and I smile, chat. His turn comes. He
drops too.
The simple system of rappelling will tell me when it’s time to go: My dad
will reach the ground, the rope will slacken, and I’ll be able to move. He’ll call
up to me, and I’ll lower myself down.
The trees at ground level are a brighter green than usual, that fresh earlyspring green, patched with the darker tops of pines. As I look at them, so

The ledges in Maine’s Acadia National Park lie exposed to wind and weather. The author
could look up or look down, but she had to stay put for what seemed like a very long
time. MICHAEL BATES
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far below, my stomach clenches. I stare instead at the rocks at my feet: dusty
pebbles that our guide calls “kitty litter.”
I send my mind on tangents. I think about Westworld, my credit card
payments, my ex. It’s been a while. I can’t see my dad and can’t go check how
far down he’s gotten. His weight tightens the rope, so I can’t move any closer
to the edge. I have no watch, no iPhone. Has it been three minutes? Thirty?
My immediate surroundings don’t offer much distraction. I’m part of a
simple system: me, the rappel rings, the ropes running through them, and the
rope in my hand. I don’t want to think too much about the rope, the same
way I don’t like to think about how far off the ground I am when I fly in
airplanes. I don’t want to look down again.
Sometimes in the woods, I imagine a little red meter, like the one that
pops up at the top of video game screens when you make your character swim
underwater, measuring how much time you have left to survive. If you don’t
surface before the meter runs out, game over. If I had a meter now, it wouldn’t
measure a physical countdown, but a mental one.
I think of a story I heard last summer. My dad and I were on a weeklong
climbing trip in the Bugaboos: a remote glacial zone in Canada, somewhere
north of Montana. We scrambled up spires that towered above the ice. Our
guide told us a horror story of a rappel gone wrong. A Boy Scout leader
picked the wrong anchor to lower from. He sent the scouts ahead of him. The
first boy rappelled down, couldn’t find a place to stand, and dropped off the
end of the rope.
I imagine how it felt: the rope feeding reluctantly at first, then more
smoothly, the boy relaxing into the process, lowering faster into the void.
Then the rope end whipping through his hands, and the fall, a thousand or
more feet into anonymous ice, no life anywhere but the algae that grows on
the glacier’s crust. Too far down for the troop to hear the scream, because
another kid followed, then another.
I’ve been waiting a long time. I feel tiny stirrings of panic. Panic, here,
is the only thing, short of messing with the rope system, that could actually
cause a problem. If I do freak out, and I can’t get my hands to work, I actually
will get stuck.
Nothing is wrong. Nothing needs fixing or solving or doing. Physically,
this is the easiest task I’ve had all day: stand. Mentally, it’s the most difficult.
I like an actionable task. I worry about giving a presentation at work, so I
practice for it. I’m concerned for a friend, so I call her. Now, there’s nothing to
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figure out, nothing to change, nothing to do—except to do nothing. It feels
as if that should be easy. It’s not.
I used to be better at waiting. I filled time easily, thinking about a question
or a problem the way you chew gum, worrying it, not for an answer but just
for the pleasure of turning it over in my mind. As a kid, I very often had to
wait for someone else’s decision, but I’m no longer in the back seat, and that
mental muscle has atrophied. Maybe it’s good, out here, to relearn about
waiting, to sit in my own mind and notice how quickly my thoughts spin
out of control.
Climbing reveals so cleanly whether you can actually control your nerves,
can read the difference between a fear you should listen to and one you
should master. My body balks at heights, and I don’t blame it. It’s difficult
to reason with the fears that evolution baked into us—to explain rappelling
to my own lizard brain, which doesn’t understand rope. It’s like wishing you
could explain to your dog that going to the vet is actually a good thing. The
hormones that surge through my body vie with my brain, which knows that
this is a safe situation, that I’m not a Boy Scout in the Canadian Rockies, that
I will be fine.
The rope goes slack. The guide yells. I lower myself over the edge.

Sarah Ruth Bates is a Boston-based writer. She graduated from the master of
bioethics program at Harvard Medical School in 2017 and from Middlebury College
with a bachelor of arts in philosophy in 2014.
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Fuji-ko
On Japan’s Mountain Day, Americans experience Fuji faith
Dianne Fallon
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utside, the wind shrieked, as if a massive gale had taken
hold of the mountain. Inside the hut, the sounds of other hikers
waking up—soft voices, the rustle of sleeping bags, the ripping of Velcro—rose around me in the darkness. On the sleeping platform, zipped into
my bag and nestled in between my 15-year-old daughter, Jen, and a petite
Japanese woman, I tried to rest a bit longer in my 16 inches of space.
The hutmaster had suggested rising at 1 a.m., but I thought we needed
more rest, so I had planned on a 2:30 a.m. wake-up. But now I couldn’t sleep.
Although I didn’t want to wake Jen just yet, I squeezed out of my bag to get
up for the bathroom.
I stepped into my hut slippers and outside into a thick mist and a dense
crowd of humanity shuffling past the hut. Where had all these people come
from? The wind had died down to a quiet whistle. Except for the crunchcrunch of boot-clad footsteps, the hikers moved quietly.
Looking above the hut, I could see a line of white lights zigzagging up the
switchbacks of Mount Fuji’s cone. The line was continuous and unbroken,
as if someone had strung a length of holiday lights up and across the dark
mountain. The lights bobbed and shifted as invisible hikers climbed up
the trail.
For several minutes, I waited to use the all-gender bathroom, where men
urinated in the urinals while women, eyes averted, waited to use the stalls. In
one stall, a hiker was vomiting, probably from the 11,000-foot altitude.
After returning to our sleeping nest, I tried to rest but soon realized our
host was right. With so many people crowding the trail, we had to start
hiking if we wanted to reach the Mount Fuji summit in time for the sunrise.
I woke up Jen. After dressing in the dark, we went downstairs to drink coffee
and hot chocolate and eat a foil-packaged breakfast of rice and sardines. Not
very appetizing, especially on a few hours rest, but we needed nourishment to
power us up the mountain.
When we set out at 2:30 a.m., the air was still damp with mist, but the
winds had dissipated. We stepped into the line of hikers with our small
flashlights, although we didn’t need them because so many others had lights,
creating a constant wave of low-level illumination. We began to hike with
small steps, in sync with the others, a slow shuffle forward, the way the crowd
moves as it exits Fenway Park after a ball game.

The rising sun lightens the horizon above a thick bank of clouds, high on Fuji.
DIANNE FALLON
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The Big Dipper hung above us in the clear black sky. The temperature, by
our New England standards, was mild, about 40 degrees Fahrenheit, perfect
for hiking. Most hikers were clad in heavy coats, head-to-toe wind gear, hats
and gloves, but we were comfortable in our long pants, a couple of light
layers, and windbreakers, and we warmed up as we moved along.
We didn’t have to hike very far to the summit, just 2 kilometers, but the
going was slow, partly because of the throngs of people on the trail and partly
because of the altitude—especially the rapid change from the day before,
from Tokyo’s sea level to the hut. I didn’t mind the slow shuffle because the
pace matched my fatigue. In the darkness, no one spoke. The only sound
was the crunch-crunch of boots on volcanic scree. Moving with the crowd, I
began to feel like we were part of something bigger than a hike.
When I planned this sunrise hike to Mount Fuji, I knew it would not
be a wilderness experience. I knew we would encounter many people and
numerous food stalls on the trail and that I would have to bring a hefty
collection of 100-yen coins to use the bathroom (200 yen for each stop). But I
accepted these conditions without complaining because resenting the crowds
could ruin the experience of climbing Mount Fuji.
What I didn’t know was that climbing a mountain with hordes of people
offers its own rewards.
A dormant volcano since its last eruption in 1707, Mount Fuji
has been the object of veneration and worship since ancient times, with written records of religious practice dating to the ninth century, when a major
eruption caused catastrophic destruction. Mountain worship is not unique
to Japan but was especially well established in the Mount Fuji region and at
other sacred mountains in Japan. Fuji worship involves a mixture of Shinto,
Buddhist, and Shugendo (or mountain-dwelling) practices that have evolved
over centuries of political, religious, social, and economic change, many of
which can be traced to specific historical individuals. Due to Mount Fuji’s
rich cultural history, in 2013 UNESCO recognized it as a World Heritage
Site, deemed as having “outstanding universal value” that transcends national
boundaries and requires protection and preservation. For Mount Fuji, the
push to become a World Heritage Site generated efforts to clean up longstanding problems with garbage and human waste disposal. On the mountain
today, hikers find scarcely a speck of garbage, and it appears the problems
with human waste are largely eliminated.
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We had begun our hike the previous afternoon from Mount Fuji’s 7,500foot Fifth Station, after a long, traffic-clogged bus ride from Tokyo. On the
final stretch, the bus traveled up a forested mountain road that ends in a
bustling enclave of commerce and contemplation: a lodge, several restaurants,
many souvenir shops, and the Komitake Shrine. The large parking lot was
empty because cars are banned from the Subaru Line road during the climbing
season, when almost all visitors arrive by bus.
We fueled up on a lunch of ramen and dumplings, and then set off. The
trail began as a narrow road filled with hikers, most of them Japanese. Some
groups numbered 35 to 40 people. At first, the hike had an almost carnivallike atmosphere. Two mascot-like figures waved at us as rangers handed out
safety brochures. Farther on, a candy company representative distributed free
chocolate bars.
Skies were overcast, keeping the blazing subtropical sun at bay. The road
evolved into a trail of packed-dirt switchbacks, with the occasional short,
rocky, uphill scramble to keep it interesting. Jen and I didn’t talk much, but I
enjoyed the sense of being present with her through the experience of hiking.
Mount Fuji’s summit, at 12,388 feet (3,776 meters), is not technically
difficult. The hike from the Fifth Station to the peak is only 6 kilometers,
but it is challenging, with an elevation gain of 4,500 feet. On the trail, my
legs and lungs could feel the elevation. My feet moved slower than I was used
to, but they kept moving, and Jen’s faster pace helped to pull me forward.
The hike to the Mount Fujisan hut, where I had reserved two beds, was
4 kilometers—less than 3 miles—but these felt like long kilometers.
Still, Jen and I hiked at a faster pace than the large groups did. We soon
learned to take advantage of group rest stops to move ahead. “Group alert,”
I whispered to her, and we scurried past a crowd sitting on benches at a food
stall, waiting for others to use the restroom or to get their eight-sided walking
sticks impressed with special stamps. The walking stick, originally a Buddhist
ritual object, is now a prized souvenir.
On Yoshida Trail, shed-like food stalls dot the landscape at the various
mountain stations and at places in between. (Mount Fuji is divided into ten
stations, or zones, from its base to the summit.) The stalls sell just about
everything a hiker would need or want, including gloves and hats, water,
noodles, beer, Snickers bars and other sweets, and small cans of oxygen that
some carry to periodically inhale. Although our packs were heavy with water,
I was glad Jen and I each carried two 2-liter bottles. On the mountain, a
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12-ounce bottle of water costs 500 yen (about $5), the same price as a can
of beer.
As we climbed higher, steep fields of volcanic scree surrounded us. On
this part of Yoshida Trail, many berms have been built into the side of the
mountain to stabilize the slopes and prevent the trail from slipping away—a
danger due to the impact of the 300,000 or so hikers who climb Mount
Fuji every summer. Yoshida Trail includes uphill and downhill routes—and
everyone follows the rules—so we didn’t have to navigate the congestion of
hikers coming down the trail.
At about 10,600 feet, we discovered a strange phenomenon: public Wi-Fi
at a food stall. The Wi-Fi demanded a selfie and a live update on Facebook,
something we would never do on a mountain at home. By now, we had
pulled on our windbreakers and long pants, as the wind was picking up,
stirring the misty clouds surrounding us into a light drizzle.
Our pace slowed further as we climbed higher, and the crowds thinned
as sunset drew nearer. Several times, we saw older hikers resting on the
mountain, heads in between their knees, as if in extreme pain. “I think he’s
OK,” I told Jen. “He’s with his friend.” Although the hike had become more
challenging with increased elevation, it seemed to me that the hunched-over
posture was a Japanese way of recovering and resting, rather than a signal of
dire distress. Many hikers were older men and women. Having come this far,
I sensed they would make it to the summit.
I wondered if any of these older hikers were practicing Fuji faith: “Fuji-ko.”
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, adherents of Fuji-ko
joined in societies called “ko” to practice an especially intensive devotion to
Mount Fuji. Most of these groups disintegrated after World War II, as the
neighborhoods in which they were based were bombed and later rebuilt.
Today, only a tiny percentage of the thousands of Japanese hikers who climb
Mount Fuji follow any Fuji-specific religious practice. But the mountain still
inspires many as a place of spiritual renewal, where one might become whole
through the experience of hiking.
As we climbed higher, the mist thickened, the temperature dropped, and
the wind picked up. By the time we arrived at the Eighth Station Mount
Fujisan Hotel, the wind was roaring. We were chilled and eager to change out
of our damp clothing. But the hutmaster had a system for managing hikers:
We had to pay our bill and then eat dinner before we could change.
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Fuji, a dormant basalt volcano, stands near the Pacific Coast in central
Honshu, about 95 kilometers (59 miles) southwest of the Tokyo area.
LARRY GARLAND/APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN CLUB
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Once we finished our ascetic meal of curry rice with bits of meat, the
hutmaster gave us each a spotless tote bag for our hiking boots and directed
us to the slipper collection, where we would choose slippers for the dining
room and the bathroom. Unlike the usual custom in Japan, we did not have
separate bathroom slippers, but these slippers had to stay downstairs. Upstairs,
where everyone slept, it was socks only. There, we hung up our boot bags and
packs before getting comfortable on the ultraclean sleeping bags laid out on
the futon-covered sleeping platform.
The hut was full, and we were packed like sardines onto the platform, but
the space felt cozy rather than claustrophobic. The holiday, the hutmaster
explained, meant the mountain was even busier than usual.
Unbeknownst to me, Japan was celebrating its first-ever Mountain Day.
Japan’s Diet (its legislature) had recently established August 11 as a new holiday
aimed at encouraging people to get out of the office and into the mountains.
The intense devotion to a mountain was a common practice as recently my
mother’s childhood. Now, Mountain Day is a way of recalling and honoring
these traditions, at Mount Fuji and throughout Japan.
Before the dawn of this first Mountain Day, in the darkness above
the Eighth Station, we hiked into the area of the Okumiya shrine. This shrine
encompasses the upper slopes of Mount Fuji and is a part of the Fujisan
Sengen Shrine, established in the ninth century to pacify the mountain gods
after the catastrophic Mount Fuji eruption. The shrine’s main temple and
buildings are located in Fujiyoshida, 12 kilometers from the summit and the
traditional starting place for the pilgrimage to Mount Fuji. (Ninety percent of
hikers today start at the Fifth Station, but beginning the hike at Fujiyoshida,
the First Station, remains a viable option.)
After 45 minutes of steady hiking in the dark, a light began to glow on
the eastern horizon, above the bank of thick clouds shrouding the mountain’s
midsection. Everything was clouds and barren mountain, with no sign of
anything else existing. We were trudging above the clouds, almost as if
in another world, a halfway place between the sky and the Earth. I could
understand why pilgrims to Mount Fuji believed that, in the rising sun, they
might see the forms of the three Buddhist divinities: the loving and merciful
Buddha of the Pure Land, Amida; and his bodhisattvas, Kannon and Seishi.
Aware of the pending sunrise, Jen and I pressed forward, trying to slip
past larger groups when openings presented themselves. Having come this
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A lion-dog statue signals the summit is near. A ranger with a megaphone commands that
everyone “please go”; the sun is about to rise. DIANNE FALLON

far, we wanted to be on the summit when the sun peeked over the thick layer
of clouds.
As white light began to take over the sky, the crowd jammed up for about
fifteen minutes. We inched forward, stopping and starting, waiting to squeeze
through a bottleneck created by an intersecting trail junction.
Around 5 a.m., we approached a torii gate guarded by two stone liondogs. There, on a rocky outcropping, a park ranger holding a megaphone
admonished the crowd in English: “Please go! Continue! No stopping here!
The summit is five minutes away!”
Although a megaphone on a mountain venerated as a spiritual icon seemed
out of place, I was glad to hear the ranger bark out his orders. If he didn’t
push the crowd along, many would stop for selfies and other photos, and thus
deprive others of the opportunity to witness the sunrise. The megaphone was
a not-subtle reminder that the welfare of the group was more important than
individual desires.
The sky glowed pale orange. At the torii gate, I snapped some quick
photos. All around us, hikers had taken up positions on rocky outcroppings,
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flat spots, and other viewpoints. On this Mountain Day, thousands of people
were sprinkled all over the Fuji summit.
As we passed through a warren of noodle shops and souvenir stalls,
Jen surged forward to climb up to a high point with a good view. I followed,
and we settled among some rocks and volcanic sand, leaned in close together,
and watched the sky. I knew she and I were sharing an experience together
that we’d always remember.
The curved edge of the sun peeked over the horizon of clouds. The crowd
emitted a collective sound of appreciation, a chorus of “ahhs” and “oohs.”
Cameras clicked and snapped as the sun became a half-circle. When the full
sun appeared above the clouds, a large cheer arose.
The sun had risen—a wondrous event! Together, we worshipped the dawn
of a new day.

Dianne Fallon writes about adventure and travel from Kittery Point, Maine, where
she lives with her husband and daughter.
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Hexagonal
Chambers laid out in wax
like the exposed architecture
of heaven, and like heaven the sun
shines eternally in the ambered
sweetness of what they produce.
A sticky mathematics of sustenance.
Labor made light by the fragrance
of a fallow field. The names we’ve given
to clover and goldenrod a mistranslation
that collapses. Entire colonies
destroyed by carelessness and bees
flying toward an eternity
which we imagine is finer
than a bank of purple aster.
Todd Davis

Todd Davis teaches creative writing and environmental studies at Penn State
University’s Altoona College. He is the author of, most recently, Native Species
(Michigan State University Press, 2019). He has published five other book-length
collections of poems, including Winterkill (Michigan State University Press, 2016),
In the Kingdom of the Ditch (Michigan State University Press, 2013), and The Least of
These (Michigan State University Press, 2010).
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Closing the Circle
Fatherhood rekindles in Franconia Notch
Christopher Johnson

So was I once myself a swinger of birches.
And so I dream of going back to be.
—Robert Frost, from “Birches”
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W

e drove toward Franconia Notch in New Hampshire’s
White Mountains in our brand-new 1984 Toyota Corolla, spinning
past towns with such evocative names as Winnisquam and Penacook—names
that whispered the legacy of Native Americans in northern New England.
I remember that little Corolla with enormous affection, partly because
it was so mechanically reliable but mostly because it transported our tidy
nuclear family on so many adventures. It that period, when our children were
growing up, we had almost no money, and Barbara and I were still young
enough—in our 30s—not to give a damn about having no money.
Barbara and I were native Midwesterners. We’d moved to the Boston
area three years before, and almost immediately New England had seduced
us with its beauties, varied landscapes, tales, and mysteries. Colleagues at
the Boston publishing company where I worked had raved to me about the
extraordinary beauty of the White Mountains, and now, for the first time, we
were conveying ourselves into this new landscape.
Another motivation propelled me north: my attempt to reconnect with
our children, Matthew and Emily, who were respectively 10 and 7 years old.
For the past three or four years, I had submerged myself in my editorial work
in an increasingly obsessive and even feverish way, living a life driven by
deadlines, budgets, performance appraisals, office politics, and sales figures. I
do not plead to being special in this regard, as modern corporate life offers its
rewards but extracts its pound of flesh in one way or another.
At an intuitive and unexpressed level, I worried I was not handling the
pressures well and was, in fact, being consumed by them. I tended toward
perfectionism, and I found it hard to talk about my anxieties. Without
meaning to, I had cut myself off from Barbara and the children, who were
gradually becoming strangers to me. Too many evenings I worked late, and by
the time I barged through the front door, they were ready for bed.
Barbara worked, too, but she had found ways to maintain vibrant
connections to our children. She was a teacher, but despite the demands of
teaching, she attended the dance recitals, drove to the basketball practices,
and went to PTA meetings. I admired her commitment, and in fact, we had
talked about my need to figure out ways to strike a similar balance. At an
intuitive level, I realized that, to get in touch with our children, I had to
examine myself—honestly and forthrightly. What were my priorities? What
The Johnson family discovers granite ledges above Franconia Notch in 1984.
CHRISTOPHER JOHNSON
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was driving me deeper into work life and away from family life? And how
could I find that elusive balance?
As a result, this journey into the mountains of New Hampshire carried
expectations far beyond getting away from it all. North of Concord, New
Hampshire, the terrain grew hillier. A few more miles passed, and then, far in
the distance, I could see what looked like a gargantuan gray whale leaping in
humpbacked glory out of the green background of surrounding forests. As I
continued driving, that whale resolved itself into something more literal yet
no less arresting—enormous gray slabs of granite reflected in the sunlight of
a day that was as clear as the snap of an apple.
This, I knew from the map I’d memorized in preparation for our journey,
was Franconia Notch. We were going to camp at Russell Pond Campground,
south of the notch. But we all wanted to see what Franconia looked like, so we
continued north on I-93 and entered the notch. We peered left, through the
car windows, and spied the famed and gnarly Old Man of the Mountain—
still intact in 1984—as he cast his keen eyes on the heavily wooded forests that
paraded like toreadors across the rugged shoulders of the slopes.
The mountain struck me as a granite-encrusted guardian of the ages,
holding secrets of the past even as it nurtured thick and indomitable forests
in the present. Lining the east side of the notch was Franconia Range, a
rugged geological line that formed, in succession, Mounts Flume, Liberty,
Little Haystack, Lincoln, and Lafayette. We reached the northern edges of the
notch, just east of the ski trails that spin down Cannon Mountain. The notch
was narrowing, the mountains towered over us to the east and west, and
shadows fell across the highway. I steered the Corolla off the ramp at Route 3,
located the southbound entrance to I-93, and drove back through the notch,
putting off our pursuit of adventure until the next day. We continued south
to the campground.
We were inexperienced campers, but Barbara, the kids, and I raised the
tent without too much trouble and without sniping at one another. We
kindled a good fire and snarfed down our hot dogs and beans, after which
we sat in front of the fire and cooked marshmallows. I said: “So what do you
think, gang? Is this cool or what?”
“Yeah, it’s pretty good,” Matthew said.
“So what’s up with you guys?” I asked. “How was the dance recital, Emily?”
I’d had to miss it. Travel.
“It was good,” she said. “But I was nervous.”
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“You got over it, though,” Barbara said.
“I was nervous through the whole thing.”
“It didn’t show,” Barbara said. “You did beautifully.”
I’d seen the photos Barbara had taken—you know, the simple pictures
that freeze our memories in time and have the uncanny ability to bring back
to life those feelings experienced long ago. A chorus line of 7- and 8-year-olds,
bedecked in spangled blouses and leotards, kicking high toward the sky and
reaching for the stars.
“I’m really sorry I had to miss it,” I said.
“That’s OK, Dad,” she said.
I didn’t realize until then how very sorry I was.
The children and Barbara continued to talk—about Little League games,
guitar lessons, teachers. Me? I stared into the fire, feeling melancholy and
a little sorry for myself. The children were inevitably starting to become
themselves, and I knew in my rational mind that this was how it must be.
But I was also feeling keenly the passage of time and the children’s inexorable
growth toward adulthood, and I felt I was squandering my precious time with
them. A gray cloud hovered over me through the entire evening.
The next morning, we returned to Franconia Notch and started walking
toward the Flume, a narrow chasm at the base of Mount Liberty through
which the robust Flume Brook flows, creating a singular natural attraction of
the White Mountain region. A gravel trail to the Flume wound through the
woods for almost a mile, and we meandered along the trail. I looked at my
three family members as if I were seeing them for the first time: Barbara with
her large, soulful eyes; Matthew with his olive skin inherited from Barbara’s
family; Emily with her fair skin and blue eyes to match my family’s coloring.
Matthew and Emily ran ahead of us and then waited for us to catch up to
them. He pushed her, and she pushed back.
“Quit it!” she blurted with more than a pinch of grit.
“Make me!” he said.
She walked up to him and thrust her fist into his face, half-kiddingly. But
only half. I was surprised to see how assertive she’d become in countering
her older brother’s teasing. The trail descended, and forgetting their little
contretemps, they slid along the gravel and giggled.
Then, magically, as if nature had unloosed my imagination from its
moorings, I suddenly felt as if I were seeing things through their eyes. As
we approached the Flume, I felt a childlike suspense and some degree of
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trepidation at the unknown. We heard the water roar. Trees hung over the
trail and beckoned us toward an unknown fate. The intimidating growl of
water came closer, sounding ever more menacing.
We entered the Flume. On either side of the chasm, granite cliffs soared
to meet the sky, while the river poured its turbulent waters between those
intimidating cliffs. We continued on the boardwalk along the left side of the
chasm, and the water rumbled down rocks, broke against those granite cliffs,
and careened along the boulders. The sensual impact was like poetry and
music combined, so fluid and powerful was the sight.
When we emerged from the Flume, I felt as if my skin were being pricked
by millions of darts of sensual experience. The children were excited, and for
once I was noticing. “What’ll we do now?” Emily asked, eyes dazzled by the
prospect of new and further adventures.
We looked at the map from the AMC White Mountain Guide and saw
that a trail was located across the interstate. It climbed up the west side of

Emily, Matthew, and Barbara Johnson at Lonesome Lake.
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Franconia Notch, carrying the adventurer to a place called Lonesome Lake.
What a name! Of course we had to climb the trail. How could we not visit a
place called Lonesome Lake?
We found the trailhead and started climbing. The trail followed an ancient
bridle path that had been cut through the forests during the nineteenth
century, ascending the southeast quadrant of Cannon Mountain at a moderate
angle. We undertook three lengthy switchbacks and, after a little more than a
mile, arrived at a junction of trails. There, we had magnificent vistas of North
Kinsman and South Kinsman mountains.
We rested. The fact is that we were not used to hiking. We were woefully
inexperienced. The climb was not really very steep, but Barbara and I were
stumbling over rocks that protruded from the earth like the humps on the
back of a dragon. I was wearing sneakers; Barbara was wearing Dr. Scholl’s
clogs; and the kids raced ahead, taunting us. “Hey, slowpokes!” Matthew
yelled. “Yer gettin’ old!” He laughed at us, and his sister joined in.
After two hours of ascending, we reached Around-Lonesome-Lake Trail.
I was starting to feel engaged. “This reminds me of a movie,” I said. “The Lost
World. These explorers go to this part of South America where no one’s ever
been, and they find dinosaurs. Dinosaurs! This kind of looks like that—wild
and remote.”
“I want to see that movie!” Matthew said.
“So do I!” chipped in Emily.
“Look at the lake,” I said. “Take it in.” We looked out on the water,
surrounded on all sides by mountains that reflected like huge emeralds in
the placid surface. Wetlands lined the boardwalk around the lake, and they
blended with the surrounding forests to form a dense green wall that felt like
a jungle.
We reached the Appalachian Mountain Club’s Lonesome Lake Hut,
grabbed a table, and chomped on our peanut butter and jelly sandwiches
and apples. All of us fell silent and listened to the gossiping of squirrels and
chipmunks outside the hut. We watched a duck land in the lake, interrupting
the glossy surface of the water and sending ripples across the pond. “This
is cool,” Emily said. I was unexpectedly moved by her words. Cracks were
appearing in the barrier that I’d built around myself.
After an hour, we left Lonesome Lake, tramping back on the boardwalk
until we reached the trail. We started negotiating our way down the
switchbacks that slowly lowered us, as if we were in a giant elevator. Then it
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started to rain. My God, did it rain. The heavens opened like broken dams
and let loose their fury upon us. In the distance, we heard the cannonade of
thunder. All four of us started to run—as if we could outrun the raindrops!
In five minutes, we were as soaked as geese. The thunder rumbled closer to us,
and in the distance, we could see the phosphorescence of lightning.
Barbara’s sandals were comically inefficient for running. As she clumped
along in them, she laughed, struggling to keep the clogs from flying off her
feet and into the surrounding woods. All of us laughed uproariously as the
rain pelted us. We were delirious, out of our minds! We jarred down that
mountain, which was like a sentient being, a huge beast that was alive.
Now the trail was muddy, and we slipped and slid. Because Emily was
little, Barbara and I both grasped her hands. Barbara came to a large puddle
and tried to jump over it, and I shrieked with laughter. Jumping over a puddle
when we were sopping, as if we could get any wetter than we already were.
Finally we reached the bottom of that big breathing beast of a mountain,
ran past the Lafayette campground, and found our trusty 1984 Toyota Corolla.
I started the engine, turned on the heat full-blast to take away our chill, and
we just sat in our little car and laughed with endless joy, as if it were the end
of the world and we just didn’t give a damn.
The next day, we went to visit Robert Frost’s former home in the town of
Franconia. Frost had actually worked the farm there. Our experience climbing
to Lonesome Lake was still breathing inside me, and as I walked through the
empty, ghostly house and looked down at manuscripts preserved under glass,
I felt the reality of Frost’s poems. This place, with Mount Washington visible
in the distance to the east and a meadow rolling like a wheelbarrow in front
of his house, was the place of Frost’s poetry—his Delphic oracle. This farm
had spoken to and through him, freeing him in some mysterious way to give
expression to perceptions that had been inchoate and emotions that found
their way out of his heart through the imagery of nature. His poems were
themselves part of nature, so firmly lodged were they in the hard granite and
forest-encrusted mountains of New Hampshire.
At the farm, I bought a copy of The Poetry of Robert Frost (Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1969). I still have that volume. On the front leaf is our old
phone number in Framingham, Massachusetts. Thanks to the memories
associated with the day I bought it, it is one of my most treasured books.
We brought the book back to the campsite. We built a fire, cooked our
hamburgers and our inevitable beans, and Barbara and I shared a bottle
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of wine. Such a night it was! The stars blazed like tiny torches in the sky.
The pines stood tall and proud, surrounding us as if we were in a cocoon
formed by the mysteries of the night. The fire threw its warmth over us like
Grandmother’s quilted blanket. I took off my sandals and felt my bare feet
against the pine needles that covered the chilly earth.
Barbara had an inspiration: We would read Frost’s poems aloud. Matthew
and Emily groaned. Poetry—yuk. “No, no,” Barbara said. “We’ll read them,
and we’ll rate them. We’ll do the Siskel and Ebert thing—thumbs up or
thumbs down.”
I, ever the pedant, was thinking, “Who are we to judge Robert Frost’s
poems?” But I kept my mouth shut. Barbara started reading, in a voice that
floated like silk through the night.
“Birches”—thumbs up.
“Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening”—thumbs up.
“The Road Not Taken”—thumbs up.
“A-Wishing Well”—thumbs down.
There were very few thumbs down. As Barbara read some of Frost’s lesswell-known but still sublime poems, something happened that was miraculous
to me then and that I still feel 30 years later, as a grandparent to Matthew’s
children. I remember vividly that Barbara’s voice shaped the poems with
independent life, and they floated along the timbre of sound and took on a
separate existence, surrounding us with their beauty and their meaning and
their sound. The poems spoke of the sacred connections between humanity
and nature that inform and enrich the love we feel for those who are closest to
us—a love that Frost apparently had great difficulty expressing in his personal
life. I understood then that Frost had expressed that love through his poems.
As I listened to Barbara read, I was silenced by the poems’ beauty and
depth, and I realized that, over the past two days, I had rediscovered our
two children. I had come in from the cold. In a kind of exquisite miracle,
we were completely together and unified as a family. Yet no one said a word.
This unity existed in silence. I felt a closeness to them that was fed by the
campfire, by the surrounding pines, by the incandescent stars, by the hooting
of a distant owl.
Frost’s poems floated above us and became part of nature. And in some
way I didn’t and still don’t really understand, those poems pulled me from
the separateness of the labors of my chosen profession, folded me once again
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into the circle of our family, and bound us together in spirit for a shining and
transcendent night in the midst of the glorious mountains of New Hampshire.

Christopher Johnson is a writer specializing in conservation, forestry, and
history. He wrote This Grand and Magnificent Place (University Press of New
England, 2006) and, with David Govatski, Forests for the People (Island Press, 2013).
Johnson is a frequent contributor to Appalachia. Visit him at chrisjohnsonwrite.com.
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Quartz Spines
Here’s where the wind has been, wiping
clean the mountain’s slate, daily erasing
the granite with its rags and taking
away all the silicate it can carry.
Here the glacier ran, in flutings
scratched along the rim, rocks in the fists
of ice dragging by. I would have liked
to witness that migration,
to be deafened by erratics
on their way through the Appalachians,
but even this ordinary wind’s lift
wears me down. When I stroke the stone,
I can feel the parallel lines of hard quartz spines
left behind. This morning when I stepped out
onto open rock, I felt something I didn’t need—
a fear of heights, of exposure—erode
and something else, metamorphic, break
into the wind and cold.
Alice B. Fogel

Alice B. Fogel’s latest book is A Doubtful House (Bauhan, 2017). Her collection,
Interval: Poems Based on Bach’s “Goldberg Variations” (Schaffner, 2015), won the
Nicholas Schaffner Award for Music in Literature and the 2016 New Hampshire
Literary Award in Poetry. Her poems have appeared in many journals and anthologies, including Best American Poetry. She hikes mountains whenever possible and
has completed about half of the Appalachian Trail. She is a former New Hampshire
poet laureate.
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Crawford Path Turns 200

Rebuilding, a Photo Essay
Volunteers help restore parts of the oldest
recreational trail in the United States
Paula Champagne and Joe Klementovich
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T

hree hundred people, almost a dozen organizations,
and $150,000 were directed into Crawford Path in the summer of 2018,
as the pilot project of a new trail funding and stewardship model posed
by the White Mountain Trail Collective. Traditionally, trail work in the
White Mountains has been done trail by trail, with the maintaining club
and a land manager. The Crawford Path project was the first comprehensive
investment in a single trail, with multiple trail maintainers and the U.S.
Forest Service (USFS). The White Mountain Trail Collective is a collaborative
group, featuring representatives from eight White Mountain trail clubs and
the U.S. Forest Service. The collective’s goal is taking a holistic approach to
highest-priority trail work needs, boosting volunteer capacity, and supporting
the trail stewardship traditions of the White Mountains.
Partners for the Crawford Path work included: the USFS’s Pemigewasset,
Androscoggin, and Saco districts of the Youth Conservation Corps;
Dartmouth Outing Club; Old Bridle Path Trailworks; Wonalancet Outdoor
Club; Student Conservation Association New Hampshire; Randolph
Mountain Club; the Appalachian Mountain Club’s 100-year-old Professional
Trail Crew; and AMC teen and adult volunteer trail crews.
Because Crawford Path ascends into sensitive ecosystems, botanical teams
from the USFS, AMC, and the alpine monitoring nonprofit Beyond Ktaadn
all were on hand to work directly with the trail crews. These collaborations
ensured that trail work would do minimal harm to alpine plants and that,
after the work, vegetation would grow back successfully. The scientists also
surveyed alpine plants along the trail and in Monroe Flats, an above-treeline
garden where the rare dwarf cinquefoil grows.
Crawford Path, considered by many to be the oldest continuously used
recreational trail in the United States, is also one of the few trails in the White
Mountain National Forest maintained solely by the USFS and not by a trail
club in partnership with the USFS. But in honor of the bicentennial, it was
all trail hands on deck.
REI Co-op invested $100,000 via the National Forest Foundation. The
USFS contributed $50,000. And the USFS and AMC contributed countless
hours of staff time and volunteer work. Learn more at wmtrailcollective.org.

Some of the hundreds of volunteers moved and placed rocks to stabilize Crawford Path in
the Alpine Zone. JOE KLEMENTOVICH
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Previous page, top: Members of an
Appalachian Mountain Club teen
volunteer crew help build a rock cairn on
Crawford Path above treeline during a work
party on June 27, 2018. Previous page,
bottom: Placing stabilizing rocks along
Crawford Pathg requires working eye level
on the gravelly treadway..
PAULA CHAMPAGNE/APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN CLUB

This page, top: Near the summit of
Washington, a wind-weathered sign leans.
This page, bottom: Alpine rigging techniques allowed crews to move larger
rocks on the steep slope below Mount
Washington. JOE KLEMENTOVICH
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If I Ever Lose My Way
A writer shares what has made
Crawford Path a touchstone for her
Bethany Taylor
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A

ll these words . . . I mean them as a thanksgiving to
the Crawford Path. It’s just my collage of stories, which doesn’t replace
or compare or change the beautiful stories so many have of the stretch of
dirt and rock and root from Crawford Notch to the summit of Mount
Washington. What I love best about such shared landscapes is that each
can mean so much to so many, while never diminishing what it means to
us, individually.

Personally, I am considering a tattoo of the Crawford Path
on my right wrist.
I was first on the trail when I was 2 and my sister Hannah was 5. There is
a picture of me sitting in front of Mizpah Spring Hut, as if I owned the place.
And there is a picture of Hannah, sitting on the rock-chair in the middle of
the trail that, a little more than a mile in, offers a perfect V-shaped seat for
a small person to have some crackers and M&Ms. Someone got a picture
of Hannah and our cousin David on that hike, and I’ve thought of it as
Hannah’s Rock every time I’ve hiked past it since then.
Which is too many times to count. I worked at Mizpah for nearly seven
months between 2004 and 2005, which required a minimum of two roundtrip hikes on Crawford Path every week, plus a healthy dose of running
“downstairs” to grab the book I needed from my car or to sneak down for
midnight visits to other huts, and so on.
Before that, though, was the hike at age 10, when I first went above treeline
on a perfect summer day and saw the orange ribbon of trail noodling its way
along the piles of golden rocks and scrubby trees from Mount Eisenhower to
Mount Washington. And the hike at 16, when my younger sister Emily and
I first walked down the Crawford Path with our mother. And when I was
19 and did my first Prezzi traverse,1 which was long and slow and hot and
humid and I hallucinated black cats crawling around the last two miles of the
Crawford Path.
The most important trip I took on the Crawford Path was in October
2002. I was in college and back in New Hampshire on a fall break. Hannah
was working at Mizpah, and I went up to visit her. Hannah and I had, at
1

Presidential Range traverse.

Crawford Path’s beautiful orange ribbon of trail noodles its way from Mount Eisenhower
to Mount Washington. JOE KLEMENTOVICH
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the time, the dregs of a rocky relationship. For most of our childhoods, we
were awful to each other, without—for my part—ever really knowing why
and being a bit miserable that we could never get things right. Going to visit
her at Mizpah was the beginning of the end of all that and the start of one of
the most blazingly essential relationships of my life. In 2014, Hannah drew
me a birthday card titled, “A Brief History of Time,” starting with darkness,
working through dinosaurs, asteroids, the Scientific Revolution, Pilgrims, our
parents meeting, her birth, my birth, “extended periods of Hannah mostly
being a total poop to Bethany,” until we meet up again “where they realize
they have much in common and can be friends.”
Where we met up, in her Sharpie-scrawled cartoon, was the Mizpah
Cutoff, along Crawford Path.
This, to me, is the beauty of the trail, of any trail, of public land and
shared landscapes—what human stories we make special for happening in
such surroundings.
There is my father, who carried me—and my favorite doll—in a frontpack
baby carrier up the Crawford Path on that trip when I was 2. The pictures
make it clear this was uncomfortable for everyone. And, there he is again,
knocking on the door of Mizpah at 7:15 one morning in the summer of 2004,
surprising me because he had a meeting in Gorham (“I heard you guys serve
breakfast. Can I get some?”) and then merrily agreeing to don an academic
robe and join me in graduating a bunch of little kids as Junior Naturalists.
This is what love looks like.
There is my younger sister, Emily, who came to work at Mizpah and hike
the Crawford Path as often and with as much deep love as I did. She and I
overlapped our seasons in the hut, and so I heard her adventures along the
Crawford Path unfold in real time. It was, again, a trail I hiked again and
again to find a sister as a friend, always there.
Perhaps most crucial, there is my mother, for whom mountain words
are insufficient, especially when it comes to the Crawford Path. There was
the time when I was 10, when we hiked to Lakes of the Clouds Hut and
saw a woman dressed up like nineteenth-century mountain innkeeper Lucy
Crawford reenacting Lucy’s life and times. Something like a beacon flared to
life in my mother. By the time I worked at Mizpah in 2005, my mother had
done her research and sewn a period-accurate Lucy Crawford costume out of
lightweight, packable material so she could breeze into any hut and launch
into a beautiful, informative, and engaging presentation on the Crawfords.
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From the parking area on Mount Clinton Road, Crawford Connector and Crawford
Path cover 8.5 miles, from Crawford Notch to the summit of Mount Washington, passing
mounts Eisenhower and Monroe. ABIGAIL COYLE/APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN CLUB

When I complained to my croo that they never came to my naturalist
programs but got front-row seats for the Lucy Crawford Show, they said,
“Well, you don’t come prepared with a cute little suit.”
I hiked from Mount Pierce to Mount Eisenhower once with a professional
naturalist, a slightly older woman being pursued by an irritating, grizzled
thru-hiker who had met her at the hut the night before. We got rid of him by
going off-trail to check a “test plot” she’d just invented. “Oh, there’s nothing
here,” she told me, as we crouched beyond the krummholz. “I just couldn’t
take him anymore.”
As a hut girl, I was invariably involved in some sort of romantic drama,
and I’ve hiked the lower part of Crawford Path in every gradient of emotion
for every hut boy and mountain man I’ve loved or thought I did. And
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my memories of talking friends through their young love adventures . . .
those rocks absorbed so much of us all learning how to be emotionally stable.
One summer evening, I hiked with friends down from the summit, along
the old top section of Crawford Path. We followed what looked like a sunken
trail, at the hour of the day when the alpine zone is almost always empty,
and the light is the best. We were looking for the Curtis and Ormsbee shelter
site.2 The friends I was with all knew each other from working in the huts,
and when we found the site, we poured out shots of tequila to toast the
memories of Curtis and Ormsbee as we watched the sun set over Vermont.
Their accident had led to the common ground where we had found each
other. Gratitude, in some clumsy respect, was due.
When I was working as a naturalist for the Appalachian Mountain Club,
Emily and I once tied my dog, Noah, to a trailside rock below Mount Monroe
and tiptoed across rock shards to check on a plot of dwarf cinquefoil, Potentilla
robbinsiana. That spot was set aside exclusively for regrowth research, and I was
happy to point out these rarest alpine flowers to my sister but wasn’t going to
bring my dog waltzing into the research area. Bending over the tiny flowers—
the largest cushions were not much bigger than a quarter—we could hear
Noah barking and yowling. Lost in the flowers and conversation, we didn’t
notice he’d gone quiet until we heard a cheerful jingling, looked up from the
flowers, and saw Noah trotting toward us from the top of a rise, preening to
have found his pack. I scooped him up and scrambled carefully back to the
trail, while Emily danced carefully away from the flowers, laughing the whole
way and congratulating Noah on the coup of finding us.3
All these experiences, while essential to me, are just the clothes I see
this landscape wearing. For more than 200 years now, people have been
shimmering along the Crawford Path in all weather and seasons and times of
their lives. This trail, like so many public lands, is a conduit between people,
On June 30, 1900, William Curtis and Allen Ormsbee perished in a snowstorm as they hiked
to an Appalachian Mountain Club meeting held atop Mount Washington. Recognizing the
dangers of the mountains to even fit hikers like Curtis and Ormsbee, AMC installed a small
emergency shelter near where Curtis’s body was found. As more and more people came to these
mountains, the shelter became inadequate, and eventually moved, along with Crawford Path,
to the top of the Ammonoosuc Ravine and became AMC’s Lakes of the Clouds Hut.
2

3

I kept Noah on a leash whenever he hiked in the alpine zone from that day forward.
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as much as between points on a map. I halfway think that all the love and
sweat and laughter hundreds of years of people have poured along the rocks
stays there and can be felt if you’re the sort who seeks that grace—sort of the
way a cathedral looks somehow bathed in an accumulation of the sacred, if
you hit it at the right mood and light of day. Does the faith and hope of all
those prayers and hymns reside in the rose windows and stones, the same as
all the glee of hikers catches in the spruce and fir and dwarf birch?
I think so. I may simply need to feel that all who’ve loved that trail with
me are still, somehow, there. My father died in 2015, and my rich memories
of him mean an enormous amount to me on this trail I will love until I die—
and possibly beyond. My father’s prankster-glee at sneaking up Crawford
Path to surprise me lives alongside the Bicknell’s thrush and white-throated
sparrow. That means he comes with me—with his absurdly bright white
sneakers and canvas hiking shorts and cotton T-shirt and love of the ocean—
whenever I hike Crawford Path. Part of him lives here, where I feel so alive,
and by extension, the place means ever more to me.
The layers of a topographic map are nothing compared with the layers we
each bring to these places. Alongside and atop the memories of my father, I
now must add my sister Hannah. She died in a hiking accident in Colorado
in 2018. A rock came loose above and hit her head, killing her instantly. My
father’s absence I can almost reconcile. Hannah’s, I cannot. When I visited
her that first time at Mizpah, a guest asked her what trail she recommended.
“I’m a ridge junkie,” she said, grinning at the thought of running along some
open summits, “so if you’re here and the weather is any good, you’ve got to
get up there.” When I visited her then, the weather had not been much good,
but we’d done a loop through the Dry River to Mount Eisenhower and home
to Mizpah along the ridge, anyway. It was the first hike we took as something
like the friends we became, and it meant the world to me.
I spend a lot of wakeful nights now wondering where, exactly,
the departed are. Or if they are. Maybe Hannah, if she can’t be with the
people she loved anymore, is along a ridge somewhere. I figure, I found her
on the Crawford Path once, so maybe she’ll be on that ridge, at that junction.
If she isn’t, then my memories of her love for it always will be, and I have
to wonder if there’s any difference between our loved ones’ spirits and our
thoughts of them.
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A tattoo on my right wrist of the Crawford Path won’t change anything
about these awful losses. I know the path well enough to hike it as a meditation
exercise. Besides, far more accurate maps would guide me if I ever lost my
way. And yet, I keep drawing the jagged line on in Sharpie, week after week,
because I like to look down and find the way to my family.

Bethany Taylor works in Bowdoin College’s sustainability office, in Brunswick,
Maine. She worked for AMC huts, trails, and construction crews from 2003 to
2012, and she currently coordinates the Waterman Fund’s Alpine Essay Contest for
this journal.
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The Pond
I part thick alder canes, thistle clusters,
brambles of yellow pepperweed until I stand
at water’s edge where the surface
lies still as morning dew. What appears
as slivers of dawn from the narrow trail
becomes a blanket of haze over broken branches,
elm and willow. Water partially hides an abandoned
water wheel. Floating mosquito ferns and bushy
pondweed undulate in a mist world.
Phragmites and purple loosestrife reflect
			from the opposite bank.
The sun slowly spreads day over the surface,
a seam sewn between opposites, dark underworld,
light separations. On the far side, cordelia calls
of a hermit thrush,
unexpected voices of a gray catbird mimic
rock wrens, winged teal. Fronds of sword ferns
		
waver in morning’s warmth.
A bog turtle suns on a broken snag. A bell frog
slips like vague speech under the pond’s rippled surface.
Suddenly, from seclusion the white plume feathers
of an egret rise, in moments disappear,
leaving a clear blue river to flood the sky.
Kay Mullen

Kay Mullen’s work has appeared in various poetry journals: Floating Bridge Review,
American Life in Poetry, Cross Winds Poetry Review, and others. She earned an MFA
from Pacific Lutheran University and has been a multiple Pushcart nominee and Best
of the Net nominee. She currently lives and teaches in Tacoma, Washington.
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Friendship
A pessimist ponders her optimist trail partner
Elissa Ely
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y friend and I have climbed many mountains together.
The first was our medical internship, a hike not recommended for
the unconditioned. It’s like being pushed from a bush plane onto some
Himalayan summit holding a stethoscope—a trip I want never to repeat.
Yet we first met there in the thicket of renal equations and blood clots. That
New Year’s Eve at midnight, we drank champagne out of urine sample cups
between beeper calls. Those were moments of respite in an arduous trek.
Neither of us had climbed a true mountain, the type made of rock
and dirt. We decided to tackle one the following summer, before medical
residency began. Surviving the slopes of internship creates a strange sense of
immortality, and a few vertical feet after a year of Himalayan effort would be
just a gentle hop.
We picked Mount Moosilauke, tenth highest of the 4,000-footers in
New Hampshire’s White Mountains. The name was friendly, even evocative;
a character from television childhood peeked out of the first syllable with
oversized antlers and a gentle foolish face. We had no idea what 4,803 feet
meant in actual distance. Why, it’s less than a mile.
Halfway up the Gorge Brook Trail, staggering in surprise, it became
perfectly clear to me I could not continue. No stethoscope would help this
virgin hiker—flabby, breathless, worn from a year of under-sleeping. Here
walked an essential pessimist. I knew the weather was about to turn; rain was
coming, most likely a downpour. The forecast was as clear as looking up: a
simple diagnosis, a simple treatment. We needed to head down immediately.
The mountain was too much.
You can hike and hike for years (as eventually we did) and learn only one
thing, but it’s imperative: Wherever you climb, your essential temperament
climbs with you. It can’t be locked in the car at the trailhead, though that
would be a relief. I saw nothing but clouds above us, yet my friend saw
nothing but sun ready to burst through. She was just as fitness-deprived and
exhausted, but she had no doubt that she would make it to the summit and
would take me with her. It was going to be glorious up there, and the sky was
going to hold. We would go forward.
If by nature you live under a cloud, finding someone who lives under the
sun is a refreshing, contrary experience. A series of stone steps had been placed
just for us by invisible young trail makers—miracle workers—generations ago.
Mount Moosilauke, the peak two friends picked for their first shared hike three decades
ago. DEBRA BENWELL
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We came at last to the top, except it wasn’t. We had picked a first mountain
with a false summit. Of course: nothing but a gloomy weather report.
Misery ahead.
Four thousand eight hundred and three feet might have been the distance
between Massachusetts and New Hampshire for the time it seemed to take.
But our first true summit was glorious when we finally found it. Wind blew.
Sandwiches were squashed and tasty. The truly immortal world spread out
below. It was just as the sunny one of us had predicted.
We lingered in the remnants of an old hotel for a while, out of the wind.
The return plan, in my view, was simple: limp down, get a shower, get a meal,
get a bed. My friend looked at her watch.
—You know, she said, thoughtfully, we have a couple of hours before
dinnertime. There’s a little side trail I think I noticed near the bottom.
It has been almost 30 years now. We still climb mountains,
though not as often. Those injuries that seem routine when your parents
and friends suffer them become uniquely devastating when they happen to
you. These injuries have begun, and though they are in no way medically
fatal, they feel a little spiritually terminal. I view them with discouragement.
Essential temperament does not change much.
My friend sees things differently. —There will be other opportunities, she
says, opening a guidebook. We’ll start looking immediately.
She knows good times are ahead for the both of us, for everyone else she
cares about, and for the world in all its difficulties. Bless her; she is like that.

Elissa Ely is a Boston-based community psychiatrist.
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At the Dam
Men stand tossing their snags,
jerking, reeling, jerking.
Rods pivot against their belts,
arching with each pull. I see
you in blue on the opposite
bank. Your Shakespeare
curls like a question mark
when you set the hook. A line
of light from your wristwatch marks my body
in quick X’s. I watch you play
the fish. The river throws up
a shiny brown salmon that comes
down, “smack,” like a centerfold pinup in Field and Stream. Its body
furrows the water as you drag
it in. In your hand it is an amputated
leg, kicking. You bend over it,
turning it into another piece
of still life around your feet.

To my right a glass wall
of water slides over the algae
spotted dam. Foaming water
below bubbles with fish hurling
themselves against the cement.
A drunken man hangs over the water
holding a grappling hook. “Through
the belly! Through the belly!”
his friends yell. The man lifts,
flips a fish onto the mud.
Blood sprays the grass as it beats
the earth like a drum. Men stamp
on its head until I hear it crack.
Then I see she’s heavy with eggs.
Fingers lift her by her eye sockets
above a plastic pail. A man slips a knife
in her anus, moving it up her belly.
Out drop clear pink eggs the size of wild
grapes. Then he tosses her to a dog.
Sandra Sylvia Nelson

Sandra Sylvia Nelson has published work in many magazines and journals,
including the Virginia Quarterly Review, the North American Review, The Iowa Review,
and Ms. Magazine. Her work has appeared in Hard Choices, an anthology by The Iowa
Review (1996), and in the textbook Exploring Literature (Longman Press, 2016). She
lives in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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Could He Ascend Farther?
What will Alex Honnold reach for after
his free solo of El Capitan?
Sarah Ruth Bates
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lex Honnold leans back. His hands wrap around a seam
in the massive granite face of El Capitan. He walks his feet up the pitch,
relying on friction to make his rubber climbing shoes stick.
The word pitch doesn’t actually apply to this climb. Honnold doesn’t need
to divide the route into rope-lengths because he’s climbing without a rope.
No one has ever free-solo climbed El Capitan before. A camera crew tracks
him, filming for the movie Free Solo.
Honnold climbs steadily. This section isn’t technically hard, compared
with the rest of the route, but it’s physically demanding. He has to expend
strength just to stay on the wall. Too little pull with his arms, and his feet will
lose traction. Too much pull, and he’ll tire and won’t be able to hold on. If he
makes either mistake, he’ll fall. Survival requires a balance of energy expended
and conserved. I want to know how Honnold thinks about that balance—
and if he thinks about it, or about the risks he takes, at all.
Watching F ree S olo , I chewed up a pen. I knew Honnold
would survive the climb up Yosemite National Park’s famous 7,569-foot rock
formation because I was going to talk to him after the credits. He’d come to
Boston for the premiere in October 2018, on tour with the film. He would
answer questions and take photos with fans, and then I’d have a brief window
of time to interview him. I knew he was alive, somewhere in this building—
but, watching him climb, I still cringed.
Climbing El Cap without a rope is a crazy thing to do. It’s tempting to
think that, because Honnold didn’t die, it wasn’t so crazy. But he so easily
could have. One sneeze, slip, cramp, or bird flying out of a crack in the cliff,
and he could, to use his own word, explode on the rocks below.
Pros speculate that no other climber, living or dead, could replicate his
feat. He has pushed climbing beyond its frontier, past what people thought
was the edge of innovation. He has survived so far, but no one’s invincible.
Tommy Caldwell, Honnold’s friend and fellow pro climber, points out that
most people who have made soloing a big part of their lives have died.
If Honnold pushes climbing this far, how can future climbers move the
sport forward without risking their own lives? Will the frontier of climbing
require courting death? I wanted to ask Honnold about that precedent
and the example he set for young kids. How would he feel about children
Showing raw enthusiasm for his sport, Alex Honnold answers questions from a Boston
audience, with filmmaker Elizabeth “Chai” Vasarhelyi. SARAH RUTH BATES
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watching his movie if they decided to follow him up El Cap without a rope?
Did he actively encourage other climbers to solo? In an interview, Caldwell
remembers Honnold asking why Caldwell didn’t solo. “You know you won’t
fall on 5.12,” Honnold said.1
It’s outrageous to encourage other people to free solo—but it’s outrageous
to free solo El Cap. Who knew where Honnold would draw the line? If he’d
do one crazy, unadvisable thing, who’s to say he wouldn’t do others?
I didn’t know Alex Honnold that well.
Early in the documentary, Honnold walks around Yosemite.
He squints up at the massive fact of El Cap. “Maybe it’s not for me,” he says.
“Maybe it’s future generations.” He adds, “Or maybe just someone who’s got
nothing to live for.” The convergence of those groups on the same objectives
can’t be good.
One morning, he decides to try the solo. He walks up to the base of El
Cap, starts climbing—but stops. Something feels off, and he doesn’t want to
push through it. The cameramen, who are also Honnold’s friends and fellow
climbers, mutter to each other, spooked. They’ve depended on Honnold’s
confidence as proof that he would be OK.
The incident knocks Honnold off center, too. He talks about giving up.
He considers sneaking off and doing the solo early one morning without
telling anyone—which would dissipate the pressure of watching cameras but
frustrate friends who’d spent years working on the film.
Honnold thinks through the dilemma aloud. The cameras unnerve him.
But they’re needed for the movie project. The directors can adjust to keep the
cameras and crew out of Honnold’s sightline, but some intrusion is inevitable.
He says he’ll get used to it. He’ll make himself comfortable enough with
climbing in front of an audience that he’d be able to execute the moves even
if a stadium of people watched him. Then he won’t actually have to deal with
a crowd, just a few friends with cameras. He’ll overprepare, and then the task
he’ll actually have to do will be well within his abilities. He’ll execute it on
autopilot.
That is, a very difficult climb. Most technical climbs are rated 5.0 through 5.15. See
“The Strange Science of Grading Climbs” by Steven Jervis, in the Alpina section of Appalachia
Summer/Fall 2018, 69 no. 2.
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The autopilot part is key. Honnold overprepares for the climb, so that he
can do it easily, automatically, without having to think or worry, the way you
or I would climb out of bed. He explains that at another question-and-answer
session, with Tommy Caldwell at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Someone asks Honnold what he did the morning of his El Cap ascent.
He jokes that he ritually slaughtered a goat and roasted it over a fire, adding,
“Did that scene get cut?” In fact, he had no rituals. He’d prepared to the point
where he didn’t need to do anything special.
In the movie, Honnold and his girlfriend shop for a refrigerator. Honnold
finds a small one. “This is so adequate,” he says, pleased. The fridge goes into
its nook with feet of empty space above it. That’s how Honnold climbs: with
plenty of room to spare. He builds in a margin.
That preparation undergirds what Honnold calls “mental armor”: the
mindset that allows him to solo. For more than a decade, people have been
asking Honnold if he’s going to cause his own death. An edge creeps into his
voice when he talks about it—not from self-doubt, but because he’s had to
explain it so, so many times. To him, it’s simple.
Here’s what happens when you talk to Honnold about death. You say,
“What you’re doing is dangerous.” He says, “It’s low risk, though it’s high
consequence.” Let’s get the consequence out of the way first: He could fall
and die. Honnold has a comfort level in talking about death that I’ve seen
only in clinicians who specialize in end-of-life care. He knows it’s inevitable,
and he accepts that. He would prefer it not come soon, though, which is why
he says he keeps the risk of falling low.
How can he possibly say he’s at a low risk of falling? Freerider, the route
he took up El Cap, is more than 3,000 feet of 5.13a; even a roped professional
climber can fall off it. Training with a rope in the movie, Honnold falls,
numerous times. And even ignoring the difficulty of the route, a freak accident
could knock him off the wall. In the question-and-answer session after the
film, Elizabeth “Chai” Vasarhelyi, who made the movie with Jimmy Chin,
confesses a fear that bees would sting both of Honnold’s eyes.
Honnold’s answer: He trains, both body and mind. He practiced the route
countless times, rappelling down to difficult sections and climbing them
again and again, until he knew the difficult sequences by heart. At the MIT
event—over a year after the solo—an audience member asks if he can still
remember the moves. He laughs, excited to have a use for the memory, and
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mimes the beginning of the sequence. It’s not about remembering the moves,
he says, but about executing them.
Honnold performs a certain amount of bluster, a little bit of fake-it-’tilyou-make-it. He psyches himself up, like a high school senior getting ready
to ask a date to the prom—he has to believe he’ll get a “yes,” or he’ll almost
certainly get a “no.”
Logic controls Honnold’s life, and not just when he’s on
the wall. The result: a rare, and unusual, kind of greatness.
Contrast Honnold with his friend Tommy Caldwell. Caldwell’s also a great
climber, but in a comprehensible way. He’s a regular, bills-paying person, the
same kind of thing as you or me, if one of us were really, really, really good at
a sport. His logic, his thought process, sounds like the way most people think.
He balances the passion for climbing with his family.
Honnold is different: He doesn’t weigh. He gives up—or maybe he
never considered wanting—multiple goals. His single-mindedness grates on
his relationships, especially with his girlfriend. Caldwell posits that it’s not
possible to have a family and climb the way that Honnold does. In the movie,
Honnold tells his girlfriend that he puts climbing first. In another shot, he
says, “If you’re seeking perfection, free soloing is as close as you can get.” It’s a
very particular vision of perfection. Most people opt for proficiency in many
areas, not excellence in one.
His single-mindedness has a charmingly childish quality. Growing up
requires us to weigh conflicting desires and compromise. Honnold doesn’t do
that. Before Adam and Eve ate the apple, sin didn’t occur to them. They lived,
simply, automatically, without worry or concern. Honnold climbs—and
lives—that way. He has the earnest sweetness of a kid who never pretended to
be tough to become popular—he still uses words like “grand.”
Free Solo shows Honnold in his van, making dinner. He loads a skillet
with vegetables, which he says he introduced himself to “systematically.” He
pours in canned chili: “It really adds a spice.” He eats straight from the pan,
using his spatula as a fork. The audience laughs. Honnold says, “I’ve outdone
myself.” Later, he washes his clothes in the shower by sudsing them under
his feet.
Most people wouldn’t choose the life that follows from making climbing
their single priority—eating dinner off a spatula out of a skillet, living in
a van, washing clothes with their feet in a public shower. Free soloing El
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Capitan. It’s the kind of life that elementary schoolers dream up, but most
kids temper their dreams as they age. Not Honnold.
Honnold flows up the last pitch. The other moviegoers
unknot themselves, relaxing out of whatever poses their bodies had contorted
into while watching. I’m the only one getting more nervous as Honnold
comes closer to topping out, because that means I’m nearing the moment
of interviewing him. Honnold doesn’t like the press. He’s said as much to
interviewers.
The credits roll. Honnold and Vasarhelyi walk down the theater aisles, to
applause. Honnold reaches the stage, which has no steps up to it. He doesn’t
pause, just hops up. They take questions then go outside to pose for selfies
with fans. Everyone wants a photo with Honnold. The agreed-upon time
for our interview comes, then passes. Finally, the crowd thins. A North Face
staffer corrals Honnold and walks him over to me.
Hi, I’m Sarah.
“Alex.”
We walk into the recesses of the dim lobby. Two stools are tucked under a
staircase. “This is perfect,” Honnold says. So adequate. We sit.
It’s too dim to see Honnold’s expression clearly. To read the questions
I’ve printed out, I have to hold the sheet close to my face. But, for Honnold,
adequacy is perfection.
“All right, hit me,” he says.
Did you ever come close to falling?
“Basically, no. I just prepared to the point where it all felt fine. There was
one move down low that’s kind of scary, this step down to a foothold, and
when I got there I was like, this is a scary move, and then I did it, and I was
all tense. There are a couple things like that, where you’re like, eugh! and you
hold on—but I wasn’t close to falling. I was just like, I never like this move,
but that’s fine, because I’ve done it the exact same way many times.”
So, you didn’t love it, but you weren’t afraid?
“Yeah, I wouldn’t say—I mean, I experienced the same sensations as like,
I’m afraid, but it was planned, which is a lot different than suddenly being
like, oh my god, I’m so scared. You know, if you’re like, this is the moment
where I’m gonna feel fear, then you do it, and you’re like, yup, exactly as
planned, no problem. It’s part of the plan, and you’re just like, fine. You just
execute it anyway.”
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He’d prepared for that fear the same way he prepared for a stadium of
people. It made sense. I squinted at my questions, written before I’d watched
the movie, and realized I’d thought of questions for a devil-may-care Alex.
This logical Alex would disagree with the premises behind them.
What do you think about while you’re climbing? I can guess the answer.
Probably nothing?
“Yeah, exactly, mostly just empty. Just executing, performing, whatever.”
That might not be most people’s ideal emotional state, but Honnold isn’t
most people. He refers to himself in the film as “a bottomless pit of selfloathing.” Just talking about climbing, though, his face lights up in a littleboy-on-Christmas-morning smile. People close to him, including his mom,
say that soloing makes him so happy they won’t try to stop him.
There’s a Zen quality to his happiness, to the “emptiness” he feels. A
Zen proverb says: Before enlightenment, chop wood, carry water. After
enlightenment, chop wood, carry water. Near the end of the movie, after the
solo, someone offscreen asks Honnold what he’s going to do now. He says, I
think I’ll hangboard. His fingers grip the familiar wood slats in the back-seat
doorway of his truck. He leans forward, grinning, and lets his legs dangle
above the ground.
I ask Honnold about the future of climbing. I wonder if he’ll
name a route he expects someone to solo. Instead, he brings up the Olympics,
which will include climbing in two years.
“Maybe the future of climbing is more in difficulty and the athletic side
of it, with indoor competition. Maybe that will change what people do in the
outdoors. I don’t know. Honestly, my vision is sort of limited about whatever’s
coming next. I grew up in a particular time, and certain things represented
the cutting edge. We’ve gotten there, and I don’t know what’s next.”
So you feel like, for the sport, we’re in a moment of who knows what’s going
to happen?
“Well, maybe not for the sport, but for me personally. I’m sure there
are 16-year-olds growing up in the gym right now that have big dreams,
aspirations, but that’s just not me anymore.”
You’re still young!
“Well, yeah, but I’m 20 years past that. I don’t have the same hunger, the
same limitless ambition. I’ve also worked really hard and gotten much closer
to my potential. I know how much work it would take to do more, or harder.
Whereas with a kid, they have the limitless ambition of, I can do anything. I
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Honnold concentrates with single-minded focus as he works his way up El Capitan
unroped. JIMMY CHIN/NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
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know I can’t be that much better. Obviously, I can still improve as a climber,
but I’m never going to be way, way better.”
He’d written “EC,” for “El Capitan,” in his journal years before he finished
the climb. I asked him what else was written there that he hadn’t done yet.
“No, that was the end of it. For many years, it was four things: Sendero
Luminoso, Romantic Warrior, the University Wall in Squamish, and El Cap.
It kind of felt like those three led up to El Cap. That was always the big goal.”2
Congratulations.
“Yeah, thanks, thanks. I need a new list.”
Honnold found the edge, but not the way people feared, by falling off
it. Maybe he’s secretly planning another big-wall solo—but I don’t think so.
How would you feel if a little kid saw this movie and decided to solo El Cap?
“I would tell them to be careful, and be prepared—but the thing is,
is like—the first 50 feet of El Cap are relatively easy, and so, I mean, anybody
can start up, and be like, oh . . . you know?” He mimes balking, eyes wide.
It’s a built-in moment where, if you need to bail, you can?
“Yeah. Yeah. Basically, you can’t really do it unless you’re prepared, and if
you’re prepared to the point where you feel comfortable walking up to El Cap
without a rope, you know, power to you. It’s a really long journey to get to the
point where you feel even remotely comfortable, and so, if somebody wants
to follow that whole journey, then, power to them.”
It makes sense, in Honnold logic. He makes soloing El Cap sound like a
test in a fairy tale: If you’re not pure of heart, doing the climb for the right
reasons, then you won’t even try it. And if you do try, and you pass that point
of no return, you’ve proven yourself, and no one has the right to stop you.
No, not the right, exactly—it’s more that, in Honnold’s frame of reference,
it’s not actually possible for one person to persuade another to solo, or not
to. “Typically, people only discourage you from soloing. Your friends and
peers will always be like, that’s a bad idea, don’t do that. It has to come from
within.”
2
Honnold free soloed El Sendero Luminoso (rated 5.14d) in Mexico in January 2014;
University Wall (5.12) on Stawamus Chief Mountain in Squamish, British Columbia, in late
August 2014; and Romantic Warrior (5.12b) in the Needles in California’s Sierra Nevada in
September 2014.
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There’s a “but.” I asked Honnold if anyone encouraged him to solo. He
said, “No, I just read stories, things like that. I was inspired by it.” Movies—
like this one.
The movie won’t do the work of training, though. The movie won’t build
mental armor. It won’t get anyone through that first pitch of El Cap without
a rope. And now that I’ve seen the movie, and talked to Honnold, I wouldn’t
want to tell him not to solo.
It seems like a beautiful way to exist.
“Yeah. In the moment, it’s amazing.” We’re both briefly silent. Then he
adds, “As long as you don’t fall off.”

Sarah Ruth Bates is a writer based in Boston. See her story about waiting on a ledge
on page 24. Visit her at sarahruthbates.com.
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Searching for Arnica
A yellow-flowered plant goes missing
Bob Zaino
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any mountain plants are rare, but arnica is missing.
Arnica—its formal scientific name is Arnica lanceolata, or lanceleaved arnica—is a yellow flower in the aster family. It grows in the wet alpine
ravines and subalpine gullies of the New England mountains.
It’s not actually missing everywhere. I’ve seen arnica in Huntington Ravine,
below Mount Washington’s summit in New Hampshire, while waiting for my
turn to start up a busy rock climb. A careless observer might mistakenly think
the plant little different than the pretty but ubiquitous black-eyed Susans that
litter New England’s roadsides. Arnica stands only 1 to 2 feet tall. Narrow,
tapered leaves are arranged opposite each other on its stem. Arnica has no
black eye; its flower head is pure yellow.
In my state, Vermont, arnica is missing. In 1911, a pair of botanists
exploring Mount Mansfield found two populations. Along with a pressed
museum specimen in the Harvard University Herbaria—proof that the plant
was indeed seen—are intriguing notes about the location of one observation:
“brook-bed, N.E. shoulder of Mt. Mansfield above Smugglers’ Notch.”
No one has found those plants again.
A century later I, too, explore Smugglers’ Notch, searching cliffs and gullies
for plants. More than 50 different rare species have been found growing in
this steep and narrow mountain pass. This biological diversity is largely of
geological origin. Unlike most other mountain areas in the Northeast, the
bedrock of Smugglers’ Notch is rich in calcium, an important plant nutrient.
Species that could never survive in calcium-poor places thrive here in
abundance. Combined with the relatively high elevation and cold weather,
the result is a flora found in few other places in New England. Ecologically,
it is as unique and important as the vegetation of a mountaintop alpine zone.
Smugglers’ Notch appears to be ideal for arnica. Groundwater seeps out
of the forests and cliffs. Wet, craggy, subalpine habitat abounds. Surely, the
plant must be there. So I look. Even on these rugged mountainsides, finding
a 2-foot-tall, bright yellow flower doesn’t seem it should be that difficult.
I’ve scrambled up gullies and thrashed through spruce past streambeds at
the top of the ridge. Each time, I fully expect to be greeted by arnica. It’s
never there. Others, much better botanists than I, have experienced the same
disappointment.

Narrow, tapered, yellow leaves cluster on the small arnica plant. MATTHEW PETERS
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I also explore Smugglers’ Notch as a climber. The rock and ice
have attracted the talent of Fritz Wiessner and John Bouchard. Compared
with them, I’m a nobody. Just another guy with a rack and a rope eager to
try out Vermont’s approximation of alpine climbing. It does not disappoint.
Quartz Crack, a rock route up the main wall directly above the tourist parking lot, is four pitches that are increasingly challenging until finally you traverse out under a mighty overhanging roof hundreds of airy feet above the
gawkers below. Belaying this pitch once, I looked down to see a crowd gather,
and I started to make out individual voices.
“Oh, my goodness, he’s on the rock!”
“Look, there’s another person up there!”
It’s nice to know that even a nobody can impress someone. The tourists are
part of life in the notch. Thousands of people drive into the notch to sightsee,
to hike, and to wander around enormous talus boulders. Even in winter, the
unplowed road is busy with casual walkers and cross-country skiers at what
seems like all hours of the day. Their cacophony can carry into surprising
places. As with the dull roar of the interstate I hear climbing Cannon Cliff on
New Hampshire’s Cannon Mountain in Franconia Notch, I find that, oddly,
the sounds reinforce my isolation from the ground. The proximity of the
normal and familiar makes the challenge and commitment of climbing these
short, wild routes that much more unnerving.
I notice rare plants when I am climbing. Rappelling one day after ascending
a popular route, I looked under an overhang and found a previously unknown
clump of a rare species, fragrant fern. Certainly other climbers have rappelled
past it. I just happened to recognize the fern and record the observation. It’s
pretty much dumb luck that any human ever noticed it there at all. Were it
not for the combination of decent holds, protectable cracks, and solid rappel
anchors, no one would be on that part of the face, let alone someone excited
about the finer points of fern identification. A few feet away, on unclimbed
rock, another clump of ferns might easily remain forever undiscovered.
Since it hasn’t been seen in over a hundred years, the scientific consensus is
that arnica no longer grows in Vermont. It is “presumed extirpated.” Perhaps,
though, we are too quick to give up on arnica. If a rare fern could be right in
front of climbers’ rappel devices, yet remain unseen by science, then surely
other species must also be overlooked. Maybe we underestimate just how
many rivulets, each one a potential site for this missing flower, pour down the
cliffs and gullies of Smugglers’ Notch.
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Climbing among so many rare plants inevitably leads to conflict. I think
back to a cold winter day—a gray, monotone day with the notch covered in
rime and the spindrift blowing uphill. A friend and I trudge up a snowy fan
of talus to the base of one the prominent gullies, intent on climbing it. The
route begins at a large chockstone, forcing climbers temporarily out of the
main gully to pass it. There is no tourist cacophony on this day, just fog and
wind. Shivering, we drink warm tea and rope up.
I take the lead, starting delicately up slabby, snow-covered rock. With
deeper snow or good ice, the moves would be trivial. But there is no ice and
just a thin layer of unconsolidated snow. My footing is precarious.
I wrap a nylon sling around the base of a small clump of shrubby green
alder—uncommon in Vermont—and attach the sling to my rope. This may
protect me against a long fall back to the talus. But alders’ stems are skinny
and probably would rip out if I slip. Finally, I find good feet, sinking my

Climbers’ boots can disturb delicate plants, such as this white saxifrage, seen here in
Smugglers’ Notch. BOB ZAINO
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crampons into a patch of frozen turf. I’m steady again—but at the expense of
tiny plants. Broken bits of purple saxifrage, very rare in Vermont, go flying
in the wind.
Under deep snow or ice, plants are protected until spring. The desire for
challenge, though, doesn’t always lead us to fat ice or easy snow. I’ve read
that, in Scotland, the winter climbing community has arrived at guidelines
for what’s “in nick,” or fair game to climb, so that plants and the rock are
protected. Here in Vermont we have no rules. The only ethic to guide me is
my own.
My ethic alone won’t be enough, though. We’re on a well-documented
route many have climbed before and many will climb in the future. How
many of those climbers have knifed their crampons into the turf? Purple
saxifrage is abundant in the notch, so I hope my misstep will have a negligible
impact. But how many kicks can these plants take? Could climbers, someday,
be responsible for the loss of purple saxifrage?
Could we already be responsible for the loss of arnica?
Spindrift swirls around me. A tenuous stance on unprotected snowy rock
in the cold wind is a poor place for calm ethical deliberation. I look uphill. I’m
at a short wall, scarcely taller than a high step. If I commit to the move over
the wall, there appears to be nothing but more slab and loose talus beyond.
I try anyway, scratching for solid tool placements that aren’t there. It’s over. I
down-climb, and we bail.
In summer, the gullies are a cool refuge on the hottest days.
Water drips off the cliffs and cascades down the talus. On a pleasant sunny
afternoon, the harshness of December and January is forgotten. Peregrine
falcons tear across the thin ribbon of sky, their kee-kee-kee resonating across
the notch. The gullies teem with butterwort; fleabane; purple, yellow, and
white saxifrages; and many other rare plants. It’s overwhelming to keep track
of them all. But there’s still no arnica.
I find myself staring at photographs and maps, looking for the next secret
alcove in the mountain, the trickle of water that no botanist ever bothered to
investigate. I end climbing days early, after a few pitches, to visit these places.
Some are easy to explore; others remain tantalizingly out of reach. Smugglers’
Notch is a small place, but it becomes infinitely large when contemplating a
roped visit to every nook and cranny that might support a 2-foot-tall flower.
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No matter the rumble of motorcycles or the yelling of tourists below. The
more intimately I know the notch, the more wild it is.
Is arnica still out there, growing in Smugglers’ Notch? As a scientist, I have
to concede that it may not be. Sadly, plants can be extirpated. A single landslide
could have wiped out the plants, or those earlier explorers could have picked
every last flower for their scientific collection. It is not encouraging that so
many experienced botanists have searched for the plant and failed to find it.
But nature is tenacious. So much life clings to the sides of this mountain pass
and improbably persists.
I may never see arnica in Smugglers’ Notch, but I like to think it is still
there. I imagine it in some alpine rill guarded by steep ramparts of crumbling
schist, free from the curious eyes of scientists and adventurers.

Bob Zaino is an ecologist living in Middlesex, Vermont.
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Not Here, Not Now
The epic of Dan McGinness
Mike Cherim
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D

an McGinness is among the hiker elite in New England,
where many of us admire his exploits. Four years ago, he endured a
scary, unplanned overnight in mid-December. He agreed to show me where
he’d hunkered down that night so that I could write this story. So we made
our way to the ravine just north of Mount Eisenhower, where he’d spent
that long night. We couldn’t drop down far enough, because we didn’t have
the supporting snow underfoot. McGinness found a spot as low as he could
reach to show the approximate arrangement. Nestled in the krummholz, it
would have been a miserable experience, to be sure.
We had made great time as we flew up the mountain, bounding strongly
from rock to rock, gliding ever upward Ammonoosuc Ravine Trail. We both
sweated and breathed hard as we progressed, but Dan had a lot more to give,
whereas I had little speed left on the ascent. (In my defense, I had climbed
another mountain that morning.) He could continue this for a mind-boggling
number of hours. He has hiked not only the classic Presidential Traverse but
has succeeded at this in both directions, back-to-back: from the Appalachia
trailhead on Route 2 to the Highland Center, then back to Appalachia the
way he came. That represents only a small sliver of what he has done since
2010, when he embraced the sport. Dan McGinness has performed some
amazing feats beyond my ability and that of most people—even beyond that
of most fit hikers.
This made me wonder: Can the strong win in the mountains?
Can they prevail against all odds, coming out on top when pitted against
nature? Well, sometimes they can, as I learned from Dan McGinness, but
they need a bit of foresight, preparedness, and good old-fashioned fortitude.
That’s what Dan had. He got himself into a bit of trouble in the White Mountains. But he saw himself through it. He had prepared fairly well, and he kept
a clear head, but he is also quite simply a tough, resilient hiker. I’m not going
to tell you a perfect story where our protagonist did everything right. That
was not the case: Dan made mistakes that he has graciously shared with me
so we can learn from them.
He learned the hard way, as we all do at one point or another. His compass,
as you’ll learn, lay uselessly buried in his pack, for example. It should have been

Late autumn on Mount Washington brings up the question: Can the strong win in the
formidable White Mountains of New Hampshire? JERRY AND MARCY MONKMAN/ECOPHOTOGRAPHY
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accessible, especially after his electronics quit on him; only a camera made it
through the night. He also failed to take a sleeping pad, a sleeping bag, or
many lower-body layers. All would have insulated him from the cold ground
in an emergency. As a result, his night was far more uncomfortable than it
needed to be. His lack of rest before the hike might have been too much for a
lesser person. Dan also learned that once sweaty boots are exposed to freezing
temperatures, getting them back on may be difficult, if not impossible.
What follows is an epic of self-rescue, a tale of involuntarily stranding
overnight. A situation resulting not from injury but from an unrecoverable
navigational challenge. The time and place is near-winter in the Presidential
Range—which is like real winter everywhere else. It’s a tale of sound thinking,
courage, and extreme fitness, together spelling the difference between life and
death. After all, it doesn’t always end badly. Sometimes hikers save themselves.
Let’s follow along on Dan McGinness’s adventure. Let’s learn from him.

Part 1: All According to Plan
Dan’s planned hike for the day was a “classic” Presidential Traverse, north to
south from Mount Madison to Mount Pierce, with an atypical and difficult
detour to Mount Isolation. He’d end up covering 26.5 miles with 11,700 feet
of elevation gain when all was said and done. This route was extreme, yes,
but Dan was “gridding,” meaning he was hiking all 48 of New Hampshire’s
4,000-footers in every month of the year, for a total of 576 summits. This
sort of challenge was common for him. He could totally do this. He had a
ton of practical experience, was super fit, and had completed similar—even
tougher—hikes in the past.
The date was Sunday, December 14, 2014, when the forecast called for a
good chance of awesomeness: a high temperature of 28 degrees Fahrenheit,
winds maxing out in the 40s, with a lot of cloud cover and unsettled
weather expected. Visibility would be decent at ground level, and weather
reports predicted a low chance of precipitation. All of this gave Dan’s plan a
green light.
He started at the Appalachia trailhead on Route 2 in Randolph, New
Hampshire. He met up with two friends and elite hikers, Jason and Andrew.
They would accompany Dan for the first half of the traverse, bailing after
Mount Washington. After a quick gear check, the trio set off at 8:35 a.m. up
Valley Way, heading toward the col between mounts Madison and Adams.
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Everything went according to plan. Stripped down to T-shirts and feeling
great, they bagged Madison first, backtracked to the col, then hiked over to
Adams to claim that mountain. The skies were littered with clouds, making
for some interesting scenics. They experienced a momentary “fogbow” on
Adams as they become enshrouded by a cloud. It was surreal, and McGinness
and his companions loved it. The wind kicked up on this peak, but they
hooted and hollered their pleasure.
They had business to attend to, so they didn’t linger. The clouds obscured
their way off Adams—the cairns on Adams are notoriously small—and they
began heading south on Star Lake Trail instead of west on Lowe’s Path. They
quickly realized their error, backtracked to the top, and got on track. This
happens up there more than people realize. Soon, they were moving westward
across Edmands Col between mounts Adams and Jefferson. The latter was to
be their next mountain summit.
The weather was better on Jefferson. Although they stumbled a bit on
Adams, they made up for it on Jefferson and were treated to an undercast
with clear, blue skies above them, while the clouds remained below. By 2:30
in the afternoon, the trio was taking a lazy break in Sphinx Col between
mounts Jefferson and Clay. The temperatures were so mild they were shirtless

In his element, Dan McGinness grabbed a selfie just after he started needing more layers.
DAN M c GINNESS
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during this stop. This is uncommon in the Northern Presidentials in midDecember. McGinness and his friends loved it. They didn’t forget their
journey’s demands, though, so they moved on quickly.
They reached the 6,288-foot summit of Mount Washington at about
4 p.m. The clouds shrouded the sun, creating an unearthly orange glow.
The temperatures dropped to freezing again, and some rime ice formed on
their gear, signs, rocks, and cairns. These conditions, while really cool looking,
slowed navigation. They removed their T-shirts and pulled on warmer layers.

Part 2: Going It Alone
As planned, Jason and Andrew left Dan about 0.4 mile below the Washington
summit. The friends continued down toward the Appalachian Mountain
Club’s Lakes of the Clouds Hut, while Dan veered off on Davis Path to
bag Mount Isolation, taking a significant detour from a typical Presidential
traverse. Dan entered an area where he would see very few people, if anyone.
His friends headed west down Ammonoosuc Ravine Trail, and Dan was now
on his own, hiking south toward the aptly named Isolation.
Unsurprisingly the trail resembled the mountain name. It was unbroken
as Dan dipped into the boreal zone. Mount Isolation’s summit barely crests
4,000 feet. His progress slowed. Conifers lined the snowed-in path, heavy
with encrusted snow and bent over the route, blocking Dan’s way. He pushed
through with his body. Dogged determination drove him forward. Bear in
mind that Dan wasn’t in over his head, nor was he out of his element. He
was accustomed to this sort of difficulty. He often hiked at night, aligning
his time in the alpine zone with astronomical events or significant dates
in his calendar.
Dan reached Isolation’s dark, cold summit an hour and a half later. He
didn’t linger, instead turning around and going back the way he came. He
found the going slightly easier on the broken trail. He arrived at Boott Spur,
then made his way across the flats toward Mount Monroe via Camel Trail.
He enjoyed a brief Geminids meteor shower during this crossing, as he had
hoped for. The skies cleared overhead long enough to allow this. His snowy
detour to Isolation had soaked him with snow and sweat. “The heavy labor of
ducking and crawling made me sweat on the way back,” he remembered. His
outer layer “had become like a solid encrusted jacket.” Still, Dan felt strong,
warm enough, and dry where he needed to be. He continued on through the
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evening accompanied by billions of stars, feeling exquisite and confident that
the tough stuff was behind him. The weather at the moment was in his favor.
That would change.

Part 3: A Turn of Events
Reaching out to his family at around 10 p.m. while trying to stand out of
the ever-increasing wind near Monroe’s summit, Dan used the last of his
cell phone’s battery power. He expected to be done with his traverse by 1 or
2 a.m., and he managed to get a message out to his family before his phone
went dead. It was time to move along to Mounts Franklin and Eisenhower.
The end was near—and that was a relief, because Dan had to work in
the morning. This was nuts, for sure, but for Dan, the “gridder,” it was
pretty normal.
Dan descended the south side of Monroe toward Little Monroe then hiked
toward Franklin and whatever unnamed mound comes next. He dropped
steeply down toward the junction with Crawford Path, Mount Eisenhower
Trail, and points south. It was dark, the wind cranked noisily, and the clouds
now settled in around him, hampering his ability to see. Dan moved through
an ice fog. This was not a hospitable place. He tried to stay on trail, but he
struggled. Even in daylight, the area between Franklin and Eisenhower and
its odd junctions can confuse hikers. He looked for the cairns that marked
the way but couldn’t find them. He took out his GPS unit, hoping to find
his precise location. But like his phone, that unit was dead, and the screen
remained blank. The wind raged. A shiver went down his spine. He never set
eyes on the junction sign. Dan was lost.
He continued on the best he could, still descending where he shouldn’t have
been and heading more northwest than southwest, as needed. His compass
sat deep in his pack. Instead of things getting easier, his way became more
difficult. The stunted krummholz gave way to taller trees and deep, unbroken
snow. Dan knew he was off-trail and felt pretty sure he had descended more
than he should have. He yearned for and sought the hard-packed trail but
instead found himself barely floating among taller trees, wading through deep
snow, and seeking firm footing, “like a Plinko chip barely hanging on.” The
forest poised to swallow him up and hide him until spring.
The route was exhausting him as he tried to continue, discouraged,
deflated, blinded, and maybe even getting a bit nervous. He was not one
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to be easily defeated, and admitting he felt anxious was new to him. Dan
recognized he was wasting his time and energy, struggling to reacquire the
trail. He was blinded by his own headlamp reflecting in the dense mist. If he
continued, he might get himself into serious trouble by getting too wet, too
tired, or too cold—as if the situation wasn’t already serious enough. At this
point, Dan still had one really important thing going for him: He was lucid,
thinking clearly, and not hypothermic. After all, losing one’s ability to reason
can be fatal. Also in his favor, Dan had most of the proper gear and knew how
to use it. He wisely decided it was time to employ it—while he still could.
Dan made a nest in the trees, first digging a narrow trench of sorts that
he could slip farther into, out of the brisk wind and penetrating ice fog. He
then pulled supporting spruce boughs down over the trench bed. On top of
these, he drew a tarp creating a fairly cozy home in the snow. He then donned
the extra upper-body layers he carried. Thankfully it wasn’t an extreme night.
The temperature had barely fallen below the freezing mark. The conditions
still made up a recipe for hypothermia, but tonight freezing to death would
be unlikely.
Unfortunately Dan didn’t have a sleeping bag or a pad, so he propped
himself up on a hard-shell jacket to get off the cold, snowy ground. This
was fine for a bit, but it didn’t work for long, because the snow kept melting
underneath him. Dan was wet and cold. He would never get comfortable,
this much was true, but survival situations are generally more about staying
alive. He spent the night sitting up cross-legged in his makeshift shelter, boots
removed, alternately rubbing his feet and shifting his butt. Dan felt no fear,
but he wasn’t a happy camper. He felt discouraged. He waited for daybreak.
He knew his trial could be much worse.

Part 4: The Aftermath
Dan made it. Morning came. All of his toes and fingers were intact, but his
spirit was bruised. He struggled to put his now frozen boots back on—one
of the worst experiences of his ordeal. Eventually he managed, then gathered
the belongings that had probably saved his life and stuffed them back into his
pack. He stood up and hiked up toward the top of the ridge in the col. He
found himself just north of Mount Eisenhower, roughly at the Eisenhower/
Crawford Path junction. The sun was out, and Dan was feeling OK—so good
that he decided to continue his traverse, first taking on Eisenhower, then
summiting Mount Pierce.
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After summiting Pierce he made his way back to Crawford Path and
descended the trail toward his car. He called his family as soon as he could
charge his phone. They had been worried, but they also had faith in Dan, his
perseverance, his ability, and his will to live. Dan is strong, and those who
know him know this truth. What might be too much for some, Dan can
do—given enough gear and the experience and know-how to put it to use.
Dan said he will always pack a sleeping pad and sleeping bag for coldweather treks in the Presidential Range. “I was very fortunate that temperatures
did not drop too far below freezing that night,” he said. “It is always important
to know your own limits, and if you find yourself in a similar situation, stay
calm and focused enough to assess whether you are able to comfortably stop
where you are or keep moving to keep warm.”

Mike Cherim is a search-and-rescue volunteer, as well as a mountain guide and
wilderness instructor for Redline Guiding in North Conway, New Hampshire.
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A Wrong Turn
Lost in the dark, step by step
Benjamin Alva Polley
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I

inch along slowly, with my hands and feet feeling out
in front of me like giant antennas. I am stumbling along, mostly blind.
Coming out of the trees into more darkness, I trip and fall. I catch myself
on the ground and strain my wrist and scrape my hands. I lift myself up and
begin to second guess. I backtrack. It seems like the trail. I ask myself.
Again, I turn around and walk some more downhill. The canyon drops
off in front of me, so I move toward the creek. Sagebrush and ponderosa
pine trees crowd me. Small rocks protrude from the uneven ground. Again, I
stumble. The trail is here one minute and gone the next. Again, I backtrack.
Again, it seems like the trail. I turn back around and follow. Is it the humanconstructed trail or just an animal trail?
My breath shallows as my heart quickens. My palms sweat as my mind
races. I feel my way toward the creek. Trees grow denser and water seeps
into the edge of my boots. Do I charge headstrong ahead? The typical profile
of a lost person is a man between the ages of 25 and 50, because we charge
headstrong ahead. I back up. I have lost the trail, I admit. I must have missed
a switchback or something. I need to get to the other side of this creek. Do I wade
across? Do I jump? How deep and fast is the creek moving? I ask myself, Why do
people get lost and then die?
I take three deep breaths, which calms me down and helps me think. I slip
off my pack and put on all my underlayers: fleece, wool pants, down coat,
mittens, and a wool beanie. I sit down and lean against a giant ponderosa
pine. Wolves chorus in the distance, sending shivers trotting along my spine.
Moments later, my friend Jami’s words crash into my mind like a ten-car
pileup: Watch out for karmic retribution. Three friends and I conducted a
wildlife study weeks before and came across the arm of a mountain lion lying
on a frozen lake, near where wolves were basking in the sun the previous
day. Alone and lost, I start fretting. I think about moisture rising into my
bones and envision hypothermia. I laugh at the irony because I was on my
way to a ten-day, silent Vipassana meditation retreat in the hills of northern
California. I realize that it’s going to be a long night battling my thoughts.
I have five chicken and steak tacos with cilantro, cheese, and onions left
in my pack. I ate the other five earlier. Black bears could be stirring out of
hibernation anytime and ravenous. I decide to stand up. I elect to find a tree
Gold Creek in Idaho, seen here on a clear, frigid winter morning, moves beneath lowlying willows as it creases the open landscape. Near here, the author found himself lost
one day. BENJAMIN ALVA POLLEY
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to climb. I pick a juniper shaped like a hammock with a long, outstretched
trunk. I lean back against my pack and close my eyes and start to doze off for
about 15 minutes. Some leaves rustle across the ground. My heart quickens,
and I rise to attention. Realizing it’s just the wind, I watch the leaves dance
and then fall. I choose to hang my pack higher and away from me. I lie back a
little longer, but my mind is active now. My legs are falling asleep as I straddle
the trunk.
I eat my tacos so I don’t have to worry about bears. I know my tent and
the parking lot are both downstream, but I cannot see in the dark. I decide to
find another tree that I can climb higher. I feel my way closer to the creek and
locate a tall, straight juniper with secure hand- and footholds. I monkey up,
lock my legs around branches, and lean against the tree. I try to sleep again.
Darkness surrounds me. Stars pierce the black canopy and twinkle like
“Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds.” It is the end of winter and bone-cold.
A creek sings below me. Chimes of ice dangle from winter-brown-colored
blades of grass along the bank, like bells. It is the 10th of March. I am alone in
the Idaho wilderness, 25 feet off the ground, in a juniper tree that I climbed
for safety, like our ancestors. The tree sways back and forth: “Rock-a-bye
Benny in the treetop.”
I start to chuckle. Days before, I was in Illinois visiting my parents. I had
two duffel bags packed for the next 27 months of my life. I was going to
Morocco with the Peace Corps to teach environmental education. The first
full day I was home, I received a phone call from the private investigators of
the Peace Corps world, who said my application was under review because
I hadn’t disclosed a DUI I earned more than a decade ago. They said they
would call me back in a few hours. Hours later, they revoked my application.
Here I am, putting my life back together.

Giant erratic boulders lie across the stream. A four-legged
creature slithers toward me, like an apparition out of the
shadows. At first, I think it is a coyote.
My parents had worried about my going to the Middle East, the land of
more frequent violence, but I could die right here in the Idaho wilderness.
Then reality sinks in. Nobody knows I’m here.
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My senses are uberaware. I feel so alive. It is terribly cold. My scalp hurts
under my beanie. My fingers and toes throb. The cold air stings my lungs as
I inhale, and my cheeks are rosy red. When it is this cold, wilderness begins
right outside the skin. I am waiting out the darkness and anticipating the full
moon. I watch shooting stars and make wishes. Although there is no “lastminute escape hatch into religion,” as the climber David Roberts once said, I
pray to whatever gods may be.1
Hours later, long after my legs fall asleep, the light reflecting off the moon
begins to light up the top of the hillside behind me. I still can’t see it directly.
The forest and the ground are still pitch black. I wait longer.
Why are some of us drawn to the places where existence is a
struggle? Is it some kind of search for clarity? Authenticity?
Hours before, I had pulled into the parking lot at Goldbug Hot Springs.
One other car was there. I raced the setting sun. I stuffed everything I thought
I needed for the night into my backpack: beanie, down coat, fleece, long
johns, wool pants, mittens, a couple of polypropylene shirts, sleeping bag,
sleeping pad, tent, towel, water, and the Mexican food I just bought. I can’t
forget that. I filled my pack as fast as I could. I pulled my bike off the rack and
locked it to a jackleg wooden fence. I tapped my car’s power lock button and
glanced quickly at the sign that points toward camping then took off hiking
through the dun-brown grasses of the high Palouse prairie. Giant sagebrush
peppered the landscape and Gold Creek creased the swollen, rippling land.
The day was relatively warm for mid-March. I trudged up the trail, crossing
two bridges without studying the water depth, the flow, or the speed. About
a mile in, I set up my tent, blew up my sleeping pad, laid out my sleeping
bag, and continued 2 more miles up the trail with my pack up toward the
hot springs. The reddish-orange sun glowed like a hot coal and sank rapidly.
Vegetation was sparse along the toe slope of the foothills, but Douglas
firs, junipers, and ponderosa pines grew dense, lining the edges of the vodkaclear stream. As I climbed higher up the switchbacks, the canyon walls were
whittled away by the creek.
Night didn’t fall but pooled in shadows behind rocks and trees, creases
and folds where it hid from the light all day. Shadows lengthened and gained
strength and slowly filled open meadows and the night sky last. I crossed
See “Rebelling Against the Void,” a piece about David Roberts by Brad Rassler,
outsideonline.com, October 24, 2016.
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the few remaining switchbacks in the dark woods and went across the two
remaining footbridges. The air had a hint of sulfur. I was getting close.
Giant erratic boulders lay across the stream. A four-legged creature
slithered toward me, like an apparition out of the shadows. At first, I thought
it was a coyote. Then I realized it was a dog, with a man basking in a pool. A
waterfall gushed over him—Goldbug Hot Springs.
“Hey, how’s it going?” I asked. He nodded. I got the sense I had intruded
on this person’s solitary paradise. Jean-Paul Sartre’s words rang true: “Hell
is other people.” I undressed. I wadded up my clothes next to my backpack
and stepped naked down into the steamy pool that rose from the creek bed.
The sun dropped behind the horizon of a distant mountain range. Bright,
beautiful colors of mauve, peach, pink, and tangerine lit up the evening sky.
I tried to calm my anxiety after the seven-hour drive and all the stress from
the past week.
The other man dried off, gathered his things, and left with his dog. I was
left with myself and my mind.
Why do I feel the need to experience the world the way I do? I have
climbed some of the highest mountains—Aconcagua, Kilimanjaro. I didn’t
seek them out; the opportunities just arose, and I couldn’t pass them up. For
thirteen years, I camped out, as long as six months at a time, working on
backcountry trail crews in national parks and wilderness areas. I have skied
across frozen lakes, 15 miles back, carrying deer hindquarters for wolverine
studies. I lived in a remote ranger station, 4 miles from the Canadian border
in Glacier National Park for eight autumns to keep an eye out for poachers
during hunting season. There I chopped wood for heat, carried water from a
half-mile away, with grizzlies, mountain lions, and wolves right outside my
door. I sat in a fire lookout for more than 70 days in Montana’s Bob Marshall
Wilderness. I have fasted from food for days and gone on vision quests. What
am I seeking? Where is there meaning in all of this?
Henry David Thoreau went to the woods to “live deliberately,” to find the
essential facts of life, and to see what he might find there. He did this to assure
himself that, when it came time to die, he would know he had lived life to
its fullest. He sought a Spartan life, one reduced to its lowest denomination.
What does that look like for me?
An hour has passed. I sit nestled in this pool, cupped and bathed
in darkness. The beauty is sublime—both terrifying and amazing. I once
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joked with trail crews I supervised that if I ever found myself fretting so
much about some worry on the trail that I could not pause in awe for beauty,
I might as well not be alive. But now, I cannot sit still, for my worrying. My
mind rushes with the stream. I think, I should grab my headlamp and get my
things ready. I crawl out of the pool. I pull out my towel and search for my
light, but I can’t find it. I find my lighter, set it on my towel, and go back into
the warm pools. I sit a while longer and try to relax. My mind can’t. I crawl
back out. I grab the lighter and look some more for my headlamp. My hands
come up with nothing. I set down my lighter. I look downstream where the
wall of trees is blackening like a dark alley in a city with no name. I get back
into the pools one last time, but only for a few minutes. My mind can’t take
it, and I climb back out. I dry off. My hand reaches down trying to find
purchase on my lighter—nothing.
As darkness gathers, cold air sinks. I dress. I cross the bridge and head
down the trail.
Robert Koester was largely responsible for framing the science
of understanding and predicting what people do when they get lost. He spent
a lifetime organizing search-and-rescue missions, often to locate people with
Alzheimer’s disease. Eventually, he started developing an intuitive sense of
where they likely would be found. I imagine older people walking around
their neighborhoods, their minds confused and disoriented. Is this place new
or something they see every day? The answer never comes; the lines between
ordinary and extraordinary blur. The lost people are usually found within
blocks of their daily routines, but they are profoundly lost.
He says that hikers lost in the desert act differently than do those lost in
the woods.
Why? The desert is so much more inhospitable, offering somewhere to
go but hard to navigate and nowhere to hide. In the heat of the day, mirages
haunt and taunt the mind, and logic becomes jumbled. People lost here
think, “If I abandon my clothes and extra weight, I won’t drink my water so
fast. I can go farther and faster.” They forget that night gets bitterly cold and
the days get swelteringly hot.
People who have children with them act differently than those wandering
solo. I wonder why this is so. I guess if I had children or companions with me,
I would worry about their comfort and safety, keeping them warm and alive.
Perhaps I would be quicker to find shelter or build a fire.
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Most hikers fear the wrong things. People are terrified of bears, mountain
lions, rattlesnakes, scorpions, spiders, and wolves, yet the probability of
encountering one, let alone getting attacked, is minuscule. Dramatic,
unexpected changes in the weather and water crossings are much bigger
dangers. Getting lost in the mountains is where people get in the most
trouble, because finding the route is complicated by the rippling landscape.
The best thing to do, according to Koester, is to backtrack until you know
where you are. Follow a creek downstream.
I heard someone describe the trick of being able to hold two
opposing thoughts at once as being like an epistemological car crash. To give
texture and definition to life, you must embrace death. So, if heaven is here
now, then perhaps hell is here too?
I want to transcend the formulaic ideals and eclipse the romantic dream
of living close to nature. If I am searching, it’s for what is hidden and just
beyond reach. Within, they say, is where you will find answers to what this is
all about. But first I must go outside, must become lost.
I slowly climb down from my perch in the juniper, and my legs hit the
ground like a sack of bricks. I hold on to the tree for support until the blood
returns and I can stand again. I walk, mostly blind, with my arms out in front
of me. I still can’t see how deep, fast, or wide the stream is moving. But I hear
the creek’s music rushing along.
Finally, after what feels like eternity passes, the marigold moon rises high
enough to see. I shake my head and walk to the creek. It’s literally a hop, skip,
and a jump across. I pick up the trail on the other side and follow it down
a mile to my tent. For the last few remaining hours of the night, I lie there
thinking and listening to the solace outside.

Benjamin Alva Polley lives in Whitefish, Montana. He worked for more than a
decade as a trail worker, fire lookout, wildlife observer, and ranger for the National
Park Service, mostly in Glacier National Park. His writing has appeared in Esquire,
Sierra, Bugle, Canoe & Kayak, and other publications. He is senior editor of the
Whitefish Review and is writing a book about the sense of place.
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The White Moose
A stirring outside my cabin window
on a dark winterward night
with but brightless stars to write.
Beside a dazzling tree of rime and ice
a moose, white as new-fallen snow,
standing in a candleshaft of light.
I measure all outfacing days against it.
John Smelcer

John Smelcer is the last living member of the Ahtna Native People of Alaska who
can read, write, and speak the Ahtnas’ severely endangered language. He is the author
of 50 books, including his poetry book Indian Giver (Leapfrog, 2016).
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Flying with Icarus
A Sunday afternoon church hike takes an unexpected turn
Douglass Teschner
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The dangers of life are infinite, and among them is safety.
—Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

P

lanning mountain adventures, however small, I usually
have a pretty clear idea of how things will turn out. But the word
adventure implies that there is a certain unpredictability and risk, which
is, after all, part of the attraction of going into the mountains. Still, I
wasn’t expecting too much of an adventure on a simple Sunday afternoon
church hike.
I used to lead after-church hikes on the small mountains near our New
Hampshire home when our sons were small, but I had not done this for
several years. I had worked overseas after the boys grew up, but last year I
was back home, suggested a church hike, and the response was positive. It
would be a 5-mile round-trip walk up Blueberry Mountain, a nice little peak
that has become more popular since landing on the “52 with a View” list of
mountains, first devised by the Over the Hill Hikers group.
When the day came, I was disappointed that, despite the perfect early
June weather, turnout was slim. At coffee hour after church, only Don, an
energetic 81-year-old ski buddy, said he would go. But then Sam, a kind,
71-year-old man my wife and I have known for years, announced that he
was hiking, too. Sam lives with some disabilities associated with a long-ago
accident. Before I had much time to react, he left for his nearby assisted-living
home to get his boots.
I phoned Sam’s home, and the staff member told me it was OK if Sam
went on the hike. Sam came back soon with his boots; he had no pack or food
or extra clothes. I emptied my pack to show that I had plenty of clothes and
water, plus a first-aid kit and headlamp. Sam objected to adding cookies left
over from coffee hour, saying he wanted to lose weight, but I won him over by
explaining that it is always a good idea to have extra food in the mountains.
After the short drive, the three of us began walking up the U.S. Forest
Service North-South Road, where I had cross-country skied just a few weeks
before. Usually in summer, you can drive the first 0.7 mile to the Blueberry
Mountain trailhead, but a big storm the previous summer had left washouts;
The 2,622-foot Blueberry Mountain may be an easy hike by some athletes’ standards, but
for Sam, its short, steep ledges pushed him hard. DOUGLASS TESCHNER
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the road was gated at a bridge over the beautiful stream where the Appalachian
Trail crosses en route to Mount Moosilauke.
Soon after 1 p.m., I led off, up the closed road at what seemed like the
slowest possible pace, until Don spoke from behind, suggesting I go even
slower. Sam was taking occasional standing rests, and I proposed that he try
to set a pace he could sustain without stopping. I internally calculated that it
was unlikely we would reach the top, but at least these two men would have
a first-time experience of hiking a White Mountain trail. What I failed to
anticipate was Sam’s determination.
When we reached the actual trailhead, I took a photo of the pair with
the trail sign announcing 1.7 miles to the top. I have done this easy hike, a
15-minute drive from my home, dozens of times. In my younger days, I once
reached the top in less than 28 minutes, although, at age 68, I am slower—
especially on the downhill, with knees crying for replacement. On my own,
I usually do this hike now in 2 hours or so round-trip. The AMC White
Mountain Guide “book time” is 1:25 one way, and I had figured about 3 to 4
hours round-trip for this day, including the extra 1.4 miles along the washedout road.
The three of us continued on, but Sam stopped frequently. He would sit
on a rock or a log, or sometimes just stand in place for a couple of minutes,
but he always expressed a desire to keep going. After some experimenting, it
seemed to work best if I was in front. Don became somewhat frustrated at
the slow pace, at one point suggesting he could go ahead, leaving Sam to wait
behind. I didn’t say anything but was not at all enthusiastic about splitting
the group. Anyway, Sam gave no indication, despite the pace and a couple of
falls, that he wanted to stop or turn around, and fortunately Don dropped
the idea of going ahead.
As the trail transitioned from hardwoods to spruce-fir halfway up, we
passed two couples descending. I heard Sam behind me talking to them about
his age. We came to the first rock slab and Sam persisted, never complaining,
soon passing the spot I call “fish rock.” At one of my favorite spots on the
trail, we sat next to a cairn with southern views toward Mount Cardigan
through the trees. We had been going for 2 hours and, over cookies and water,
I told them I estimated it would take another 45 minutes to the top. Sam said
he wanted to keep going.
The 2,622-foot Blueberry Mountain may be an easy hike by White
Mountain standards, but the next section had some short, steeper ledges.
At several spots, I offered a hand from above, but Sam only accepted once,
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wanting to do as much as possible himself. The easier, semi-open ledges in
the upper section are glorious, with unusual red pine and spectacular views
east of nearby Moosilauke. Eventually we reached the short side trail to the
summit and finally the top; it was 4 p.m., three hours since leaving Don’s car.
After cookies, water, and fruit, we began the descent. I got a cell signal,
rare up there, and left a message for my wife that we were proceeding down
slowly. I suggested she call Don’s wife and Sam’s home to let them know we
would be late.
I was hoping for a bit quicker pace on descent, but it became apparent
that Sam was tiring and struggling with balance. Most of the way down, he
held my hand, and we proceeded at about the same slow pace as the ascent. At
1.3 miles from the top and 0.4 mile from the forest service road (and 1.1 miles
from our car at the gate), things took a turn for the worse. Sam’s legs gave out,
and I asked Don, who had been quietly following behind, to assist. Holding
Sam on each side, our threesome made slow progress with frequent rests that
I insisted be kept short. Given that this was a church hike, I probably should
have said a prayer, but being so focused on the task at hand, I confess I didn’t
think of it. I just tried to stay positive and offer encouragement, much the
same as back in March 1983 when another hiker and I helped an injured man
down off Mount Washington.1
I was confident we would get down before dark but knew, if things got
worse, I could send Don out to call for a litter carry. As rescues go, it would
have been an easy one—if embarrassing for me, as trip leader. In my younger
days, I had done some litter carries and had also had a few close calls of my
own on some challenging rock climbs and mountaineering routes, although
none required rescue.2 I am an advocate of the Doug Mayer self-sufficiency
school of rescue, which means taking full responsibility for yourself and your
team to the greatest extent possible.3
Reaching the forest service road, Don suggested he go ahead for the last
half-mile to try to break the gate lock and bring his car closer. But downed
trees blocked the road and, anyway, I felt we were making adequate progress.
An account of this incident, “Like Hay in the Wind,” appeared in Appalachia Summer 1984,
45 no. 1, and was featured in the anthology No Limits but the Sky (AMC Books, 2014).
2
See the author’s “Running the Rope Out” in Appalachia Summer/Fall 2010, 41 no. 2.
3
In an epic self-rescue, which he recounted in Appalachia December 1990, 48 no. 2, and in the
2014 AMC anthology No Limits but the Sky, Mayer extricated himself unaided after breaking
his leg in winter on New Hampshire’s Valley Way, near Watson Path.
1
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Without Don on one side, I wouldn’t have been able to keep Sam moving at
all, so I insisted we stay together. At the last rest stop before reaching the car,
Sam sprawled out on the ground on his back, eyes closed, totally exhausted.
When I asked how he was doing, Sam replied, “I am fine lying here.” Soon
we had him back on his feet and reached the car about 8 p.m., after a sevenhour outing.
Once inside Don’s SUV, Sam seemed to quickly revive, expressing
satisfaction that he had done the hike. Passing a large truck, he launched
into an energetic monologue about his brother once driving a similar vehicle.
When we got to his residential care home, Sam quickly exited on his own and,
to our surprise, walked unaided inside, where the relieved owner escorted him
straight to the dinner table.
An hour or so later, the owner called to report that Sam was playing a
board game and was “like a kid on Christmas morning,” recounting the day’s
adventure. Two days later, I visited Sam, who reported he was feeling much
better, if still sore. He said he was glad he had done it and told a story of doing
horse logging when he was a teenager. I gave him a small album of photos
taken on the hike, and he smiled, flipping the pages. The next Sunday, Sam
announced at church he was disappointed there hadn’t been more people on
the hike!
In recalling the day, I thought of the Greek myth of Icarus. Icarus was
having such a great time up in the sky until he flew too close to sun and
the wax on his feathers melted, and he fell to his death in the sea. Climbing
mountains is like flying: We get out there, we love it, we can’t get enough, we
want others to enjoy it, too, and sometimes we downplay the risks.
I thought of extreme situations, such as in 1996, when guide Rob Hall
took his client Doug Hansen up Mount Everest so late in the day, or 2015,
when Kate Matrosova persisted through dangerously cold weather up
New Hampshire’s Mount Adams, in the Presidential Range of the White
Mountains.4 Those three flew much too close to the sun and died as a result.
Not that I would compare a summer hike on Blueberry Mountain to Everest
or the Presidentials in winter. No one was going to die on little Blueberry that
day, barring something like a heart attack—admittedly possible with three
See the excellent risk management analysis in Ty Gagne’s 2017 classic, Where You’ll Find Me:
Risk, Decisions, and the Last Climb of Kate Matrosova (TMC Books, 2017). See also Sandy
Stott’s stories, “Too Cold,” Appalachia Winter/Spring 2016, and “Looking for Kate,” Appalachia Summer/Fall 2016 (67 nos. 1 and 2).
4
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Douglass Teschner has climbed Blueberry more times than he can count, giving hikers
young, old, weak, and strong the opportunity to discover it at their own paces.
COURTESY OF DOUGLASS TESCHNER

guys ages 68 to 81. But we were surely overextended, flying close to the sun.
As trip leader, that was my responsibility. I could have told Sam he shouldn’t
come on the hike. I could have compromised by turning the group back at
some point below the top. Some days after the hike, Don suggested it was my
enthusiasm for the mountains that had kept Sam going, although I didn’t see
it quite that way. I thought of myself as more of a facilitator for someone who
had set a goal for himself and persisted, despite challenges that would have
convinced just about anyone else to quit.
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Sam was so determined to keep going, like Doug Hansen on Everest, so
I played Rob Hall and acquiesced, although I clearly failed to anticipate the
challenging descent. In the end, we were lucky things came out OK. The wax
softened but didn’t melt.
Reaching a summit, of course, is arbitrary but gives a certain meaning to
an experience: setting a goal and achieving it. I am left wondering how Sam
might have felt if I had denied him the opportunity to come, or if we had
turned back sooner. I shared this story with one mountain veteran who wrote,
“Clearly Sam had no business being atop Blueberry Mountain, and that’s
exactly where he needed to be. Those of us inclined to go up mountains do
want others to have their chance, too, even if it means opening them to some
risks they don’t understand.”
Right after we had dropped Sam at his home, Don had chewed me out
pretty well, saying I shouldn’t have let Sam come at all or at least turned
us back earlier. It is hard to argue against that viewpoint, and I would be
carrying a heavy burden if anything serious had happened to my friend Sam.
Caution and safety are very worthy, of course, but sometimes a little danger
is, too—at least when you get away with it.

Douglass Teschner has published many adventures in this journal over the past five
decades, most recently “Africa Mountain Journal: 1971–2015” in Winter/Spring 2017
and “The Last Gift” in Summer/Fall 2018. Doug is a leadership trainer and coach and
can be reached at dteschner@growingleadershipllc.com.
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Hawk Feathers
Mid-February snowmelt mud,
the field’s expanse.
At the southern edge, a porcupine
barks and bristles, edges away
into a clutch of winterberry.
Hemlock forest, blight
of wooly adelgid, green club moss,
browned bracken along the border.
Beyond, the trail winds amid trees;
blowing mist spreads through branches.
Here, hawk feathers litter the ground:
one cluster, then another . . .
Bending down in the drizzle,
I gather one feather, another,
and another, reaching
each time for an answer.
Wally Swist

Wally Swist’s books include The Daodejing: A New Interpretation, with David
Breeden and Steven Schroeder (Lamar University Literary Press, 2015), and Candling
the Eggs (Shanti Arts, 2017). His new books are The Map of Eternity (Shanti Arts,,
2018), Singing for Nothing: Selected Nonfiction as Literary Memoir (The Operating
System, 2018), and On Beauty: Essays, Reviews, Fiction, and Plays (Adelaide Books,
2018). He is recently the winner of the 2018 Ex Ophidia Press Poetry Prize for A Bird
Who Seems to Know Me: Poems Regarding Birds & Nature (Ex Ophidia Press, 2019).
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Night Visions
A 15-year-old walks 31.5 miles around the Pemi Loop, alone
Alexandra Herr
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I

unclip the straps and place my backpack down on a rock with
a triumphant sigh. Before resting and nourishing myself, I turn around to
marvel at my progress. My gaze starts with a peak 17 miles away and travels
along the mountainous ridge leading to the summit on which I now stand:
Bondcliff, the last peak of the day.
Turning to my left, I look toward the green masses of treetops below. Eight
miles remain of my solo hike of New Hampshire’s Pemigewasset Loop, a 31.5mile journey over rugged and dangerous terrain in the White Mountains,
with more than 9,160 feet of elevation gain. Most hikers take three days to
complete this loop, which climbs and descends nine of New Hampshire’s
highest mountains, but I am doing the whole thing today in less than 24
hours. This goal is rare; it is a feat avid hikers pursue. To prepare for this
difficult endeavor, I have endured two years of brutal training. I have hiked
many times at night and many times solo. Now, at the age of 15, I am finally
attempting this feat. I hope I make it.
My gaze rises to the darkening horizon. Shades of indigo overshadow the
sky, and the clouds bleakly darken. I should go soon.
Leaving can wait until after I take ten more minutes to finish a celebratory
whoopie pie, though; I am on the final summit, after all. While replenishing
lost energy with tasty calories, I am reminded of something concerning. An
aggressive, food-seeking bear has been spotted many times on Bondcliff Trail
and in the Lincoln Woods area. He reportedly snatches hikers’ backpacks
in search of tasty treats. I hope he wouldn’t steal my backpack while I am
wearing it, but the thought of the sightings worries me.
It’s time to go. I pack my things and prepare for the long trip down. Every
muscle in my body aches, but my mind pushes me forward. What keeps me
going is the understanding that to finish the hike and arrive back at the car,
I absolutely need to continue. Just put one foot in front of the other. One foot
in front of the other. I hope I will arrive at the trailhead before exhaustion
overwhelms me.
I leave treeline and descend into the woods. The moaning wind fades
and leaves me with the sound of my shoes crunching leaves and packing
down dirt. My senses intensify; I hear every creak, rustle, and scurry. My
worry about encountering that bear heightens my vigilance. The impending
darkness makes me nervous, but everything goes well enough, until I notice a
Sunrise on the first hill of the 24-hour Pemi Loop challenge: the Mount Flume ridge.
ALEXANDRA HERR
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suspicious shape ahead of me. I breathe in sharply. My heart rate accelerates.
I try to calm my nerves as the realization sets in: It is finally happening. The
moment I dreaded is here. Ahead of me on the trail, the head of a bear faces
me head-on, as if challenging me to a staring contest.
Despite feeling alarmed, I come to my senses and remind myself that New
Hampshire bears are generally skittish around people; the one ahead of me,
even if it is the backpack snatcher, will likely move if I make my presence
known. I begin to record a video with my phone; I have never encountered
a bear while hiking. I have seen scat on the trail many times before, but the
bears themselves have always managed to avoid me. I talk to the bear in a
loud and commanding voice, hoping the animal will get nervous and quickly
wander off. I do this for what seems like half an hour but is probably more
like ten minutes. Nothing happens. The animal does not flinch; it just keeps
staring at me.
Why hasn’t it moved? I stop my efforts and squint my eyes to better discern
the shape in front of me. That is a bear, isn’t it? It certainly looks like a bear. I
distinguish a dark shape that appears to be a bear’s head with two round ears,

The summit of Alexandra Herr’s final mountain: Bondcliff. Its beauty compels her to
linger, but she knows when it’s time to go. ALEXANDRA HERR
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but the dim dusk light and the fair amount of distance between me and the
bear shape muddles the solid form I am trying to identify.
I nervously creep forward until I am so close to the apparent bear that,
if it is indeed a bruin, it can probably smell the food buried deep within my
pack. I stop short, my mouth gaping open. The once-convincing outline of a
head has separated from the ears. The ears do not even look like identifiable
body parts anymore. The body itself is nowhere to be found. This whole time,
I have thought a jumbled mess of logs and branches was my first exciting,
though nerve-wracking, bear encounter. I cannot even begin to describe how
stupid I feel now that I have confirmed to myself that the bear is, indeed, only
shrubbery. Well, I must be tired. Despite feeling an urge to bang my head
against the nearest tree, relief bubbles through my veins as I realize I have just
avoided a potentially dangerous animal confrontation. Well, in a way. I also
cannot help feeling proud of myself for calmly handling the situation. Now
I know how I will act if I see an actual bear on the trail; for several minutes,
I believed a real bear was staring me down, and I did not reveal fear or run
away. Instead, I stood my ground calmly.
I continue with the hike, speeding up the pace to make up for lost time.
Contrary to what one might assume, my bear paranoia increases. My alreadymagnified senses reach new heights, and I bang my poles together and
authoritatively talk out loud to make sure the actual, active bear—which I
know lives in this region with the bear-shaped shrubbery—does not bother
me. I probably am taking my precautions further than necessary, but I still
worry. I’d be embarrassed if other hikers came along and heard me making
all this noise.
The night descends like a blanket, and shadows sweep over the
surroundings. I shouldn’t wait too long before putting on my headlamp, but
I imagine the bear stealing my pack while I take out the light. Ever since the
bear-shaped log incident, I have been spooked. Soon darkness starts to hinder
my ability to navigate. I force myself to stop. I hurriedly take off my pack,
retrieve my headlamp, turn it on, and wrap it around my head. Refastening
my pack, I look down and all around me, double-checking that I have all my
belongings. Then I get moving.
The pitch darkness surrounds me. I focus my eyes on the trail right in
front of me and purposely do not look into the blackness to the side of the
path. If an animal waits off to the side in the trees, I do not want or need
to know; it would undoubtedly hear me coming and run off if I left it
alone, anyway.
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After what seems like forever, I arrive at the intersection with Lincoln
Woods Trail. I am happy to be finished with the descent from Bondcliff. A
few more miles and I will be back at the trailhead, where Mom’s car is waiting.
This final portion of the hike is no less unsettling than was the earlier
portion on Bondcliff; everything beyond the reach of my headlamp is now
pitch black, and branches, logs, and leaves form creepy shapes where the
night meets my artificial light. Throughout, though, I remember something
soothing: If everything is going according to plan, then my sister and my
mother should be hiking toward me right now. They will check in to nourish
and encourage me while I complete the last few miles of my journey.
I continue talking out loud to myself. I jump from subject to subject, but
my mind drifts away in a sort of meditation. It seems like my mind, unlike
my brain, is disconnected from my body, and I cannot stop my legs from
moving. They never stop. They are carried away. My body is a machine that
takes orders from my brain, and my brain commands me to push forward.
My rumination shatters; a chaotic beam of light dances ahead. Relief
pours into my veins, filling me with hopeful and jittery excitement. Mom and
Sage are here. I’ll see people! As quickly as these feelings fill my senses, however,
they drain from my system. Something is wrong.
Instead of two steady headlamp lights, one light bounces around and
moves as if possessed with an otherworldly energy. Dazed from physical
taxation and mental fatigue, I am confused. Why is a light moving so quickly
in seemingly random directions?
The only way to find out is to hike toward the source. I valiantly stride
in the direction of this phenomenon. The closer I get, the more confused I
become. Now I make out two huge and strange shapes in the darkness, and
the light is in between the masses. What is going on?
I finally come close enough to the shapes to understand what I am seeing.
My eyes glaze over two horses tied to a tree. There is a young blonde woman
in between them, using her headlamp to adjust one of the horses’ saddle
straps. I am certainly curious about what this woman is doing with two horses
far out on Lincoln Woods Trail after dark. I ask her and, after a pause, she
states the obvious: “I am fixing his straps.” Her response does not satisfy my
curiosity, but I do not feel like having a conversation here and now, of all
places and times.
As I continue hiking, I look back multiple times and watch her headlamp
fade behind me until it is no longer visible. I almost wonder if it’s possible I
hallucinated the whole thing.
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Assuming I may not see anyone else, possibly not even my sister and mother,
I focus on reaching the trailhead. I have not spoken since encountering the
woman and her horses, so I decide to keep my mouth shut from here on out.
Talking requires too much effort.
I am alert now more than ever, and all I want to do is see my mother
and sister. Seeing familiar faces after such a long time out in the woods by
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myself would be refreshing, and it
would serve as the final push I need
to complete the rest of the hike.
As I am thinking this, I see a
stable light. It duplicates. Either I am
seeing double or there are two people
ahead of me.
I don’t jump for joy just yet;
it is possible these people are not
my mother and sister. I hike closer
to where they stand, and I squint
my eyes to assess their faces. As
the distance between us lessens, I
distinguish two tall female figures,
each with relatively short hair.
“Mom?” I call out hesitantly. I
hear elated replies and I smile with
relief. We are finally reunited. Mom
hands me a bottle of Sprite to drink
on the final mile out. She and Sage
ask how I am doing, and I tell her
Midday, Alex Herr smiles for her mother,
Trish, and sister, Sage, who briefly met up the truth: I am exhausted but ready
with her on South Twin Mountain.
to crank out the final mile of the day.
TRISH HERR
Sage and Mom wait for me to
hike ahead a couple tenths of a mile before continuing themselves—so that I
can finish the feat solo.
That final mile is brutal. I am so close. I expect my headlamp to shine on
the trailhead sign, but it never does.
Just when I accept the fact that I am probably not very close to the end of
the trail, I look up and see an illuminated wooden post ahead. Could that be
what I have been waiting for? Smiling widely, I move my aching legs faster and
faster until I nearly crash into the sign with excitement.
I’ve finished the entire Pemi Loop in one day. I have realized the ambition
I first considered when I was just 13. Enthusiastic, I cross a bridge, walk into
the parking lot, and spot our car. The lot is almost empty, and stillness settles
over the area.
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Resting on the pavement at the Lincoln Woods trailhead.

TRISH HERR

I lie down on the pavement and contemplate the many experiences I had
on the hike. I cannot believe it is over, but resting gives me great joy. I smile,
proud of myself for undertaking this goal and accomplishing so much, both
physically and mentally. I close my eyes and wait for my mother and sister,
letting the chilly breeze play with the ends of my hair and brush against
my face.

Alexandra Herr is 16 years old and lives with her family in New Hampshire. She is
an avid White Mountains hiker who completed the 48 4,000-footers when she was
6. She is now about three-quarters of the way through the grid—or summiting each
of the White Mountain 4,000-footers in every month of the year. Her other main
interest is karate, and she hopes to study environmental science in college. Visit her
at alexinthewhitemountains.com.
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Letters
Hypothermia Deaths
on Cannon, 1959
As a member of the team that attempted
to rescue Alfred Whipple Jr. and Sidney
Crouch from the cliff on Cannon Mountain
in August 1959 (see Appalachia December
1959, 2 no. 4, pages 441–461), I read with
great interest the Accidents report of a
rescue from the same cliff in November 2016
(Winter/Spring 2018, pages 110–113). This
report includes a description of the facilities
available for such a rescue, both in personnel
and equipment, as contrasted with the
situation in 1959.
David Sanderson as he looked in
Among the numerous differences I think
1959, when he tried to save the
stranded climbers on Cannon
the most significant is organization. A rescue
Cliff. APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN CLUB
team ready to go on short notice could
conceivably have reached the boys on Sunday evening when the weather
was warm, the cliff dry, and the boys still in good health. In 1959, however,
there was no such team, as this was apparently the first instance of a rescue
involving technical climbing in the White Mountains. It was necessary to
form a pickup team of rock climbers from the Appalachian Mountain Club,
but this meant choosing, locating, and contacting them so they could drive,
in most cases several hours, to the rescue site. Monday morning it was raining
and cold. Climbing proved slow and tedious. The first rope left the road
at 6:30 a.m. and turned back, after an exhausting climb in the rain, about
3 p.m. The second rope, which consisted of Spencer Wright and myself,
reached the ledge where the boys were trapped at about 3 p.m.
I had a few moments of elation when I realized I could reach the boys
and thought I might rescue them. However, all I could do was keep them
company during their last few minutes as they succumbed to exposure. I have
often thought of the boys and tried to imagine a better outcome.
—David Sanderson, Portsmouth, New Hampshire
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A Close Encounter with Hypothermia
The 2018 Winter/Spring edition contains an excellent, though sad, account of
a fictitious person who succumbs to hypothermia (“How I Died Hiking,” by
Mike Cherim), with details of the typical phases of this unique crisis, as well
as how the person behaves through the process.
Here is my own close encounter with hypothermia, its effects on me—my
mind and body—with the hope that this story may actually save someone’s life!
The time was early August 1990, and the place was the Appalachian Trail
in New Hampshire from Gentian Pond Shelter to Full Goose Shelter, near
Mahoosuc Notch (in Maine). And the weather that day was steady rain, cooling as the day progressed, with the temperature at 53 degrees at 5 p.m. when I
got to the shelter (and was alone all night).
I arrived at the shelter, soaking wet in my shorts and Gore-Tex jacket, but
comfortably warm from hiking. I had realized the need to immediately get
into dry clothes, so I had been planning for miles to make that a top priority
before doing anything else.
Opening the pack, I first pulled out my stove, so I decided to light the stove
and heat some water for hot soup while I was changing clothes.
Then, after getting the stove going and the water heating, I stood and told
myself to change clothes. Nothing happened—oops.
Again, I told myself to change my clothes—with the same result. Repeated
and repeated. Still, I just stood there.
These events still are vividly etched in my memory; I was totally cognitive during the entire event. My brain was aware of the desperate need to get
into those dry clothes, so I yelled at myself, “Change your clothes!” Nothing
happened. I screamed at myself, “Unzip your jacket!” This time, my hand
went to the zipper, and the crisis was over.
It was as if my brain and my body were not communicating; I think you
could call this a disconnect, and I wonder if that is correct. With many people
being exposed to this surprisingly treacherous scenario, nearly every hiker is
at risk.
The physiology of this crisis is beyond my ken, so I welcome any
information of similar experiences. And a synopsis of the professional medical
description of such an event would be a boon to all hikers.
One more facet of my story deserves attention. I did not sit down; I stood
during the battle of mind over body. Another story (true) tells of a man who
sat down when he arrived at the top of Mount Madison in freezing rain,
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refused a warm jacket, and died shortly afterward. Is there a critical difference
between sitting and standing in such crises? I hope to see a response.
—Al Sanborn, South Grafton, Massachusetts
Al “Footloose” Sanborn thru-hiked the Appalachian Trail from March 24 to
August 24, 1990.

Challenge or Danger?
“Care for the Caregiver” (by Stephen Kurczy, Summer/Fall 2018) could so
easily have ended up in the Accidents section for multiple reasons:
•

•
•
•
•
•

The author’s 60-year-old mother had never climbed a single
4,000er, but he decided to take her on a three-day backpack in the
Presidentials. She was wearing unfamiliar boots.
Thunderstorms were forecast. The IME clerk warned them not
to go.
“Locals have the luxury to choose what day they want to hike, but
we’ve come a long way.”
Wind pushed his mother and other hikers to the ground.
Experienced and better-equipped hikers chose to take the shuttle
off Washington.
“I had not factored in the slipperiness, my mother’s physical
exhaustion.”

He is so proud of himself, when he was so damn lucky that this was not a
tragedy requiring rescue by others.
Twenty-five years ago, our family took my mother on a hike into Arethusa
Falls. She was 80, in very good physical condition. (She was still mowing her
hilly lawn and working in the garden all day at 90.) It was a beautiful day with
no rain forecast. There were three strong adults accompanying her. Other
hikers cheered her. And at the end I was enormously relieved that she made it
through the hike without incident.
I hope that this article does not tempt anyone else into putting a family
member in danger.
—Bev Esson, Wells, Maine
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In Memoriam
Robert Proudman: 1948–2018
The trails community lost a dear friend and
advocate in October 2018 with the death
of Robert Proudman to cancer. Proudman
worked and lived on behalf of the mountains,
and especially the Appalachian Trail, for more
than 50 years. His imprint can be found on
trail maintenance techniques, backcountry
campsites, just about every aspect of management along the Appalachian Trail, and in the
hearts of colleagues and friends he mentored
or befriended.
At 16, Bob began his mountain life with Robert Proudman. APPALACHIAN
the Appalachian Mountain Club, first as a TRAIL CONSERVANCY
member of its trail crew and then as its first
full-time trails supervisor in 1972. In 1975 he began what was a long and
devoted career of protecting and managing the AT. Starting with its board
of managers, Bob went on to work in the Appalachian Trail Park Office
and ultimately worked a 36-year career with the Appalachian Trail Conservancy (formerly known as the Appalachian Trail Conference) until he retired
in 2015.
Bobe, a nickname he acquired while working on the AMC trail crew,
was the author and co-author, respectively, of the first and second editions
of AMC Field Guide to Trail Building and Maintenance (now AMC’s Complete Guide to Trail Building & Maintenance) and the first and second editions of the ATC’s Appalachian Trail Design, Construction and Maintenance.
During the 1960s and 1970s, human use of the backcountry soared, leaving
many land managers puzzling over how to provide for the increased traffic
while protecting fragile mountain environments. Proudman pioneered trail
construction in the alpine zone meant to keep hikers on designated trails
and off fragile vegetation. He helped design backcountry campsites to better
control indiscriminate camping and helped develop composting toilets to
deal with ever-increasing amounts of human waste in an environmentally
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sensitive way. There seems to be little in today’s world of minimizing human
impact in the backcountry that doesn’t trace back to Bob’s work.
The AT, overseen in its entirety by the National Park Service, is unique
in being the first example of the federal government deputizing a nonprofit
agency, the ATC, to be a “guarantor” (Bob’s phrase) of day-to-day activities
and management. This system, originally called a delegation agreement
and known today as a cooperative agreement, was in large measure thanks
to Bob’s dedication and trust. With so many people involved, from paid
ATC staff, the National Park Service, the U.S. Forest Service, 31 trail clubs,
state lands, and private lands yet to be transferred to federal ownership—
it’s a testament to Bob’s skills as a negotiator and coalition builder that this
seemingly impossible arrangement not only worked but thrives today. Bob
didn’t gloss over differences—and there have been many over the years—
but he was trusted by nearly everyone involved with managing the AT from
Georgia to Maine. His trail management expertise was sought beyond the
AT’s footprint, as well. He enjoyed consulting projects in distant lands,
including China, Mongolia, and the Succulent Karoo in Africa.
Maybe less known today are Bob’s numerous accomplishments as a
climber. In the 1960s, he put up many first ascents on rock and ice in the
White Mountains and throughout New England, including the first winter
ascent of Sam’s Swan Song on Cannon Mountain.
Bob Proudman’s contributions to the mountains could fill many written
pages. Maybe what’s most important to remember is Bob’s smile, his sense of
humor, and his kindness. He was a much-loved colleague who found ways
to build trust and bridge gaps with many different partners and interests. He
could always be counted on to listen to all sides, to seek common ground
while maintaining a fierce dedication to his life’s work of protecting the AT.
And he knew how to break up a tense moment with well-placed wit and
humor.
On his retirement in 2015, Bob was the first recipient of the ATC’s Proud
Man/Proud Woman award. In a conversation with Hawk Metheny, the
ATC’s New England regional director, Bob expressed concern about having
an award named for him. But he relented when Hawk explained it was really
about being proud to serve, something Bob embodied. Today this award is
the highest recognition ATC gives to an employee.
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Despite his long list of accomplishments, Bob was forever humble. He
had a gift for making conversation not about himself but about the people
around him.
Bob is survived by his two children, Katie and Ben. He lived long enough
to spend time with his first grandchild, Jack. A friendly, garrulous storyteller,
Bob also had a reclusive side, dedicated to spiritual pursuits and time spent
in a modest cabin near his mountain roots in the Mahoosuc Range. He was
an active member of his church and church choir in Shepherdstown, West
Virginia, where he lived for many years and was dedicated to his community
and his friends.
Bob Proudman will be missed by all of us who worked with him, had
the pleasure of his friendship, and were touched by his dedication to the
mountains. We can take joy in sharing our memories and in knowing that
his work on behalf of the AT and the mountains will endure for many years
to come.
—Rebecca Oreskes
Writer’s note: Special thanks to Hawk Metheny and Laura Waterman for their
insights while I was working on this piece.
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Accidents
Analysis from the White Mountains of
New Hampshire and occasionally elsewhere

B

efore we visit specific moments of difficulty in the Whites, I want to offer
a gift and a thought for everyone whose mind and spirit center on some
piece of mountainscape. The gift is suggested reading, and it comes courtesy
of a former student, who, in her graduate work, aims (among other goals) to
understand better the toponyms of Scottish mountains. That concern may
sound distant from our Whites, but once that was not so. The Cairngorms
that have drawn her eye (and feet) are old relatives of the Whites, part of
the same range that once nestled together as part of Pangaea, the supercontinent from which our current seven derived. It is for good reason that
many who visit Scotland’s mountains keep noting uncanny resemblances
with the Whites.
The book (highly recommended) is Nan Shepherd’s The Living Mountain
(Canongate Canons, 2011). It is a slim volume, first published in 1977 but
written mostly 30-plus years earlier. The Living Mountain has drawn superlatives
from writers and wanderers with the deepest mountain nous. Among them is
Robert MacFarlane, a prolific and poetic mountain writer, who contributed a
long and graceful foreword to Shepherd’s latest edition. The Guardian has called
it “the finest book ever written on nature and landscape in Britain.” Though I
don’t have The Guardian’s range of comparison, I agree that it is a “finest” book.
In her few pages, Shepherd achieves the story of a living relationship with
this Scottish plateau of mountains. She lived within walking distance of
the Cairngorms throughout her life; Shepherd is alive in and through these
mountains, and they come to life in her words. I’ve never felt quite the same
intensity in someone’s writing about her home range.
All of this praise sets up a quotation from The Living Mountain; I have
adopted Shepherd’s words as reminders and guides for this column. Near her
book’s midsection, Shepherd tells the story of two boys, who, “in the kind of
miraculous winter weather that sometimes occurs” went over Cairn Gorm.
Then, as happens often in the mountains and with miracles, the winds blew
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up and the storm arrived; the boys were reduced first to crawling, then, finally,
to stillness. Shepherd writes:
The elder of the two was still crawling, on hands and knees, when
they found him in the drift. So quick bright things come to confusion.
[From A Midsummer Night’s Dream.] They committed, I suppose, an
error of judgment, but I cannot judge them. For it is the risk we all
must take when we accept individual responsibility for ourselves on the
mountain, and until we have done that, we do not begin to know it.1
This is a summer and fall column, but the sense of how we come to know our
mountains and the responsibility that asks fit all seasons, I think. Especially
as, even in high summer, winter is always waning or on its way in the Whites.
We will begin with and then turn toward that winter near column’s end, just
as 2018’s October ushered in early snow and cold. Even in summer, it’s best
to keep alive a mind of winter, at least in the high Whites. Before we visit a
snow-girt late-October rescue of an Appalachian Trail thru-hiker, let’s look at
the season’s start and then some of the long-lit days of high summer and the
trouble they contained.
A scan of the season’s incidents points to some ongoing themes. Prominent
among them are the role of “collectors”—stretches and pockets of terrain
that gather dilemma and accident season after season, the march of the 60s
(meaning the uphill habits of the once-booming generation), and the role of
technology in orienting and disorienting hikers and climbers.

Neophytes on Ice
May 5 was windy (60 mph average) and cool (32 degree average) on Mount
Washington, and although Mount Liberty on the Franconia Ridge is 1,829
feet lower, the conditions were similar there when Peter G., age 17, and his
friend Ahmed E., age 17, reached the top near midday. Peter had identified
a loop hike up the Liberty Spring Trail and down the Flume Slide Trail and
invited his inexperienced friend along. The phrase “down the Flume Slide
Trail” may shiver the skin of experienced hikers in the Whites. Most who
have followed gravity down this way have done so exactly once. Add in the
1

Nan Shepherd, The Living Mountain (Edinburgh, Scotland: Canongate Canons, 1977, 39–40).
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date, which nearly guarantees ice and water on this west-facing slide, and one
can expect trouble. Which is what Peter and Ahmed found.
By 4:54 p.m., when Lt. Jim Kneeland of New Hampshire’s Fish and Game
Department (NHFG) learned that the boys were stuck on the upper part of
the Flume Slide Trail, they were also separated from each other and afraid to
go up or down. Shortly after 5 p.m., Kneeland spoke with Peter, who reported
that he had no traction devices and was surrounded by ice and slick rock, was
wet and getting cold, and had no dry clothing. Peter could not see Ahmed but
reported that he had no traction gear either. Kneeland told Peter to “stay put.”
Three NHFG conservation officers, or COs, responded to Kneeland’s call,
and, by good fortune, twelve members of the Pemigewasset Valley Search and
Rescue Team (PVSART) were training in the area. The fifteen rescuers met
Kneeland at the trailhead, and he sent one CO and the PVSART team the
nearly 3 miles up the Flume Slide Trail, while the other two COs went up
Liberty Spring Trail in case the evacuation needed to come down that way.
From there, the rescue went as hoped; the thirteen rescuers reached Peter
around 9:30 p.m. and Ahmed some 20 minutes later. Using traction devices,
and ropes for one lower stream crossing, the group descended to the trailhead
by 1:15 a.m.
Comment: Join the bunched contours of the upper Flume Slide Trail
with the near certainty of shoulder-season ice and its “nearly-always-wet”
description, and you get one of the few universally agreed upon “no descent”
trails in the White Mountains. Warning phrases—extremely slippery when
wet; not recommended for descent; use is discouraged in wet weather; beware
of rockfall from above—abound in the hiker’s bible, the Appalachian Mountain
Club’s White Mountain Guide. Although it’s not entirely necessary, I’ll add the
capper for this May day: The two preceding days had featured 0.63 and 0.76
inches of rain respectively. No more analysis needed.
But one further thought bears mention: Given that most 17-year-olds don’t
read the AMC bible, where might they (and many others) get ideas and trail
information? I consulted our world’s omni-expert, Dr. Google. Here are the
first three sites that came up when I searched for the Flume Slide Trail:
• Alltrails.com calls it a “lightly trafficked” trail “only recommended for very
experienced adventurers . . . best used from February to November.” It notes
also, “Dogs are able to use this trail.”
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• Sectionhiker.com offers direct caution: “The Flume Slide Trail is particularly
dangerous because the trail climbs up steep rock faces that are wet and have
small streams running down them. Great care should be taken when hiking
up this trail, especially if accompanied by children or a dog.” It adds, “The
Flume Slide Trail is so treacherous that you should only climb it going uphill.”
• Hikingproject.com says, “The final half-mile is almost entirely scrambling/
climbing. It’s a difficult stretch that can be dicey in spots, especially if wet, but
also can provide excellent views.”
These descriptions are then followed, as are most on the internet, with hikers’
testimonials tending toward the heroic “I crushed it” variety. Our most common resource, now, but one that tends to underplay hazards.

Making the Turn
Two of the season’s early incidents turned on not making a turn. On
Wednesday, May 23, 2018, Tabitha M., a 32-year-old Massachusetts resident,
set out alone on the popular Franconia loop: the 9-mile-long Falling Waters–
Greenleaf Trail–Old Bridle Path route. The day featured average temperatures
and a gusty, northwest wind (Mount Washington’s Observatory recorded
averages of 41 for temperature and 35 mph for wind, with a sense that some
rain could be in the offing). Tabitha’s day went as planned until she reached
Mount Lafayette’s summit, where she missed the sharp left turn that begins
the descent of the Greenleaf Trail. Instead she stayed straight, passing by the
Skookumchuk Trail and following the AT as it morphed into the Garfield
Ridge Trail, adding going-on to a day when going-down was preferred. As
evening came on, Tabitha grew worried and called a friend, who, in turn,
called authorities.
NHFG assessed the weather—falling temperatures, rising wind—
and asked AMC’s Greenleaf Hut “croo” to respond first. At approximately
10:30 p.m., croo members found Tabitha on the Garfield Ridge Trail and began
walking her back toward the hut. Deteriorating weather suggested, however,
that NHFG send COs up the Skookumchuk Trail to assist Tabitha down,
while AMC’s croo returned to their work at Greenleaf Hut. Tabitha and the
COs reached Franconia Notch at 3 a.m.
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A little under a month later, on June 16, NHFG received an 8:30 p.m. call
reporting that two hikers, Jason R. (age 30) and Alda C. (age 25), were lost on
the Garfield Ridge Trail. Like Tabitha M., they had aimed to complete the
Falling Waters loop and missed the left turn on Lafayette for the Greenleaf
Trail. NHFG reached the two hikers by phone and learned that they were
wearing shorts and T-shirts, were under-equipped, and were without lights.
The weather on nearby Mount Washington was usual for the day—average
temperature of 47 degrees with winds in the low 30s. After orienting the hikers
and directing them to begin descending the nearby Skookumchuk Trail,
NHFG sent up two COs with lights and supplies; they reached the hikers at
10:45 p.m., walked them out, and drove them back to their car.
Comment: What caught my attention about these typical rescues—hiker
misses turn, carries no map or overnight gear, calls for help as light fades, gets
walked out—was their resonance with a number of recent incidents in which a
hiker or hikers missed this left turn onto the Greenleaf Trail. While researching
one of those rescues that involved the Achigan School group from Quebec
(see Accidents, Summer/Fall 2018, page 103), I spoke with a former Greenleaf
hutmaster, Phoebe Howe, who described a number of similar misroutings
during her time at the hut. She wondered if the angle or scale of the sign is
such that hikers overlook or miss it, especially when the weather is iffy. That
would, of course, be of no concern to a hiker who knows the route, or to one
carrying and using a map, but neither Tabitha nor Jason and Alda had a map
in hand or mind when rescued, and so each carried on north until oncoming
darkness made them reconsider. COs also found that, while she was equipped
for a day hike, Tabitha lacked the gear needed for an overnight, especially in
the spring, when temperatures routinely touch freezing when the sun drops.
Though the weather was warmer for Jason and Alda, night’s cooling and their
lack of gear impelled NHFG to respond.
These incidents bring up the delicate matter of signage. When a pattern
of incident appears, how should sign makers respond? Writ another way, the
question becomes this: How much responsibility goes to the hiker and how
much gets assigned to “the authorities”? Should the size of the sign atop Mount
Lafayette pointing down the Greenleaf Trail be bumped up and so easier to
find in fog or gale? Should it be reoriented some to appear more prominently
for northbound walkers on the Franconia Ridge Trail/AT, since they are the
usual errants? Or, going to the other extreme, is all signage a blight that should
be removed?
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The most lucid consideration of these questions that I know comes from
former U.S. Forest Service lead snow ranger Brad Ray, who gave testimony
in 1997’s landmark Weingarten vs. The United States of America case. At the
heart of this case was the tragic death of 21-year-old college senior Cheryl
Weingarten, who slid to her end in the spring waterfall hole just below the Lip
in Tuckerman Ravine on May 1, 1994. Weingarten was new to the mountain,
and she and a friend were butt-sliding down the upper slopes near day’s end
when she went over the edge. Her parents later sued USFS for negligence,
claiming the waterfall hazard should have been signed.
Ray’s clear-headed explanation of USFS policy about “the handling of
hazards . . . managing public safety in the Ravine” and signage in wilderness
areas goes on for pages. But it can be distilled to this: “In particular, the Forest
Plan establishes that the Pinkham Notch Scenic Area is to be managed as a
semi-primitive, nonmotorized recreational opportunity spectrum class area—a
predominantly natural environment—to be managed with minimum on-site
controls. For such an area, although restrictions on the use of the area may
exist, they are to be subtle restrictions.”2
Ray goes on to argue, by example, that signage warning of the waterfall
hazard would have to be outsized and everywhere. In short, the opposite of
“subtle.”
Similar concerns shape signage throughout the White Mountain National
Forest. How big, how unmissable, how frequent do we want our signs to be?
How each of us answers says a lot about how we assign responsibility when we
step onto a mountain trail.

Steep Stuff: Huntington Ravine Gathers Its Share
Three brief summer incidents in Huntington Ravine illustrate its hikers’
wide range of experience and serve as further examples of an influx of rookie
hikers into some of the White Mountains’ toughest terrain. Beginning at
the experienced end of the spectrum, I’ll work back to those who must have
looked up and thought, “Whoa, what’s this?”
On September 14, 2018, at 8 a.m., James S., age 64, and a friend, Alton W.,
set out to climb Mount Washington via the Huntington Ravine Trail. The
2
See Accidents Editor Sandy Stott’s book Critical Hours: Search and Rescue in the White
Mountains (University Press of New England, 2018, page 183).
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Androscoggin Valley Search and Rescue and Mountain Rescue Service volunteers used
ropes to raise an injured hiker out of Huntington Ravine and onto flatter ground.
NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH AND GAME

day was a fine one, and the pair was well equipped and terrain-aware. By early
afternoon, they had climbed nearly to the ravine’s rim, when James slipped
and slid roughly 15 feet down a rock slab. He couldn’t walk and conferred with
Alton, who agreed to climb to the summit for help. James had a cell signal and
was then in touch with NHFG’s CO Matt Holmes, relaying his condition, his
location, that his partner had gone for help, and that he had sufficient gear to
stay warm.
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By 5 p.m. Androscoggin Valley Search and Rescue (AVSAR) and Mountain
Rescue Service (MSR) volunteers had reached James and set up a rope system
to raise him to the Alpine Garden. AVSAR’s Mike Pelchat asked about
using the Dartmouth–Hitchcock Advanced Response Team helicopter once
the rescue team had lifted James to a landing site on the Alpine Garden,
and the chopper stood by. The rescue party reached the landing zone at
6:42 p.m., the helicopter arrived at 7:10 p.m., and James was aboard on his way
to Dartmouth–Hitchcock Medical Center by 7:45 p.m. Rescuers then hiked to
the Auto Road, where they got a ride to the base.
Comment: After James’ tough fall, this rescue went as smoothly as can be
imagined in hard terrain. All factors—hiker preparation, communication after
the accident, search-and-rescue response, helicopter assistance, weather—
aligned to get James the help he needed. Within this incident’s schedule is the
reminder that rescues take time, even when they go perfectly.

Once the rescuers reached the Alpine Garden below Mount Washington, they carried
James to a spot where a helicopter landed. NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH AND GAME
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The Other End of the Spectrum
Such perfection eluded those involved in Huntington Ravine rescues on June
3 and July 26, 2018. On both days, inexperienced groups encountered trouble
in unforgiving terrain and then, as the day waned, called for help.
On June 3, I happened to be at the White Mountain Cafe in Gorham,
meeting with some friends about mountain writing. AVSAR’s Matt Bowman
is one of the cafe’s owners, and that evening, after I’d returned home, I got
a quick email from him: “Classic Sunday late-afternoon rescue,” he wrote,
referring to the way weekend hikers tend to make their troubles known as
Sunday ages.
Daniel R., age 27, and Christopher P., age 21, both from Rhode Island,
made their initial 911 call a little after 1 p.m., saying that they were off-trail
and stranded on Mount Washington. A callback to the hikers narrowed the
location to somewhere in Huntington Ravine, but new to the area, they could
offer little more. NHFG first asked AMC staff in the area to search, and they
made voice contact at a distance but couldn’t get closer. As the afternoon
deepened and cooled, NHFG summoned AVSAR and MRS rescuers, and, as
they arrived, it became clear that the hikers were stuck in steep terrain on the
northeast slope of the ravine. Further reports from the hikers said they were
cold and didn’t have sufficient gear to warm themselves.
Rescue crews reached the pair just before 7:30 p.m. on a ledge roughly 1,000
feet from the Huntington Ravine Trail. Rescuers provided warm clothing and
drinks and, after that, guided the hikers up to the Alpine Garden and then to
the Auto Road for a ride down the mountain. By this time, temperatures had
dropped to near freezing.
On July 26, Amran G., age 22, and four friends (unnamed in the report),
all from Brooklyn, New York, called for help just before 8 p.m. Absent lights
and overnight gear, the party needed immediate help. NHFG asked an AMC
volunteer to respond from Hermit Lake Shelters; that volunteer reached the
stranded hikers at around 11 p.m., providing food and warmer clothing. An
AVSAR team joined them in the early morning. With rescuers’ support, the
party made its way down, arriving, finally, at Pinkham Notch at 4:30 a.m.
Comment: NHFG notes that more novices seem to have chosen the
Huntington Ravine Trail as their route to Washington’s summit during the
summer of 2018. Trail maintenance projects on the Tuckerman Ravine Trail
may have accounted for some of this increase, but it often seems that a cursory
look at alternatives lures novices to what seems a direct route. Although plenty
of advice is available at Pinkham Notch Visitor Center and signs warn of
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Huntington’s dangers, hikers such as the seven here still walk up until they
realize that going up or down is beyond them. Out then come the phones.
Added note: The hikers from these two incidents are still involved in civil
litigation, as NHFG is discussing rescue-payment options with them.

A Day in the Life: Boom(ers) on High
August 2 offered two incidents common to summer White Mountain rescues. At 5:30 p.m. NHFG learned that Steven W., age 69, had injured his
ankle while descending the Champney Falls Trail. Steven’s hiking partner,
Colleen B., hurried out to the trailhead and then drove to a point where she
could get cell reception to report the accident. Meanwhile, Steven had made
some headway with assistance from passersby, but when rescuers arrived, it
seemed wiser to use a litter for the final 1.5 miles out. The rescue party got to
the trailhead around 8:30 p.m.
Also on August 2 at around 6 p.m., Karen K., age 76, called NHFG,
reporting that she was off-trail and unable to find her way in the vicinity of
the Blueberry Ledge Cutoff Trail, near the base of Mount Whiteface. Using
Karen’s caller coordinates, an NHFG CO located her between the Cutoff and
the Blueberry Ledge Trail. He led her out to the trailhead by around 9:30 p.m.
Comment: I’ve put in these two incidents as symbols of summer’s active
rescue scene, when, as the light begins to slant, SAR phones ring often. Those
phones now generate a volume of rescues that well surpasses that of only 30
or 40 years ago. Clearly, there is a lot less “muddling one’s way out,” and a lot
more pressing buttons for help. That’s not meant to condemn either of these
calls but instead to suggest greater recognition of the way the tech-boosted
boom in SAR requests should be met by the state offering more resources for
it; see this column’s final comment.

Water’s Edge
The season’s mountain fatality happened on the night of September 22, 2018,
near a waterfall not far above the Cannon Mountain Tramway building. After
driving from Connecticut to Franconia Notch, Zachariah P., age 23, and
Garrett G., whose age was not reported, parked at the Kinsman Ridge trailhead
and climbed the slope to the top of the waterfall, where they set up camp at
about 10 p.m. It was Garrett’s birthday, and according to NHFG’s report, they
drank a number of shots of brandy. Then they turned in. Sometime later,
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Garrett awoke and heard his friend go out to relieve himself. Zachariah said,
“I think I just kicked your slipper over the edge”; a few seconds later Garrett
heard the sound of his friend falling.
Garrett climbed down to the base of the waterfall and found Zachariah
unresponsive. He then went for help, eventually flagging down a car on I-93
to get his message out. Response from rescuers—Franconia Police, Sugar Hill
Police, New Hampshire State Police, Franconia Life Squad—was swift, but
Zachariah had died. And so the response became an assessment and a recovery,
aided by tram operators who ran the tram up so the litter could be affixed to a
cable for transport down the mountain.
Comment: There’s little to say beyond the sad bones of fact in this case,
other than to remind that waterfalls and their precipitous, rocky slopes form
some of the White Mountains’ most hazardous terrain. And that terrain doesn’t
mix well with alcohol or darkness.

Wait, It’s Here Already?
October 23 and 24 may suggest slant-lit, colorful days and bracing air in our
mountains, but they may play host also to early-advent winter. For some
cold, windy days preceding the 23rd, Andrew C., from Florida, holed up at
the Rattle River Hostel in Shelburne, awaiting a weather forecast that would
support his crossing of the Presidential Range on the AT. A month-plus earlier, Andrew had set out southbound from Katahdin, and he’d carried with
him the gear and foot experience to make this trek. The days leading up to
October 23 had featured subfreezing temperatures and winds averaging in the
50s atop Mount Washington, with 8 inches of snowfall recorded. The forecast
for the 23rd looked OK to Andrew, and he left Pinkham Notch around 8 a.m.
with a plan to reach Lakes of the Clouds Hut and its emergency “dungeon”
by nightfall and then continue his crossing the next day.
At around 1 p.m. he crossed Mount Madison’s summit then dropped
down and passed Madison Spring Hut. By this time it was snowing and, as
Andrew climbed to Thunderstorm Junction, the snow and wind intensified,
often blotting out the cairns on the trail. He retreated toward the hut after
first straying onto what he later identified as the Spur Trail. At the hut, he
decided to back off his crossing entirely and return to Pinkham Notch,
but atop Madison he now found waist-deep snow, and so he returned again
to the hut. There, he burrowed in beneath the building, made camp, and
passed the night.
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Morning brought more snow and heavier wind. Andrew consulted the
mapping program on his phone, determined that he could not go back to
Pinkham or on toward Lakes of the Clouds Hut in this weather, and then at
8:35 a.m. pressed the button on his SPOT, a satellite-tracking device.
The rescue that followed went as smoothly as such gnarly weather would
allow. NHFG Lt. Mark Ober got the initial call while he was taking NHFG’s
annual SAR-team fitness test. Ober broke away from his testing to make the
calls that always follow this first one. By the time Ober arrived at the Appalachia
trailhead around 11 a.m., he had tried calling Andrew; spoken with Andrew’s
wife in Florida; ascertained Andrew’s route, experience, and planning; called
AVSAR’s Mike Pelchat for help; and notified COs Eric Fluette and Glen Lucas
to meet him at the trailhead. Ober set up his command post in the parking lot.
Pelchat and four members of AVSAR were already on their way up the
Valley Way Trail in conditions Ober called “challenging.” Fluette and Lucas
got there a little later, and they too geared and started up, while Ober charted
rescuers’ progress and kept in contact with Andrew’s wife. Rescuers said the
going was “slow and slippery,” with the heavy snow bending trees over the trail
and making for wet going, as well.
At 1:42 p.m. Pelchat radioed Ober to say that AVSAR’s Matt Bowman had
found Andrew at the hut, both cold and alive. Bowman worked to warm
Andrew, and by a little after 2 p.m. they were headed down the Valley Way.
Bowman noted that once they were moving, Andrew “hiked so fast on the way
out, we lost most of the SAR crew.” Everyone was out by 4:30 p.m.
Comment: Begin with the weather, then turn to the way. Andrew was
paying close attention to the forecast. Clearly, he knew that the exposed
Presidential crossing in that October’s cold held risks. While he was very fit,
the mix of a heavy load and slippery ground would mean he would need time
to make his way. On October 23, after four days of waiting, he thought he saw
his chance: a relatively moderate day with low, albeit cold, winds and minimal
snow predicted.
But that day did what White Mountain days often do: It shifted, and
what was middling snowfall down low became intense up high. By the time
Bowman located Andrew on the morning of the 24th, Bowman was plowing
through nearly two feet of new snow. Key weather figures for the 23rd and
the 24th on nearby Mount Washington follow: average temperatures of 22,
18; average wind speed of 27, 42; snowfall of 15 inches, 7.7 inches; minutes of
sunshine 0, 0. Those are full winter conditions and, while Andrew had the gear
to meet that weather, he had neither the time nor the experience to traverse it.
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Once stuck in the area of Madison Spring Hut and given his limited
knowledge of the area, Andrew made good decisions: He didn’t press on
toward Lakes of the Clouds when the trail became obscured and, after trying
to retreat, he didn’t force his way back toward Pinkham Notch. Had he become
mired going either way, here are the weather numbers he would have faced
on the 25th: average temperature of 9; average wind speed of 59; snowfall of
4.2 inches. In short, whiteout conditions and potentially lethal cold.
But here we encounter a deficit that really hamstrung Andrew: For his
AT hike, he was using a mapping program that he traced on his phone, and
that program showed only the narrow corridor of the AT. Side trails didn’t
appear on the program, and so, absent any other map, Andrew didn’t know
if he had any other ways out of his dilemma. As noted earlier, when he left
Thunderstorm Junction, Andrew was briefly on Spur Trail, which runs down
to Crag Camp’s shelter in just under a mile. Lt. Ober also asked Andrew why
he hadn’t considered the Valley Way, which descends directly from Madison
Spring Hut, and down which Bowman eventually led Andrew. Andrew
answered that he didn’t know it was there. When the narrow way of the AT
closed to him, he had only two options in reserve: staying put or taking the
leap to pressing the SPOT device. That limited awareness of one’s way simply
won’t suffice. Andrew was, literally, blinkered by the tech we so often see as
omniscient.

Good Thinking
Not long before Andrew found early winter’s drifts at Madison Spring Hut, on
Thursday, October 11, Parker W. and Joanna T., two university students from
New Jersey, drove nine hours to the Whites for a long-planned chance at a
one-day Presidential Traverse. Both are trail runners, fit, and in training. They
went to sleep that evening enthused by a Mount Washington Observatory
forecast for a good Friday, with a cold front moving in at day’s end, when
temperatures would drop from the 40s into the 20s.
Parker and Joanna awoke at 4:30 a.m. to a little snow in the air, although
ground conditions felt warm, and they got ready for an early start. Each carried
a running pack with layers of clothing, including a shell, plus food and more
than 4 liters of water. They agreed that they would manage their early pace to
avoid overwork, and they moved easily up Madison’s initial slopes, arriving at
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the hut in about two hours. By then, Parker and Joanna were in the clouds,
with some variety of frozen precipitation blown in by a gusty wind. As they
climbed to Madison’s summit, they began to consider whether to press on with
their traverse.
“We took some time to decide,” Parker said during an interview in late
October. “We’d begun to worry about rime ice because of the moisture in the
air, and we also knew that I was the only one familiar with our route.” They
had marked bailout possibilities on their map, but Parker felt those would be
easy to miss in low visibility (which he estimated was by then about 200 feet).
After conferring back at the hut, Parker and Joanna “were mostly decided”
against the traverse. They then figured they’d go up Mount Adams via the Star
Lake Trail, which sheltered them some from the northwest wind.
Their experience on the upper slopes of Adams confirmed their decision.
“Joanna’s lighter than I am, and when we got near the top the wind was really
moving her around,” Parker said. “We figured it at maybe 60 mile per hour.
And it was colder still. That clinched our decision.”
Their early start left Parker and Joanna with a whole day ahead, which
shifted toward the contemplative when they dropped below the clouds around
4,000 feet. There, it grew warmer and pleasant, and the pair spent time
enjoying the many pools and stops along Snyder Brook. It was, they agreed, a
completely different day down there.
“When we were driving away and looking back, it wasn’t entirely clear that
the weather was bad up high,” Parker said. “The clouds hugged the peaks, but
the rest of the day looked clear. I was also surprised, after having this as a goal
for some time and driving here, that turning back wasn’t really crushing. We
felt a little guilty for not pushing on when we both felt fine and strong, but the
day turned out to be really enjoyable, and we’ll come back for another chance
in the spring.”
Comment: Just so. May we all make our decisions this way. It also interested
me that Parker and Joanna met two other parties, a pair of hikers and one
going solo, and all three also had decided to back away from planned crossings
of the Presidentials that day. Parker and Joanna showed impressive resistance
to what risk experts call “sunk cost,” that voice that can say in its wheedling
way, “You’ve driven nine hours; it’s the only weekend of the fall you can do
this; you’ve trained long miles for this,” and so on. “No,” they answered. “We’ll
have a different sort of day; the mountain will be here when we come back.”
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The Best SAR is PSAR
Perhaps the happiest rescuer is one who sleeps uninterrupted through the night.
The phone stays silent; the ready pack rests in its closet; no one’s out suffering
in the dark. And so it’s no secret that everyone in the rescue community
applauds the U.S. Forest Service program called PSAR, or Preventative
Search and Rescue. PSAR’s advice, when heeded, helps keep backcountry
wanderers from becoming blunderers into incident and accident. Each of
us has probably been part of PSAR’s diffuse legions when we’ve pointed out
a trail, answered a question, or warned of a hazard. I type out these trails
of sentences, hoping they lead some readers away from going astray. And
AMC’s employees and volunteers, front- and backcountry, give guidance to
thousands annually. Who knows how many incidents we prevent?
In recent years, as more and more people have discovered our mountains
and trails, the agencies charged with managing public use of those mountains
have become more proactive about PSAR, vigorously promoting the WMNF
and NHFG’s hikeSafe program, publicizing accidents and rescues, and setting
up ways of offering advice on foot. USFS’s five-year-old Trailhead Steward
Program is one such PSAR effort that shows promise. In an advertisement
looking for volunteers to staff four- or five-hour shifts on Saturdays and
Sundays during 2019’s hiking season, from May to early November, USFS
puts it this way:
With over 1,200 miles of trails, the WMNF sees 5 to 6 million visitors a
year, and numbers are on the rise! This rise in visitation has also brought
an uptick in the number of search-and-rescue incidents as more and
more unprepared hikers hit the trail. This program seeks to combat this
issue through its mission: The Trailhead Steward Program encourages
outdoor safety and conservation in the WMNF by interacting with
hikers, backpackers and climbers at trailheads to promote responsible
enjoyment and protection of public land.
Currently those trailheads are five: Champney Falls, Old Bridle Path/Falling
Waters, Ammonoosuc Ravine, Appalachia, Welch–Dickey. At these locations,
stewards in uniform will approach hikers to inquire about their plans and
offer advice.
In an email exchange, a summer 2018 volunteer trail steward, Chris Elliot,
offered a few reflections from his Columbus Day at Champney Falls, a trail
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that offers both the lure of its eponymous falls and the open summit of
Mount Chocorua:
I was impressed by the number of people who were hiking, over
300 on Columbus Day going up Champney Falls. But, I was distressed
by the number who were totally unprepared or ignorant of hiking
necessities or where they were going. Despite our stern warnings, one
individual went up the trail in flip-flops, determined she could reach
the summit. And a few wanted to know if the restaurant and bathrooms
would be open on the top. We were able to give many people the
hikeSafe cards and explain the rationale for the ten necessities. Most
were unaware that they would need water, additional clothing, and
that a paper map was preferable to a picture on the cell phone. When
we mentioned the need for a turnaround time, many were confused,
not realizing that sunset was a factor. Again, “But I have a flashlight on
my cell phone,” was a common response.
As stewards, we never felt we could require or insist; we were well
aware of our advisory and advocacy role. Only a few hikers were
confrontational and most were appreciative of our efforts. I would say
the most rewarding moments came when someone went back to the
car for additional clothing or gear. Or, recognizing their skill level or
lack of preparation, actually changed their plan and hiked to the falls
instead of the summit.
Elliot also noted that, during one of his fall weekend assignments, a USFS
ranger stopped by and said that the number of SAR incidents on this popular trail had dropped dramatically that year. Anecdotal evidence, for sure,
but positive nonetheless. Joyce Jardin, a National Forest volunteer coordinator of the program, is the contact cited on the USFS website. (Reach her at
508-423-0152, wmnfvolunteers@gmail.com.)

A Call Back: Further Thoughts from a Backcountry SAR Caller
In last issue’s column, I looked briefly at an incident that occurred on
Mount Osceola (“Seeds of Disinformation,” Winter/Spring 2019, page 107).
There, on a slippery day near the summit, I reported that a hiker from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Outing Club, Megan C., slipped and
injured her leg. I selected the incident because a passerby chose to call 911
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about the accident when he reached an area with cell service. There followed
some back and forth, wherein the caller and NHFG tried to reconnect and
share information without much success as, even when he’d reached his
car, the caller couldn’t find cell service. Part of what interested me was the
difficulty rescuers often have getting complete information, even as they are
asked to respond promptly.
Not long after that Winter/Spring issue arrived in the mail, I got a note
from John B., the caller in the incident, and in that note and in response to
my return note, I got an understanding of the fullness of John’s experience. A
number of his points helped deepen my sense of the challenges he found as
he worked to help, and they cautioned me as an analyst working with limited
information. While my overall point about the spotty information with which
rescuers often must work stands, the rest of my understanding of the incident
has changed.
In his note to me, John leads with what he sees as the most important
takeaway:
In particular, I think it might help in future situations to know more
about my first interaction with the 911 operator while I was still on the
trail. While I was trying to communicate the situation and where on
the trail the fall had occurred, the operator’s sole focus seemed to be
on determining what town I was calling from, which I unfortunately
did not know. My impression was that she had adequate reception, but
unfortunately, she seemed to have no idea where Osceola or the trails
that I named were located. As I was trying to describe the location
relative to the Kancamagus Highway, the call was lost and I couldn’t
get a signal back. . . . I would suggest some change in 911 protocols that
might facilitate locating trails might be helpful in handling future calls
from the trail. . . .
I do not believe the problem was with how I conveyed the
information. Rather my concern is that the limited time I ended up
having for the call before I lost the signal seemed more focused on
learning what town I was in rather than on the specific information
about the victim and the trail she was on that I was trying to convey.
I immediately tried calling back several times after the call failed, but
could no longer get a signal, so I headed down the trail, leaving my
phone on in case the operator called back.
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It took some time before John reached a place in his car where he had cell
service. By then, the party with the injured hiker was nearing the trailhead, and
the incident was soon resolved. But further reflection on our correspondence
took me back to the site of Megan C.’s initial fall. When John happened
upon the group of nine, he was carrying more than a phone. John is a trauma
surgeon, and he stopped not only to help stabilize Megan’s injured limb
(which he noted to me was a dislocated shoulder, not a leg injury), he also
took time to assess the party and their chances of self-rescue. The group leader
was, he wrote, “adamant that they could get down safely on their own, and
she declined John’s offer to help with the evacuation.” John felt skeptical,
partly because, “the trail was very slippery, and there was still quite a bit of
the steep section left to go. I was less than certain about how the descent
might go since no one in the group seemed to have adequate traction for the
conditions.” He told the group that he felt he should and would call when he
reached cell service, because the injury would make rescue slow, and the hour,
now 4 p.m., was late in the day.
Somehow both John’s work at the scene and his determination to make a
phone call got repressed in the MIT group’s reported conversation with NHFG
Sgt. Thomas Dakai. That omission robs the account of essential information.
And it points to the sometimes difficult interactions that can happen when
emergency throws people together. Having a doctor skilled in trauma is a
once-in-hiking-lifetime gift in an emergency, but even then the issue of who
would lead and in what way surfaced for the MIT group.
I’m grateful to John for his account and, casting back to his initial point,
for the chance to share his 911 experience with NHFG.

Show Them the Money
Few readers turn to this column hoping for a parsing of search-and-rescue
finances in New Hampshire. But how our mountains get managed is part
of loving them, so I am devoting a few inches of print and a sliver of mind
space to funding. NHFG oversees our SAR scene, and it partners with USFS
to manage the people magnets of Mount Washington’s east-facing ravines,
especially Tuckerman and Huntington. NHFG is chronically underfunded,
and that poverty spills into its SAR budget. There, annual costs of $300,000
and rising require an annual, voluntary infusion of around $100,000 from
sales of the hikeSafe card. During recent years, that program has covered
much of the deficit. But buying the card is voluntary, and any planner will
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tell you it’s a fool’s errand to base nearly 33 percent of your annual budget on
the public volunteering money.
So. In 2018, the New Hampshire legislature appointed another commission
to make recommendations to address the agency’s greater budget problems.
SAR was, of course, included in those deliberations. Central to consideration
was acknowledgement of the obvious: Thousands of visitors come to New
Hampshire for our mountains, and so the state’s economy is driven by and
depends on people’s experiences in those mountains. But—here I paraphrase—
we try to fund NHFG and its SAR work on the cheap; we try to make it pay
for itself via license fees for hunting, fishing, off-highway recreational vehicle or
OHRV registrations, and so forth. As these revenue sources decline, however,
SAR costs and the general work required of NHFG personnel keeps rising.
Why, many people engaged with tourism and visitor experiences in our
mountains ask, isn’t SAR like any other state service available to the public?
Why isn’t it funded as a part of the social contract? In the past, and again in
2018, New Hampshire turned legislative eyes to the federal government, which
oversees the 800,000-acre WMNF, where many rescues take place. Why not
ask the feds to fund SAR? is a short version of their question. The short answer
is that our federal government doesn’t pay for SAR elsewhere on its lands, and
it would be loath to set a precedent in New Hampshire.
Inevitably then, attention returned to the New Hampshire legislature,
where many times in the past, NHFG has sought funding support for SAR.
The reasoning, which I have heard just as many times during my research, is
that funding could and should come from the state meals and rental taxes,
which gather more than $300 million per year. An apt summary would be: If
we lure them here, we should save those who stray as part of the cost of doing
business. The aforementioned legislative commission also advanced possible
funding sources—too many to list in short summary—but the bottom line is
that the old license-based funding should give way to consistent appropriation
from the New Hampshire legislature. Rescues involving hiker negligence could
then still be billed—as a deterrent, not to be confused with a funding source—
perhaps going toward equipment and training support for the state’s many
volunteer SAR groups. Even in tax-phobic New Hampshire, this argument
should resonate for legislators. I hope it does.
— Sandy Stott
Accidents Editor
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Some Very Hard Climbs in 2017
There are too many to list, much less describe here. A small selection:
South Ridge of Mt Huntington (12,240 ft) in the Denali area of Alaska.
There is no easy way up this mountain, nor a moderate one. It was unclimbed
until 1964. The south ridge resembles the south ridge of the Aiguille Noire de
Peuterey in the Alps and, on a much grander scale, Nanga Parbat’s Mazeno
Ridge. Both are long and studded with subsummits. Retreat is hazardous.
The complete Huntington Ridge
was accomplished by Clint Helander
and Jess Roskelley in April 2017. They
made four bivouacs on the ridge and
two on the summit. The weather, which
had been kind on the ascent, turned
nasty on top, making the rappels down
the West Face a challenge.
Unclimbed until 1993, the formidable Cerro Kishtwar (6,173 m) in
India saw an impressive new route on
its northwest face in October 2017.
Stephan Siegrist, Julian Zanker (both
Swiss), and German Thomas Huber
climbed it in seven hard days. (Editor’s
note: Sadly, Zanker died in a fall on the
North Face of the Eiger on February 24,
2019.)
In battle-scarred Kashmir, auth-orities had closed Rungofarka (6,495 m)
Julian Zanker getting ready for another
to climbing until 2010; in early Octoday of climbing on the northwest face of
ber 2017, American mountain guides Cerro Kishtwar. SIEGRIST/HUBER/ZANKER
Alan Rousseau and Tito Villanueva COLLECTION
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approached the still-unclimbed mountain from the north. Instead of the
apparently easier west slopes, the pair headed for the forbidding north face.
Less than halfway up, they retreated in the face of bad weather and unexpected difficulties. They turned their attention to the north ridge, which they
climbed in four hard days.
After several attempts in previous years, in one week in October 2017
the French team of Ben Guigonnet, Fred Degoulet, and Hélias Millerioux
established a new line on the enormous, dangerous south face of Nuptse II
(7,861 m). They encountered extremely difficult going on water ice. On the
rappel descent, Millerioux was injured by a falling rock, but his teammates
helped him safely down the rest of the way. The climb was given a prestigious
Piolet d’Or award.

In Memoriam: Tom Frost and Jeff Lowe
Two of the greatest American alpinists of recent times died on the same day,
August 24, 2018. Tom Frost, 82, was a leading figure in the “Golden Age”
(1960s and 1970s) of Yosemite Valley climbing. In 1960, he made the second
ascent of El Capitan by the original Nose route with three companions.
Unlike their predecessors, they used no fixed ropes and completed the route
in just over seven days—an astonishing time back then. The next year he
helped establish another El Cap route, the Salathé Wall. The year after that,
Frost and Royal Robbins repeated the Salathé in a continuous push of four
and a half days. Thus began the era of such ground-up climbs, which climbers
continue to refine every season. The climb has been described as “one of
Frost’s masterpieces and an all-time monument to free climbing.” El Cap has
now been climbed in less than two hours—by Tommy Caldwell and Alex
Honnold in 2018. In addition to many other Yosemite ascents, Frost was part
of teams for new routes on the very difficult South Face of the Aiguille de
Fou in the Chamonix Alps and on Lotus Flower Tower (8,430 ft) in Canada’s
Northwest Territories.
Unlike almost all of his Yosemite peers, Frost ventured into the world’s
highest mountains. In 1963 he took part in Edmund Hillary’s famed
“schoolhouse expedition,” which helped build schools in the Sherpa heartland.
In 1970, when Chris Bonington chose his team for the extremely challenging
South Face of Annapurna, he selected British climbers whom he knew well.
His financial agent pleaded for an American addition, for fund-raising
purposes. That is how Frost became part of an epoch-defining adventure.
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At the time, the mountain had been climbed only once, by Maurice Herzog’s
dramatic 1950 expedition. The South Face was like nothing ever attempted
in the highest peaks: some 9,000 feet of very steep rock, snow, and ice that
would require highly technical climbing. After two months of effort, fixing
long lines of rope, the first team of two reached the top. Frost was on the
second team, which became only him after his partner had to retreat. Frost
got to within about 1,500 feet of the summit in bitter wind and cold. Frost,
by then a devout Mormon, wrote in his diary that it was not “the Lord’s will”
that he reach the top. Then he went down.
In 2002, Robbins wrote, “Tom is the kindest and gentlest and most generous person I have ever met, with never an ill word to say of anyone.”
Jeff Lowe, 67, was a prince of the high mountains. One of his greatest
adventures took place in 1978, early in his career. With three others, he
challenged the unclimbed Latok I (7,145 m) in Asia’s Karakoram range.
Avoiding easier but more dangerous alternatives, they embarked on the
8,000-foot, extremely steep North Ridge. They were on it 26 days, with many
airy bivouacs. On easier but still very technical ground, just 500 feet from the
top, they had to retreat when Lowe became ill in the middle of a storm. If
you think this a failure, consider that more than 30 groups have tried since.
(The summit was reached from the east
in 1979.) Not until August 2018 was
the peak reached from the north side,
and even then not by the entire North
Ridge, the party having traversed off it
about two-thirds of the way up.
The briefest summary of Lowe’s
other major climbs would fill the page.
These included two daring solos: Ama
Dablam (6,812 m) and Metanoia,
a direct line on the North Face of
the Eiger.
In 1986, Lowe and Frost teamed
up on a trip to Kangtega (6,779 m), in
Nepal. Lowe described the climbing as
“difficult,” likely an understatement.
The last years of Lowe’s life were a
different kind of struggle. In 2000, Jeff Lowe on Ama Dablam in 1979.
he was afflicted with an unknown TOM FROST
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neurodegenerative condition that eventually left him in a wheelchair. He
retained his spirit through this long ordeal.

Films
In Winter/Spring 2017, this column noted two significant free ascents of
Yosemite’s El Capitan: Dawn Wall (Tommy Caldwell and Kevin Jorgeson,
in 2015) and Freerider (Alex Honnold, in 2017). In some ways the climbs
were entirely different. Dawn Wall took nineteen days; the climbers were
supplied from below, slept in portaledges, and enjoyed such creature comforts
as good food and an internet connection. They each took some falls, though
without serious consequences. Honnold, by contrast, took only four hours
to the top. And he did not fall—very fortunately, as he was all by himself,
completely unroped. But these ventures have a common feature: Both were
professionally filmed, and the two results were released within two weeks of
each other in September 2018.
Both films are beautifully photographed, with camera professionals
attached to the cliff (though rarely visible to the audience). The results
are among the most vivid of climbing films, fictional or documentary. In
addition to the climbing, each has a backstory. For Dawn Wall, the focus is
on Caldwell, including his courtship of, marriage to, and divorce from fellow
super climber Beth Rodden. (He is now remarried with two children.) In
2000, Caldwell and two others were captured by armed rebels in Kyrgyzstan.
Their adventure, with escape, is quite a story, told in Greg Child’s book, Over
the Edge (Judy Piatkus Publishers, 2002), and recounted in the film. Free Solo
emphasizes Alex Honnold’s quirky personality and his passion for soloing. It
features his girlfriend Sanni McCandless, whose comments reveal a mixture
of devotion and apprehension. She chose not to watch Honnold’s climb.
Dawn Wall had a short run; it grossed just over $1 million in U.S. theaters.
Free Solo won an Oscar for best documentary. Its 2018 gross was close to $12
million. Both films are available as DVDs. You can read about these climbs
in Honnold’s Alone on the Wall (reviewed in Appalachia, Winter/Spring 2017)
and Caldwell’s The Push (Penguin Random House, 2017). In this issue, see
Sarah Ruth Bates’s interview with Honnold starting on page 64.
Solo climbing has a storied tradition. When Hermann Buhl became the
first atop the Himalayan peak Nanga Parbat in 1953, he was entirely alone,
the only time a lone climber (rather than a group) made the first ascent of an
8,000-m peak. Edward Whymper eventually climbed the Matterhorn with
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six companions in 1865, but he had made a previous attempt entirely by himself. The result was a 200-foot fall, from which he was lucky to survive with
only minor injuries.
Many people have died soloing. To be sure, many accompanied climbers
have died as well, but ropelessness is very risky—a point emphasized in the
Honnold film. Some of the camera crew feared they might be filming the last
moments of their subject. What I believe is unique in this case is the filming
itself. How many millions will see Honnold alone on Freerider? I hope he has
few emulators.

Edward Whymper drew this picture of his fall on the Matterhorn in 1865. It appeared in
his 1871 book, Scrambles Amongst the Alps in the Years 1860–69.
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The Crowded Alps
France will impose a daily cap of 214 climbers on Mont Blanc (15,777 ft)
in 2019, one of several measures taken to limit overcrowding on Europe’s
highest peak.

The Everest Mess
Some twenty years ago Ed Douglas trekked around Everest (8,850 m) and
wrote a book, Chomolungma Sings the Blues (Constable, 2014), about all the
problems he found. In addition to the usual crowding and waste, an especially
ugly scam has emerged. As Kai Schultz reported on September 4, 2018 in
the New York Times, “It has corroded Nepal’s tourism industry and sucked
huge sums of money from insurance companies.” The idea is to persuade
mildly sick trekkers that they need an unnecessary helicopter evacuation.
The considerable costs are diverted. According to the Times, “When bills
are submitted, helicopter companies inflate prices for rescues and hospitals
overcharge for services. Multiple insurance claims are submitted for a single
helicopter ride if more than one trekker is on board.”

Nepal and Tibet Border
Some of you have taken the ground crossing between Nepal and Tibet. I did
so, into Nepal, in June 1992. The last stop in Tibet was Zhangmu, a little town
that descended a hillside. Then, with porters carrying our loads, we went
down to the Friendship Bridge, the true border over the Sun Kosi (river). On
the far side was the highway south to Kathmandu. Our vehicle proceeded
only a short way. The previous evening a big landslide had obstructed the road
(no injuries), and there was nothing to do but scramble down to the river and
walk along it a while more before we passed the landslide and could board
a vehicle on the far side. This was not an uncommon experience. Zhangmu
and the road suffered major damage in the 2015 earthquake, closing the route.
In August 2017 the Chinese opened the crossing at Kyirong (also known as
Gyirong) to foreigners. It’s about 60 miles west of Zhangmu on a paved road
that goes all the way to Lhasa. It looks very grand, rather like an ancient
Roman temple.
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K2 Summer 2018
Although nobody got up K2 (8,611 m) in winter 2018, the following summer
saw more than 60 summits, a record. Perhaps even more noteworthy was a
descent, eight hours from top to bottom—on skis. Andzrej Bargiel (Poland)
performed this astounding feat on July 22.
K2, though much harder than Everest, is increasingly the objective of
commercial expeditions, with extensive Sherpa and porter support, and lots
of fixed ropes. Thus it has endured Everest-style problems of overcrowding
and waste disposal.
—Steven Jervis
Alpina Editor
Sources include the New York Times, Alan Arnette’s blog at alanarnette.com, and
Rock and Ice Magazine. Special thanks to our Appalachia Committee member
Michael Levy for procuring photographs of Jeff Lowe and the Kishtwar climb.
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News and Notes
Snow Rangers Worked During Federal Shutdown
For 35 days last winter, almost 100 federal government staff members in the
White Mountain National Forest couldn’t work and received no pay during
the long government shutdown. When they went back to work, the U.S.
Forest Service announced, “Visitors can expect varying conditions at public
sites across the forest.” The agency cautioned in a press release: “Several
trailhead parking lots were not plowed during the shutdown, and it is making
removal of hard-packed snow difficult.”
Four snow rangers, who monitor the avalanche-prone slopes of Mount
Washington, worked through the shutdown. They received paychecks erratically, sometimes through a locally managed fund of fees collected for parking
at national forest trails. At least fifteen other USFS employees—public safety
and timber management workers—kept going to work during the shutdown.
Sources: David Brooks of the Concord Monitor and Deirdre Fleming of the
Portland Press Herald.

Notes from 1965: A Teenager Climbs “Unauthorized,”
and a Man Conceals His Diabetes
In summer 1965, I was 17 and worked for the Paradise Inn, located
approximately 9,000 feet and 8 miles below the summit of Mount Rainier in
central Washington. Over nine weeks, I climbed up and down much of the
mountain and its surrounding ranges like a two-footed goat.
Massive volcanic eruptions formed Rainier at least 2 million years ago.
American Indians lived in the lower reaches of Mount Rainier. The mountain
had various meanings to them, including “breast of the milk-white waters”
and “running like thunder through the skies.” In the summer, they climbed
the slopes as the snowpack receded and retreated as winter returned.
Mount Rainier supports more than 35 square miles of ice, including 26
officially named glaciers. It boasts the largest single-peak glacier system in
the Lower 48. Like streamers from a maypole, six major glaciers radiate from
the summit at 14,410 feet (4,392 meters). Steep walls on the north side cause
avalanches regularly, creating dangerous climbing conditions. The volcanic
rock (cleavers) that separate the glaciers are rotten and can give way. In
1961 a steam explosion ripped open a hole near Gibraltar Rock, high on the
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mountain, showering the glacier below with volcanic rock. In the fall and
winter, the heaviest snowfalls on Rainier occur between 5,000 and 10,000
feet. Paradise holds the world’s record for the largest accumulated snowfall in
a year. The record was set in 1971–72 when 1,122 inches (93.5 feet) of snow fell.
When I arrived in late June 1965, the only access to Paradise Inn was through
huge snow tunnels; the roof of the inn did not appear for two weeks.
Evergreen limbs bent down from the previous winter’s snows. As our bus
chugged up to a rise, Mount Rainier came into view. Although broken cloud
cover obscured most of the mountain, each glimpse of the gleaming white
glaciers and the coal-black ridges that separated them promised a welcome
challenge for a teenager from New York.
When I’d arrived at Paradise, I had hoped I would work as some kind of
a ranger. I found out that wherever people eat, dishes must be washed, and I
would do it along with students at the University of Washington and other
colleges.
The days off for Paradise employees were staggered. Thursday became my
regular climbing day. The management’s policy was we were not allowed to
summit Rainier, which was a two-day trip. But we did a lot of climbing.
One day on a cliff at 6,500 feet, a friend and I taught each other how to
belay and rappel. We found that this exhilarating feeling of flying and
bouncing down cliffs could also be safe. We glissaded with ice axes on the
Nisqually Glacier, whose firm snowpack made excellent conditions for an
early form of snowboarding.
One Wednesday night, Steve and Willy, two students from UW, and I
camped out on a strategic ridge in the Tatoosh Range, a mile south of Paradise. By 2 p.m. on Thursday, we had climbed four rugged peaks of heights
between 6,500 and 7,000 feet. As we came off the last of the four, we dropped
2,500 feet before we ran into sheer rock cliffs. So it was right back up we went.
We decided to head a different way, through what looked like 4 or 5 miles of
pine trees. As we committed to this route, we found that what we thought
were pine trees were a combination of trees with branches reaching down to
ground level and devil’s club (Oplopanax horridus), a big leafy plant covered
with thorns. We painfully walked our way through three hours of this jungle.
I spent much of Friday pulling devil’s club out of my arms and legs.
On another Thursday, Steve, Willy, and I made a daylong trip up a prominent Rainier cleaver, or ridge of volcanic rock. This required us to get a ride
down to a trailhead on the other side of the Nisqually Glacier, which formidably separates Paradise from the western side of the mountain. We climbed
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all day on the cleaver and made 12,000 feet by 5 p.m. But the rock was getting looser, and night was approaching. As we were crossing a gully on the
way down, a rock came out of nowhere and missed us by about 10 feet. We
cinched the straps of our helmets more tightly and kept a close eye on the
rotten rock above us.
On yet another Thursday, we speed-climbed to Camp Muir, the halfway cabin for the southern approach to the summit. For two weeks, I held
the speed record for the ascent to Muir from Paradise until someone broke
my record wearing a 30-pound pack. Records are meant to be broken—
or shattered.
With all of this climbing, I was in the best shape of my life—up until then
and since. As the end of my employment approached in late August, I could
not stop thinking about the arbitrary rule that Paradise employees could not
summit. I was determined to climb the mountain and came up with a plan.
I resigned early, forfeiting a week of pay. I walked over to the office of Mount
Rainier Mountain Guide Service. I told the guides that I no longer worked at
Paradise. I signed up for the next trip to the summit on August 26–27. They
knew about the climbing I had been doing on my days off. I was aware that
climbing with guides increased the chances of summiting and raised the level
of safety for the whole climbing party.
As it turned out, many of the climbers in my group were teenagers,
including a 17-year-old employee of the guide service. Our team also included
two adults and the guides, Bob and Gary. We hiked in clouds for much of
the climb to Camp Muir on August 26 but looked forward to good weather
farther up on the mountain.
After an early dinner and some storytelling from Bob, we tried to get some
shut-eye before waking at 2 a.m. for an alpine start. We learned it was important to make the climb to the summit before the intense sun began to melt
the snow on the glaciers. I put on my first set of crampons, a headlamp, and
a harness. I carried an ice ax and was roped with three other climbers, led by
Bob. I felt like a miner who had been dropped on a hulking black mountain.
In the dark, we crossed Paradise Glacier, watching for the wands that
marked crevasses, some as deep as 100 feet. We climbed through the dark to
Cathedral Rocks, which are volcanic rock below the iconic Gibraltar Rock.
Crossing the rock formation at Cadaver Gap required frequent climbing
on loose rocks. We emerged from Cathedral Rocks and started traversing
Ingraham Glacier, which would take us to the summit. We looked down on a
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sea of clouds. At 7 a.m., an orange sunrise broke over these clouds. We could
now see Mount Adams, the second highest volcanic peak in the Northwest.
As we neared the top of Gibraltar Rock, the middle-aged man on my rope
stumbled on a rock and fell but made no attempt to arrest himself with his ice
ax. Mr. Hyde (as I knew him) had been climbing very slowly until then. We
plodded on at an uneven pace, for Hyde could not take more than five or six
steps without a rest. He would stop and stare ahead or at his feet, glassy eyed.
He wouldn’t explain what was going on.
When we reached around 13,000 feet, Hyde’s movements became more
and more mechanical, and his whole body would waver from time to time.
Finally he crumbled into the snow and wouldn’t budge. I asked Alan, his
16-year-old son, what his father’s trouble was. Alan nonchalantly replied,
“Dad always gets pooped out.”
Gary told the rest of the party that they could climb to the summit but
must come back down quickly, because clouds were closing in, and Hyde’s
condition was serious. At 9 a.m., three of us, including the 17-year-old who
worked for the guide service, made it to the summit. We could see Mount
Baker in northern Washington. The other climbers turned back due to high
winds and fatigue.
When we rejoined the group, Gary told me that Hyde’s condition was
deteriorating. As we started down, Hyde’s knees would buckle, straighten,
and buckle again. He lost his feel for the slope; he stepped out instead of
down. He fell with increasing regularity. Then he sat and pushed his way
down, kicking rocks down on the rope team below.
Bob’s initial diagnosis was that Hyde was suffering from acute mountain
sickness, which can sharply reduce the amount of oxygen in the bloodstream
on the higher reaches of Rainier. Gary gave Hyde a shot of the steroid dexamethasone, which had no effect on him. Alan told the guides that his father
had made him promise not to tell them if he encountered a problem on the
climb.
When we reached the glacial field between Gibraltar Rock and
Disappointment Cleaver at about 12,400 feet, Bob and Gary decided this
was a life-threatening situation and radioed for help. Bob and I went down to
Camp Muir to get a rescue sled and climb back up with it. This trip took two
hours. Meanwhile the rest of the climbing team stayed with Hyde.
As his father appeared to slip into unconsciousness, Alan finally revealed
that Hyde was a Type 1 diabetic. Hyde could have been on his way into a
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diabetic coma. He needed to take insulin injections at least once a day but
had stopped taking them because, Alan said, that would have revealed his
medical condition to the guides.
As we made our way down together, we positioned Bob on the top end
of a long rope, while Gary guided the sled down. When we reached Muir, a
medical helicopter was waiting, prepared to administer emergency insulin. I
never heard what happened later, but I assume Hyde survived. I believe Alan
must have grown up quickly on the mountain, when he realized his wish to
protect his father’s secret had jeopardized his health and potentially his life.
Late that afternoon, I climbed 5,000 feet down to Paradise. As I was
unpacking in my bunk and telling my friends about my two-day adventure
on the mountain, the manager of the Paradise Inn walked in. He told me I
had violated the inn employee rules and regulations by climbing Rainier and
that I was fired.
I had prepared my response: “You can’t fire me; I already quit. And I’m
a damn good climber. Just ask Bob and Gary.” This was not the end of my
correspondence with the Rainier National Park Company, which told me in
a letter later that they were legally responsible for us because we were younger
than 21. Many of the inn workers were old enough to vote, but even with our
physical conditioning and skills, the management held that we were not old
enough to climb.
Yet, the main unresolved issue in my mind after my 1965 Rainier climb has
nothing to do with me and my employment. It was Hyde’s medical problems.
He hid his diabetes from the guides before the climb, got into trouble on the
mountain, and collapsed at 13,000 feet. He put his own life and the climbers’
safety in jeopardy,
Today, the climbing services on Rainier offer four- or five-day climbing
programs, so novices of all ages can acclimatize at 10,000 feet and take practice
climbs at lower elevations to test their physical conditioning. This requires
truthfulness, however, and an understanding of the need to be physically
prepared for a demanding summit climb. This raises the thorny question
of whether prospective summit climbers on a mountain like Rainier should
undergo some form of screening to identify disqualifying medical conditions.
—David Pugh

David Pugh was an urban park ranger in Central Park in the 1980s and is currently
teaching GED in New York City. He has no plans to retire.
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Books and Media
Maine Mountain Guide: AMC’s
Quintessential Trail Guide to the
Mountains of Maine, Eleventh Edition
By Carey Michael Kish
Appalachian Mountain Club Books, 2018,
640 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-62842-097-5.
Price: $23.95 (paperback).
Geologically speaking, barring major
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, or meteor
strikes, mountains don’t change much in
our lifetimes, but trails traversing them are
occasionally extended, rerouted, or simply eliminated. This is why guidebooks
and maps must continuously be updated, and there’s no better example of this
truism than the eleventh edition of the Maine Mountain Guide, authoritatively
compiled and edited by Carey Michael Kish.
This meticulously researched, easy-to-read volume features 175 new trails
and 50 additional mountains not included in previous editions, which date
back to the first in 1961. There also are thirteen extra in-text maps, made
necessary by Maine’s admirable record of trail building and expansion since
publication of the tenth edition in 2012.
Kish covers popular destinations, including Baxter State Park and Acadia
National Park, as well as more detailed descriptions of regions, including the
100-Mile Wilderness and Moosehead Lake, Downeast, and Midcoast. In all,
Kish revised descriptions of more than 450 trails.
You can do no better than to heed the expert advice and observations of
Kish, a registered Maine Guide who grew up exploring the Maine Woods and
has twice hiked the entire Appalachian Trail.
I hope Maine and other states continue expanding their trails so that
we continue to need Appalachian Mountain Club mountain guides to get
around those routes.
—Steve Fagin
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Forest and Crag: A History of Hiking,
Trail Blazing, and Adventure in the
Northeast Mountains, Thirtieth
Anniversary Edition
By Laura Waterman and Guy Waterman
SUNY Press, 2019, 978 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-4384-7530-1.
Price: $34.95 (paperback).
No couple ever explored the mountains
of the Northeast more extensively nor wrote
about them more voluminously than Laura
and Guy Waterman. Pioneers of the hitthe-trail movement that began sweeping the
country in the 1970s, the Watermans took hiking and technical climbing
to new levels in the Northeast. Guy Waterman climbed all 48 of New
Hampshire’s 4,000-footers from all four points of the compass in winter.
They chronicled their rambles in numerous articles and books, including
these latest editions: The Green Guide to Low-Impact Hiking and Camping
(Countryman Press, 2016); Wilderness Ethics: Preserving the Spirit of Wildness
(Countryman Press, 2014); and Yankee Rock & Ice: A History of Climbing
in the Northeastern United States, with a new chapter by Michael Wejchert
(Stackpole Books, 2018).
In 1989, after more than a decade of painstaking research and even more
exhaustive tramping over hill and dale, the Appalachian Mountain Club published the Watermans’ definitive mountain history, Forest and Crag. This comprehensive, 888-page compendium combines a history of the major peaks and
paths of the Northeast with a philosophical narrative reflecting their deepseated reverence for environmental preservation. AMC brought out a second
edition in 2000. When the book went out of print some years ago, devotees
went online and reportedly paid as much as $200 for well-thumbed editions,
and the Green Mountain Club made an ebook available.
Now, the State University of New York Press has resurrected this treasured
tome in a new 30th anniversary print edition that will allow veteran hikers to
replace their tattered volumes, as well as introduce the Watermans to the next
generation of outdoors-oriented men and women. The new edition includes
several pages of additional historical photographs and a new preface.
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In that new preface, Laura Waterman acknowledges that the continuously
growing popularity of hiking in the Northeast has been a double-edged
sword. On one hand, it’s gratifying that great numbers of people are drawn
to the woods and mountains; on the other, it’s troubling that such an influx
threatens to trample the sanctity and solitude of wild places.
“The trails on the popular peaks see so much traffic that hikers are forced
to step out of the treadway to allow others to pass. This is so common that
damage to the vegetation has accelerated, and above treeline especially, where
the plants recover slowly or not at all, they are, in some areas, in danger of
obliteration altogether,” she writes.
Laura Waterman still lives in East Corinth, Vermont, where she and Guy
first settled as homesteaders after their marriage in 1972. On February 6, 2000,
Guy Waterman climbed the 5,249-foot peak of Mount Lafayette in northern
New Hampshire, sat down next to a cairn, and died overnight in below-zero
temperatures. He was 67. I still find it difficult to comprehend that someone
who had been so passionate about life in the outdoors ended his in that way.
Forest and Crag remains part of his, and Laura’s, legacies. The richness of
the Watermans’ words will always resonate.
—Steve Fagin

A Naturalist at Large:
The Best Essays of Bernd Heinrich
By Bernd Heinrich
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2018, 304 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-544-98683-1. Price: $26
(hardcover);
ISBN: 978-0-544-98687-9. Price: $14.99
(ebook).
You are the son of a famous entomologist-ornithologist; he discovered a bird so
rare that, following its sighting in 1931, it was
not seen again until 1996. You grew up for a
time with your family in a one-room hut in a
forest in northern Germany. You learned to pin beetles at age 6, skin and stuff
small mammals soon afterward. At 11, you were painting flour paste on the
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abdomens of bees to track their routes to honey trees. Of course, you became
a naturalist.
“Natural historians make observations that prompt questions . . . (and)
lead to an understanding of life in its various dimensions,” Bernd Heinrich,
an emeritus biology professor at the University of Vermont, writes in the
introduction to almost half a century of observational essays. For most of us,
the curiosity of childhood eventually devolves into busy incuriosity. Caught
in the cyber-tasks of our lives—never mind the laundry, never mind taxes—
we have foregone the luxury of looking.
But Heinrich has not, as proven by a lustrous academic career and eighteen
books written from cabins in the woods of Vermont, Maine, and elsewhere.
Here is a man who looks for and answers questions we don’t. The world is his
office, and for one watching “the co-evolutionary arms race” between sphinx
moths and hummingbirds (each must penetrate impossibly long, tubular
flowers for nectar) or estimating that a lone yellow birch produces 19.5 million
seeds annually (by counting the seed number per cone fruit, then multiplying
by cone fruits per tree), office hours are long. Yet, he does not suffer burnout.
Everything holds the promise of discovery.
Enthusiasm for discoveries leaps off the page. For instance, by measuring
the muscle temperatures of sphinx moths, Heinrich proved that some
insects—contrary to reigning theory—are actually hot-blooded. Swarm
temperature regulation allows bee clusters to surround a predatory hornet
threatening the hive and, essentially, fry it to death. Many, but not all, vines
unwind in counterclockwise direction—perhaps a macroscopic reflection of
the microscopic spirality of DNA strands.
With all of his findings comes a sort of philosophy of existence: “Discoveries cannot be looked for,” he muses. “They happen . . . mostly by rummaging
around.” If you watch ravens without pause for six hours (he is particularly
eloquent about his bird-watching), or listen to the song of a phoebe for
months (“alternating two-syllable phrases, FEE-BEE, FEE-BAY, FEE-BEE,
FEE-BAY, at the rate of 30 phrases per minute”), or compare the rate of heat
loss in two baby birds (“a two-ounce kinglet should lose heat at a rate about
75 percent faster than a four-ounce chickadee), the world grows infinitely
more interesting.
Sometimes Heinrich leaves his cabin in the woods—where observations,
experiments, and calculations are no farther away than the door—to travel
to the Anza-Borrego Desert in California, Ellesmere Island in the Canadian
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Arctic, the Okavango Delta in Botswana. He writes about these places, too.
Everything in this world is watchable; everything is fertile. With his essays,
he is pollinating us.
—Elissa Ely

Terranexus: Connection and Meaning
in Ordinary Places
By David K. Leff
Homebound Publications, 2018, 80 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-947003-95-8.
Price: $12.95 (paperback).
A book of short essays is like a series
of short day hikes: brief, directional, and
heading toward a clear end. Of course, sometimes the hike you think you’re taking breaks
from the route and heads somewhere else it
has decided to take you instead.
The first essay in Terranexus begins with a
description of the White Mountains of New Hampshire in all their magnificence. You’ve read this one before. The usual ode to wilderness is about
to follow.
Not so. David Leff, who writes essays occasionally for this journal, uses the
White Mountains as an easy way to understand what he calls “terranexus”—
profound connection to terrain. Everyone feels terranexus on the top of
Mount Lafayette. But then Leff changes direction: to a heavily polluted river
near his Connecticut home, to a local landfill, to a strip mall. It turns out
terranexus can be felt in those places too.
Canoeing down the Naugatuck River, he finds muskrats and signs of
beavers by “drowned shopping carts and piles of bald tires.” In the Hartford
landfill (“among my favorite degraded places to visit”), he sees birds perching
“on fence-post-sized gas wellhead pipes.” Even in the strip mall, god help
him, he “admits to . . . an occasional thrum of excitement.”
Why should we feel affection for “the hard used places where civilization and nature are entangled”? Explanation comes in other essays. History,
Leff explains, has provided three waves of thought about conservation, the
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last “encouraging us to prize not just the pristine and magnificent places . . .
but more mundane precincts.”
He turns to Boston for proof. The Emerald Necklace links 1,100 acres of
urban parks and waterways, winding through the city and out to wilder surroundings, crossing and recrossing “the lines between human and wild communities . . . built and natural environments.” It’s an example of continuum
at its best: “Only by appreciating . . . the everyday landscapes where we live
and work will we be able to ensure the future of . . . places where nature is
dominant and human beings feel like visitors.” Therefore, why not more of
this, Leff wonders? Why not become “naturalists of urbanity”?
It seems counterintuitive. We list toward nature precisely to escape urban
blight. For the still-unconvinced, Leff hikes further off the main trail, looking
over a shoulder now and then to make sure we are following. “Not a polluted
wasteland nor a seemingly boring subdivision,” he argues, “is without
compelling tales and fascinating human and landscape confluences.”
You can find eternity in a grain of sand, or on a mountaintop, or in a
landfill. This little book believes every landscape holds that grain.
—Elissa Ely

A Sideways Look at Clouds
By Maria Mudd Ruth
Mountaineers Books, 2017, 224 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-68051-118-5.
Price: $24.95 (hardcover).
The first cloud Maria Mudd Ruth
ever noticed resembled Richard Nixon.
Fortunately, political caricature did not
prevent her from gazing up again decades
later, initially with interest and then, with a
growing obsession.
“My perfunctory dog walks became cloud rambles,” she confesses in A
Sideways Look at Clouds. “I tripped on curbs. . . . once I walked into a parked
car.”
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In the beginning, her funds of knowledge were limited. “I knew clouds
were made of water and that they floated,” she writes, “but so did icebergs.”
She began to roam widely into cloud science with the help of weather textbooks, the Oxford English Dictionary, an international cloud atlas, and the
Cloud Appreciation Society. She consulted physicists, chemists, professors,
neighbors, family, and a flight meteorologist.
Roaming took her to a cloud-painting watercolor class, to the study of
Latin etymology and the physics of visibility, and of course, to pondering
climate change. Sometimes she struggled to keep up with the science, even
with categorization. There are ten cloud forms. Neophytes usually recognize
cumulus, cirrus, and stratus, but each type is subdivided by shape and structure
into genus and species. Plenty of creative Latin is involved: congestus, humilis,
mediocris. All the descriptors are temporary, though, because clouds are in
constant evolution and devolution. “By the time we pin a name on a cloud,”
she observes (humbly, but without defeat), “it changes enough to need a
new name.”
Clouds are full of water droplets, ice crystals, and mind-blowing facts.
A typical low and languorous cumulus cloud (“the cloud kingdom’s happy
ambassador”) can contain more than a million pounds of water. Gray
altostratus clouds—“the cloud that practically begs you to ignore it . . .
the boring cloud . . . the mute button of the atmosphere”—can measure
thousands of miles across. If most of us are too busy looking down to care,
these numbers ought to shake up a little respect.
In the clouds, Ruth glimpsed art and mythology as well as science and
Nixon, and even a way into beginning to cope with her mother’s death.
Clouds became openings she walked through—beautiful doors. She writes
about them with such weight of knowledge and such lightness of creativity
and such great affection that the sentences float upward, inviting us to
rise too.
—Elissa Ely
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Saving Thoreau’s Birthplace: How
Citizens Rallied to Bring Henry Out of
the Woods
By Lucille Stott
TMC Books, 2018, 246 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-9996249-4-4.
Price: $19.95 (paperback).
Back in 1995, Lucille Stott was the
editor of the Concord Journal in Massachusetts. One day a resident called the paper. The
farmhouse where Henry David Thoreau had
been born might be torn down. Stott started
working on stories. She visited the rundown
house where, “without warning, I was overcome with emotion. I realized a
little sheepishly, for I’d always thought of myself as a practical, feet-on-theground kind of person, that what I was feeling was awe.”
The site of Thoreau’s cabin on Walden Pond attracts crowds all year, but
here was an actual building where “the Henry with a heartbeat” had come
into the world, Stott writes here. Although Thoreau’s world remained rather
small—he lived most of his life in Concord—his life in that town remained
rich with connections to his family and friends.
Within a few years, as Stott returned to teaching at Concord Academy
(and became editor of this journal from 2000 to 2005), she became involved
in a community movement to buy the Thoreau birthplace. The story of that
movement unfolds in this book’s graceful and well-documented 40 chapters.
She tells how activists gathered support and encouraged the town to buy the
house. Citizens formed the Thoreau Farm Trust, renovated the building, and
transformed it into a historic site. The house opened to the public in 2010.
The farmhouse and this book have now become part of the Thoreau
story. Learn to appreciate the man who taught us that “in wildness is the
preservation of the world” by visiting the town and the building where he
began his life as a town resident.
—Christine Woodside
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The Pacific Alone: The Untold Story of
Kayaking’s Boldest Voyage
By Dave Shively
Falcon Guides, 2018, 166 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-4930-2681-4.
Price: $24.95 (hardcover).
Ed Gillet in the summer of 1987
completed an astounding navigational feat
that no one accomplished before or since:
a solo crossing of the Pacific Ocean, from
California to Hawaii, by kayak.
One remarkable aspect of Gillet’s 64-day,
low-budget, sparsely publicized, unsupported voyage was how little recognition he gained from such a stunning
achievement.
Gillet subsequently retreated to the relative anonymity of a California
high school, where at last report he teaches AP English. Even his arrival in
Hawaii after such a harrowing journey went virtually unnoticed. As Dave
Shively writes in this entertaining, illuminating new book, no cheering
throngs greeted the exhausted, half-starved, and cramped Gillet when he at
last arrived at Maui’s Kahului Harbor.
“After forty nonstop hours spent paddling to the finish, Gillet realized he
could not stand on his scarred and atrophied legs. Through pins and needles
he propped himself from cockpit to sand. As he pushed himself up and
worked to straighten his knees, he could only lurch from side to side. . . .
“His first human contact was a lone drunk, who teetered toward him
in the waking hours, thinking he’d perhaps found a kindred spirit. Gillet
had asked him for a hand dragging his boat farther up the beach, revealing
how he had just paddled over from California, to which the derelict stranger
responded, ‘Two months in dat little thing?’”
Shively’s book evolved from an article for Canoe & Kayak magazine, in
which he set out to chronicle various failed attempts to paddle across the
Pacific. Realizing that a detailed account of the only successful crossing had
never been written, Shively got in touch with Gillet. What results is a gripping read, full of drama on the high seas. This remarkable tale of survival and
perseverance has finally surfaced.
—Steve Fagin
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Yankee Rock and Ice: A History of
Climbing in the Northeastern
United States
By Laura and Guy Waterman with new chapters by Michael Wejchert
Stackpole Books, 2018. 464 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-8117-3768-5.
Price: $19.95 (paperback).
The Waterman’s Yankee R ock & Ice has been
released again in a revised, expanded secondedition paperback. The first hardcover edition
was published in hardcover in 1993 and reissued in paperback a decade later. New Hampshire climbing guide Michael Wejchert contributed four new chapters to this
new edition. North Conway climber, writer, and filmmaker Sarah Garlick
wrote the foreword. Stackpole Books is to be congratulated for its commitment to preserving and updating this classic account of Northeastern climbing history.
From the 1970s to the beginning of the 21st century, the Watermans were
like the unofficial first family of New England climbing, a role that climbers
and former Appalachia editors Robert and Miriam Underhill fulfilled for an
earlier generation. Robert and Miriam were the first to ascend all 48 New
Hampshire 4,000-footers in winter. Guy Waterman established his own
enduring record, as the first to summit all 48 peaks in winter from all four
points of the compass. The Watermans co-authored a shelf of insightful books
on wilderness ethics (with a strong emphasis on the principle of Leave No
Trace) and climbing history. Laura’s memoir Losing the Garden: The Story of
a Marriage (Shoemaker and Hoard), which came out in 2005, five years after
her husband’s suicide, is a poignant account of how even a life well lived is
sometimes not enough.
Yankee Rock & Ice remains the go-to book for anyone interested in the
history of climbing in the region, especially in the White Mountains, the
Shawangunks, and the Adirondacks. Much of this history in the twentieth
century, especially in the Whites and the Gunks, is bound up with that of
the Appalachian Mountain Club. Lively and well-drawn characters emerge
in the early chapters, including the Underhills, Ken Henderson (“who always
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wore a jacket and tie on the hardest of climbs”), and German immigrant Fritz
Wiessner, who deservedly gets a chapter all of his own.
The first edition offered a detailed account of Northeastern climbing down
to the eve of the 1990s. Wejchert’s four new chapters bring the story down
to the day before yesterday. He introduces new faces (Jim Surrette, Leesa
and Jay Conway) and carefully considers new ethical questions (bolting,
chopping) and ever more difficult and colorfully named routes (“Difficulties
be Damned”).
This book will make Northeastern climbers proud of their region and its
heritage of difficult and pioneering climbing. As Garlick notes in her preface to Yankee Rock & Ice, New England and New York may not have “the
tallest cliffs, or the highest mountains, or even the greatest weather, but we
have the best variety of high-quality terrain anywhere.” That plus a climbing
community that, at its best, is rooted in the values espoused and embodied
by the Watermans.
—Maurice Isserman

Maurice Isserman, professor of history at Hamilton College, is the author of
Continental Divide: A History of American Mountaineering (Norton, 2016).
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A Peak Ahead

Tributes to Mary Oliver,
and Scotland

I

n the next issue of A ppal achi a , several writers will pay
tribute to Mary Oliver, who sent this journal poetry for decades. Max
Stephan’s personal essay will trace his research of Oliver’s development, from
the early 1960s to her death a few months ago. Poets Todd Davis and John
Smelcer will contribute. Former Appalachia editor Sandy Stott will tell how
his invitation led to this journal’s long association with the poet, and former
Appalachia editor Lucille Stott will reflect on Oliver’s influence on her work.
I will write about the time I waited for two hours in Oliver’s living room
while she napped upstairs. Environmental writer and poet Sarah Audsley
will describe a moment of revelation about literary judgement while listening
to academics discuss Oliver.
Todd and Donette Swain, climbers and rangers who often write for us,
will share their adventures climbing in the technical wonderland of northern
Scotland. Bill Geller’s historical research on life in long-ago industrial Maine
returns. And more.
And here’s an invitation. Writers of all levels and genres are invited to join
us at Cardigan Lodge in the New Hampshire Lakes Region for Appalachia’s
annual weekend workshop, “Writing from the Mountains” which will take
place December 6–8. On Saturday we will venture onto the trails of Cardigan
Mountain and begin writing what we experienced later. On Sunday we will
spend a bit more time in a workshop, honing writing ideas and techniques
with our trail experiences as inspiration. For more, watch for updates on our
Twitter feed @AppalachiaJourn and at outdoors.org/ activities.
—Christine Woodside
Editor
Chris@chriswoodside.com

